
Object Number Description

A228 Glass jug

A268 Spanish glass pharmacy flask, 18th century

A271 Glass flask with spout

A274 Glass flask with spout

A425 Glass flask with spout

A848 Glass flask from the pharmacy of the hospital Santa Maria Nuova in Florence, possibly Italian

A849 Glass flask, from the pharmacy of the Santa Maria Nuova hospital in Florence, possibly Italian

A850 Glass flask, from the pharmacy of the hospital Santa Maria Nuova inFlorence, possibly Italian

A852 Glass flask, from the pharmacy of the hospital of Santa Maria Nuova in Florence, possibly Italian

A853 Glass flask from the pharmacy of the Santa Maria Nuova Hospital in Florence, possibly Italian

A854 Glass flask, from the hospital of Santa Maria Nuova in Florence, possibly Italian

A856 Glass flask, from the pharmacy of the hospital of Santa Maria Nuova, Florence, possibly Italian

A857 Glass flask, from the pharmacy of the hospital of Santa Maria Nuova in Florence, possibly Italian

A858 Glass flask

A859 Glass flask

A860 Glass flask

A861 Glass flask

A864 Pale green glass bottle, globous body, tubular neck, hand blown, from the Hospital of Santa Maria 

Nuvoa, Florence, probably Italian, 1750-1900

A872 Small glass goblet, probably Italian

A873 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, probably Italian

A874 Glass drug jar, from the hospital of Santa Maria Nuova in Florence

A875 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, from the Santa Maria Nuova hospital in Florence

A876 Glass drug jar, from the hospital of Santa Maria Nuova in Florence

A877 Glass albarello, dumb-bell shaped

A879 Glass albarello

A880 Glass vessel with spout

A881 Italian glass pharmacy flask, 18th century

A882 Glass shop round, from the hospital of Santa Maria Nuova in Florence

A1535 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A1665 Green glass phial, elongated cylindrical shape, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1800-1900

1979-23 10 jars, clear glass, empty, for drugs, English, late 19th early 20th century

1979-23 Pt1 Shop round for antiseptic throat pastilles, empty

1979-23 Pt2 Shop round for eucalyptus and menthol, empty

1979-23 Pt3 Shop round for chlorodyne, empty

1979-23 Pt4 Shop round marked 'Cal Cachous', empty

1979-23 Pt5 Shop round for eucalyptus pastilles, empty

1979-23 Pt6 Shop round for glycerine and blackcurrant, empty

1979-23 Pt7 Shop round for mixed cachous, empty

1979-23 Pt8 Shop round for gelatine lozenges, empty

1979-23 Pt9 Shop round for glycerine jujubes, no lid, empty

1979-23 Pt10 Shop round for linseed and chlorodyne, empty

1979-25 12 bottles, blue glass, some with contents, English, late 19th, early 20th century

1979-25 Pt1 Shop round, blue glass, labelled "simple syrup" and containing traces of material

1979-25 Pt2 Shop round, blue glass, labelled squill syrup and containing residue

1979-25 Pt3 Shop round, blue glass, labelled violet syrup and containing residue

1979-25 Pt4 Shop round, blue glass, labelled red poppy syrup and containing traces of brown crystals

1979-25 Pt5 Shop round, blue glass, lebelled buckthorn syrup and containing traces of brown crystals

1979-25 Pt6 Shop rounds, blue glass, labelled rhubarb syrup and containing traces of brown crystals

1979-25 Pt7 Shop round, blue glass, labelled lemon syrup and containing traces of yellow crystals

1979-25 Pt8 Shop round, blue glass, labelled ginger syrup and containing a trace of yellow gum



1979-25 Pt9 Shop round, blue glass, labelled squill oxymel and containing traces of its previous contents

1979-25 Pt10 Shop round, blue glass, labelled orange syrup and containing a syrup residue

1979-25 Pt11 Shop round, blue glass, labelled rose syrup and containing a trace of the contents

1979-25 Pt12 Shop round, blue glass, labelled tolu syrup and containing syrup

1979-26 148 bottles, clear glass, some with contents, for drugs, English, late 19th early 20th century

1979-26 Pt1 Shop round for nitrous ether spirit, empty

1979-26 Pt2 Shop round for quassia infusion or bitter wood, half full

1979-26 Pt3 Shop round for compound benzoin tincture, partly full

1979-26 Pt4 Shop round, unlabelled but containing pink powder

1979-26 Pt5 Shop round for chirata, containing a trace of brown powder

1979-26 Pt6 Shop round for lavender water containing a yellow liquid residue

1979-26 Pt7 Shop round for senna essence containing a residual brown gum

1979-26 Pt8 Shop rounds for lime water containing a white liquid residue

1979-26 Pt9 Shop round for quinine tincture containing traces of white crystals

1979-26 Pt10 Shop round, badly cracked, for slippery elm bark and containing beige powder

1979-26 Pt11 Shop round for rhubarb powder, half full of brown powder

1979-26 Pt12 Shop round for gum arabic containing some white powder

1979-26 Pt13 Shop round for cinnamon powder containing traces of brown powder

1979-26 Pt14 Shop round for french chalk containing white powder

1979-26 Pt15 Shop round for potassium chlorate lozenges, containing 21 lozenges

1979-26 Pt16 Shop round for magnesium carbonate containing a trace of white powder

1979-26 Pt17 Shop round for ginger powder, full

1979-26 Pt18 Shop round for powdered iris root containing cream powder

1979-26 Pt19 Shop round for cinchona powder containing brown powder

1979-26 Pt20 Shop round for powdered aloe with canella, hiera picra, containing brown powder

1979-26 Pt21 Shop round for powdered borax containing white powder

1979-26 Pt22 Shop round for potassium bromide, containing white crystals

1979-26 Pt23 Shop round for water of aniseed, empty, later used for surgical spirit

1979-26 Pt24 Shop round for ferric ammonium citrate, containing a few brown crystals

1979-26 Pt25 Shop round for colocynth extract containing a brown powder

1979-26 Pt26 Shop round for cinnamon water, empty

1979-26 Pt27 Shop round for orange tincture, empty

1979-26 Pt28 Shop round for cubeb powder, containing brown powder

1979-26 Pt29 Shop round for quinine sulphate containing white powder

1979-26 Pt30 Shop round for potassium chloride containing traces of white powder

1979-26 Pt31 Shop round for potassium iodide containing traces of white crystals

1979-26 Pt32 Shop round for benzoic acid containing white crystalline powder

1979-26 Pt33 Shop round for potassium permanganate containing a brown residue

1979-26 Pt34 Shop round for best powdered aloes, containing brown powder

1979-26 Pt35 Shop round for gum tragacanth containing traces of white powder

1979-26 Pt36 Shop round for peppermint water, empty

1979-26 Pt37 Shop round for tincture of camphor, empty

1979-26 Pt38 Shop round for ......... full of yellow powder

1979-26 Pt39 Shop round for zinc sulphate contains traces of white powder

1979-26 Pt40 Shop round for copper subacetate, containing a blue powder

1979-26 Pt41 Shop round for tolu tincture containing a dark red liquid, later used for tincture of lavender

1979-26 Pt42 Shop round for croton liniment containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt43 Shop round for cochineal, containing a rew remnants

1979-26 Pt44 Shop round for lupulus tincture, containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt45 Shop round containing a small amount of grey powder

1979-26 Pt46 Shop round for catechu tincture containing a residue, mostly solidified

1979-26 Pt47 Shop round, no stopper, for colchicum wine, empty

1979-26 Pt48 Shop round for concentrated phosphoric acid, containing a colourless liquid

1979-26 Pt49 Shop round, original label illegible but new label indicates present contents is tincture of iodine

1979-26 Pt50 Shop round for spirit of juniper, containing a liquid yellow residue

1979-26 Pt51 Shop round for aconite liniment, empty

1979-26 Pt52 Shop round for belladonna liniment containing a brown residue

1979-26 Pt53 Shop round for capsicum tincture, containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt54 Shop round for opium liniment, empty



1979-26 Pt55 Shop round for almond essence, empty, later used for hydrobromic acid

1979-26 Pt56 Shop round for musk root tincture containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt57 Shop round for chloric ether, empty

1979-26 Pt58 Shop round for juniper oil, containing a little yellow oil

1979-26 Pt59 Shop round for rose essence, empty

1979-26 Pt60 Shop round for gelsemium tincture containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt61 Shop round for acetic acid, empty

1979-26 Pt62 Shop round for tincture of cimicifuga tincture, containing dark red liquid

1979-26 Pt63 Shop round for compound senna mixture, containing a residue

1979-26 Pt64 Shop round for tincture of Krameria, containing a partially solidified residue

1979-26 Pt65 Shop round for cajuput oil, empty, later used for dilute sulphuric acid

1979-26 Pt66 Shop round for spirit of nutmeg, empty

1979-26 Pt67 Shop round for spirit of rosemary, containing orange liquid, also labelled tincture of orange

1979-26 Pt68 Shop round for lemon oil, empty

1979-26 Pt69 Shop round for essence of bergamot, empty, also labelled bath cologne

1979-26 Pt70 Shop round for ipecacuanha powder, empty

1979-26 Pt71 Shop round for essence of musk, empty, later used for aromatic ammonia liquor

1979-26 Pt72 Shop round for wine of pepsin, empty

1979-26 Pt73 Shop round for cinchona tincture, containing brown residue

1979-26 Pt74 Shop round for tincture of tolu, containing a red liquid

1979-26 Pt75 Shop round for verbena oil, containing an oily residue

1979-26 Pt76 Shop round for vinegar of ipecacuanha, empty

1979-26 Pt77 Shop round for pyrethrum tincture, later used for spirit of camphor, containing colourless liquid

1979-26 Pt78 Shop round for infusion of catechu, containing solid brown residue

1979-26 Pt79 Shop round for ammoniated guaiacum tincture, containing a brown residue

1979-26 Pt80 Shop round for potassium binoxalas, containing traces of white powder

1979-26 Pt81 Shop round for powdered cuttle fish bone, containing a cream powder

1979-26 Pt82 Shop round for composite tincture of myrrh, containing a residue

1979-26 Pt83 Shop round for cinchona extract, containing brown liquid

1979-26 Pt84 Shop round for infusion of cascarilla, containing a dark brown liquid

1979-26 Pt85 Shop round for vanilla essence, containing brown liquid

1979-26 Pt86 Shop round for infusion of calumba, contains a residue

1979-26 Pt87 Shop round for aromatic sulphuric acid, containing red liquid

1979-26 Pt88 Shop round for glycerin pepsin, containing red liquid

1979-26 Pt89 Shop round for glycerin of tannic acid, containing a brown residue

1979-26 Pt90 Shop round for camphor, containing traces of white crystals

1979-26 Pt91 Shop round for dilute ammonia, containing a colourless liquid

1979-26 Pt92 Shop round for compound cardamon tincture, containing red liquid

1979-26 Pt93 Shop round for infusion of buchu, containing dark brown liquid

1979-26 Pt94 Shop round for tincture of squill, contains yellow liquid

1979-26 Pt95 Shop round for compound rose infusion

1979-26 Pt96 Shop round for antimonial wine, containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt97 Shop round for essence of pennyroyal, containing colourless liquid, later label for Hy

1979-26 Pt98 Shop round for infusion of orange, containing brown residue

1979-26 Pt99 Shop round for ammoniated tincture of valerian, containing brown liquid

1979-26 Pt100 Shop round for essence of pepeprmint, containing pale yellow liquid

1979-26 Pt101 Shop round for tincture of cascara sagrada, containing a red liquid

1979-26 Pt102 Shop round for spirit of chloroform, empty

1979-26 Pt103 Shop round for essence of aniseed, later label for dilute sulphuric acid, containing colourless 

liquid

1979-26 Pt104 Shop round for wine of ipecacuanha, containing brown liquid

1979-26 Pt105 Shop round for composite tincture of senna, containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt106 Shop round for spirit of sal volatile, containing yellow liquid

1979-26 Pt107 Shop round for compound decoction of sarsaparilla, containing a brown suspension

1979-26 Pt108 Shop round for aqueous chloroform, containing a colourless liquid

1979-26 Pt109 Shop round of oil of cassia, containing a red liquid

1979-26 Pt110 Shop round for spirit of camphor, containing colourless liquid

1979-26 Pt111 Shop round for ammonium acetate solution, containing a pale yellow liquid

1979-26 Pt112 Shop round for compound liniment of soap, containing ann orange suspension



1979-26 Pt113 Shop round for tincture of ferric perchloride, containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt114 Shop round for camphor linctus, containing a pale yellow liquid

1979-26 Pt115 Shop round for dill solution, containing a colourless liquid

1979-26 Pt116 Shop round for compound tincture of lavander, containing a red liquid

1979-26 Pt117 Shop round for tincture of myrrh, containing a red liquid

1979-26 Pt118 Shop round for powdered gall, containing a pale brown powder

1979-26 Pt119 Shop round for nose dentifrice containing a pink powder

1979-26 Pt120 Shop round for tincture of serpentary, containing an orange liquid

1979-26 Pt121 Shop round for decoction of aloes, containing a brown residue

1979-26 Pt122 Shop round, unlabelled, containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt123 Shop round, unlabelled, containing a brown suspension

1979-26 Pt124 Shop round for gallic acid, containing a white crystalline powder

1979-26 Pt125 Shop round for ammonium citrate liquor, containing a pale yellow liquid

1979-26 Pt126 Shop round for potassium sulphate, containing a white powder

1979-26 Pt127 Shop round for tincture of castor, containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt128 Shop round for tincture of golden seal, containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt129 Shop round for tincture of witch hazel, containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt130 Shop round for tincture of stramonium, containing brown liquid

1979-26 Pt131 Shop round for infusion of digitalis, containing a red liquid

1979-26 Pt132 Shop round for potassium bicarbonate, containing white powder

1979-26 Pt133 Shop round for compound tincture of gentian, containing a brown liquid

1979-26 Pt134 Shop round for orange-flower water, containing a colourless oil

1979-26 Pt135 Shop round for eau de cologne, containing a residue

1979-26 Pt136 Shop round for oil of bitter almonds, containing on yellow oil

1979-26 Pt137 Shop round for liquor of dandelion, containing a brown residue

1979-26 Pt138 Shop round for oil of eucalyptus, containing an orange oil

1979-26 Pt139 Shop round for alcohol, empty

1979-26 Pt140 Shop round for caramel, containing a brown residue

1979-26 Pt141 Shop round for potassium nitrate, containing  white crystals

1979-26 Pt142 Shop round for areca nut, empty

1979-26 Pt143 Shop round for powdered areca nut, containing a brown powder

1979-26 Pt144 Shop round for compound infusion of gentian, containing a brown residue

1979-26 Pt145 Shop round for tincture of ginger, empty

1979-26 Pt146 Shop round for liquid extract of sacred bark, containing solid residue

1979-26 Pt147 Shop round for citric acid, smashed

1979-26 Pt148 Bottle for Cantharides extract

1983-10 129 glass pharmacists bottles, Asian, European and North American, late 19th and early 20th 

century

1983-10/128 Clear glass bottle for Galloway's cough syrup, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt1 Clear glass bottle, no stopper, by Lewis and Burrows Ltd., British

1983-10 Pt2 Clear glass bottle, no stopper, by Keene and Ashwell, British

1983-10 Pt3 Clear glass bottle, for horlicks, without lid

1983-10 Pt4 Clear glass bottle, for Davis Vegetable Pain killer, no stopper, broken at side

1983-10 Pt5 Brown glass bottle for Dr Cassels tablets, no stopper, cracked

1983-10 Pt6 Clear glass bottle for vaseline, by Chesebrough Manufacturing Co., no lid

1983-10 Pt7 Clear glass bottle for vaseline by Chesebrough Manufacturing Company, no lid, cracked

1983-10 Pt8 Clear glass bottle by Hollis and Son, London, no stopper, British

1983-10 Pt9 Clear glass bottle for horlicks lunch tablets, no lid

1983-10 Pt10 Clear glass bottle, no stopper, by W. Dredge

1983-10 Pt11 Clear glass bottle by Universities, possibly British

1983-10 Pt12 Clear glass bottle, no stopper, possibly by Carr

1983-10 Pt13 Clear glass bottle for Elliman Embrocation, no stopper

1983-10 Pt14 Clear glass bottle for Bishops citrate of magnesia, no lid

1983-10 Pt15 Clear glass bottle, by the Crown Perfumery Company, London, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt16 Clear glass bottle for Galloways cough syrup, British, no lid

1983-10 Pt17 Clear glass bottle for Congreves celebrated balsamic elixir for coughs, whooping cough and 

asthma, no stopper, chipped

1983-10 Pt18 Clear glass bottle for Beethams glycerine and cucumber, no stopper

1983-10 Pt19 Clear glass bottle for Antipon, no lid

1983-10 Pt20 Clear blue glass bottle for bronchonia, no stopper



1983-10 Pt21 Clear green glass bottle for Beethms fragrant hair grower, by M. Beetham and Son, Cheltenham, 

no stopper

1983-10 Pt22 Dark blue glass bottle for castor oil, by Allen and Hanburys Limited, United Kingdom, no stopper.

1983-10 Pt23 Clear glass bottle, by Atkinson and Barker, no stopper

1983-10 Pt24 Clear glass bottle by J. and E. Atkinson, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt25 Clear glass bottle for petroleum emulsion, by Ancier, no stopper

1983-10 Pt26 Green glass dispensing bottle, no lid

1983-10 Pt27 Clear glass dispensing bottle by Ashton and Parsons, no stopper

1983-10 Pt28 Brown glass bottle, by Allen and Hanburys Limited, United Kingdom, with stopper, cracked.

1983-10 Pt29 Clear glass bottle by Harrods, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt30 Clear glass bottle for Parmint, by International Laboratories, no stopper

1983-10 Pt31 Clear glass bottle, by Piesse and Lubin, British, with stopper

1983-10 Pt32 Brown glass bottle by Burroughs Wellcome, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt33 Clear glass bottle for eau dentitriere, du Docteur Pierre, Faculty of Medicine, Paris, French, no 

stopper

1983-10 Pt34 Brown clear glass bottle for cocoid gelette pulverette by Oppenheimer, Son and Co. Ltd., British, 

no stopper

1983-10 Pt35 Clear glass bottle Burrouhgs Wellcome and Co., British, no stopper, cracked

1983-10 Pt36 Clear glass bottle for cue cement, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt37 Clear blue glass bottle for Clarke's World Famed Blood Mixture, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt38 Clear glass bottle for Hoods Sarsparilla, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt39 Dark green glass wine bottle for Halls wine tonic, no cork

1983-10 Pt40 Small green glass bottle by Leath and Ross, no stopper

1983-10 Pt41 Broken clear glass bottle for Nortons Camomile Pills, no stopper

1983-10 Pt42 Green glass dispensing bottle by Maddock's and Co., British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt43 Clear glass bottle for Mann's Approved Medicine, no stopper

1983-10 Pt44 Green clear glass bottle for Mellins Infants Food, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt45 Dark blue glass bottle, one side ridged, for Owbridges Embrocation, no stopper

1983-10 Pt46 Clear green glass bottle by Woodward Chemist, no stopper, British

1983-10 Pt47 Clear glass bottle by Powell, no stopper, British

1983-10 Pt48 Clear glass bottle for koka hair tonic, no stopper

1983-10 Pt49 Clear glass bottle for vitalis, Tippers Diffusible stimulant, British, no lid

1983-10 Pt50 Clear glass bottle for Preston Salts, with stopper

1983-10 Pt51 Clear glass bottle for Mellin's Cod Liver Oil Emulsion, no stopper

1983-10 Pt52 Clear glass bottle, no stopper

1983-10 Pt53 Clear glass bottle by J. Crossmith and Son, British, with stopper

1983-10 Pt54 Green glass bottle, with stopper, for Dr. Mackenzie's catarrh cure

1983-10 Pt55 Clear glass bottle by Hollamby and Heathfield, no stopper

1983-10 Pt56 Clear glass bottle possibly by Argonaut, no stopper

1983-10 Pt57 Clear glass bottle with stopper, by Floris, British

1983-10 Pt58 Dark blue glass bottle, no stopper

1983-10 Pt59 Clear glass bottle with stopper for Godfrey's Inhaler

1983-10 Pt60 Clear glass bottle, no lid, possibly by Borroughs Wellcome

1983-10 Pt61 Brown glass bottle, ridged, with stopper, by Jeyes

1983-10 Pt62 Clear glass bottle for Guy's Tonic, graduated in tablespoons, no stopper

1983-10 Pt63 Clear glass bottle with metal stopper, for Harlene hair tonic

1983-10 Pt64 Clear glass bottle for Van Buskirks Fragrant Sozodont, no stopper

1983-10 Pt65 Clear glass bottle for Fellow's Syrup of Hypophosphates, no stopper

1983-10 Pt66 Clear glass bottle for Eau de Cologne no. 4711, no stopper, Rue de la Cloche, Cologne, German

1983-10 Pt67 Green glass wine bottle, possibly for spring water, by A.E. Sculap, no cork

1983-10 Pt68 Clear glass bottle by Maddocks and Co. Ltd., British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt69 Clear glass bottle, no stopper

1983-10 Pt70 Clear glass bottle for Mason's Extract, no stopper

1983-10 Pt71 Clear glass bottle for Ellimans Embrocation for horses, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt72 Clear glass bottle for Scott's Emulsion, no stopper

1983-10 Pt73 Clear glass bottle, no stopper

1983-10 Pt74 Clear glass bottle for Skuses cough mixture, no stopper

1983-10 Pt75 Clear glass bottle for Lait Larota, no stopper



1983-10 Pt76 Clear blue glass bottle for Seedhouse's Celebrated Gingerette Essence, no stopper

1983-10 Pt77 Clear glass bottle by St James Oil Ltd., British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt78 Dark green glass bottle, no lid, triangular

1983-10 Pt79 Clear glass bottle by A.J. White, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt80 Blue clear glass bottle for Varalettes, with cork stopper

1983-10 Pt81 Clear glass bottle with cork inside

1983-10 Pt82 Clear glass bottle graduated in dessert spoons, no stopper

1983-10 Pt83 Clear glass bottle for Seegerol, no stopper

1983-10 Pt84 Clear glass bottle for Rowlands Macassar Oil, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt85 Clear glass bottle for Scotts Emulsion, no stopper

1983-10 Pt86 Clear glass bottle by Rouse, British, cracked at top, no stopper

1983-10 Pt87 Clear glass bottle by Balsam of Aniseed Company, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt88 Clear glass bottle for Listerine, by Lambert Pharmacal Company, no stopper

1983-10 Pt89 Clear glass bottle with stopper by Lowson and Haydon, British

1983-10 Pt90 Clear glass bottle, with lip, for Langdales Essence of cinnamon, no stopper

1983-10 Pt91 Clear glass bottle by Vapocresolene Co. with cork inside and remains of torn-off label

1983-10 Pt92 Clear glass bottle by John M. Richards, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt93 Clear glass bottle, by Knight and Co., British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt94 Clear glass bottle by P.H. Galloway M.P.S., British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt95 Clear glass bottle by H.C. Gallup, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt96 Clear glass bottle by J.H. Bailey, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt97 Clear glass bottle for Florida water, by Murray and Lanman, American,no stopper

1983-10 Pt98 Clear glass bottle by Rogers, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt99 Clear glass bottle by Kemp and Co. Ltd., Indian, no stopper

1983-10 Pt100 Clear glass bottle by Hooper and Co., British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt101 Clear glass bottle by R. Douglas, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt102 Clear glass bottle for Neufaline, no stopper

1983-10 Pt103 Clear glass bottle for Greensill's Mona Bouquet, no stopper

1983-10 Pt104 Clear glass bottle, with stopper by H.P. Truefitt Ltd.

1983-10 Pt105 Clear glass bottle by J. Grossmith and Son, British, with glass stopper

1983-10 Pt106 Clear glass bottle by S. Oxley, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt107 Opaque white glass bottle with spout

1983-10 Pt108 Clear blue glass bottle for Scrubb's fluid, no stopper

1983-10 Pt109 Clear glass bottle by Strickland and Rowe, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt110 Clear green glass bottle for Day, Son and Hewitt's Gaseous fluid, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt111 Clear glass bottle for Linseed compound, no stopper

1983-10 Pt112 Blue glass dispensing bottle, no stopper

1983-10 Pt113 Dark brown glass bottle, no lid, by Everett

1983-10 Pt114 Clear glass bottle for Owbridge's Lung Tonic, with original cork stopper inside

1983-10 Pt115 Clear glass bottle for Guys Tonic, graduated in tablespoons with original cork stopper inside

1983-10 Pt116 Clear glass bottle for Anzora, no stopper

1983-10 Pt117 Clear green glass triangular bottle, no stopper

1983-10 Pt118 Clear glass bottle for Mrs Winslows soothing syrup by Curtis and Perkins, no stopper

1983-10 Pt119 Clear glass bottle by Potter Ltd, British, with original cork stopper

1983-10 Pt120 Clear glass bottle for cough drops by Barclay and Sons, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt121 Clear glass bottle by Fellow and Co, possibly American, no stopper

1983-10 Pt122 Brown glass bottle by Allen and Hanburys, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt123 Blue glass bottle for mineral water varalettes, by Bishop, no stopper

1983-10 Pt124 Clear glass bottle for Ponds extract, no stopper

1983-10 Pt125 Clear glass bottle by Squire and Sons, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt126 Clear glass bottle, graduated in tablespoons, no stopper

1983-10 Pt127 Blue glass bottle by Woodward, British, no stopper

1983-10 Pt129 Clear glass bottle for syrup of figs by Collins Chemical Company, British, no stopper

1983-11 Moulded blue glass bottle, with stopper

1983-811 Carton for and containing 10 penicillin vials (empty), by the Distillers Company Ltd., Speke, 

England, 1947.

1985-1719 24 test tubes, containing bacteriological preparations, from Pasteur Institute (four stands, each 

holding six tubes)

1985-1775 Aqua glass bottle, empty, rectangular, with moulded inscription "Handley, Chemist, 

Loughborough", 1880-1930



1986-928 Shop round, glass-fronted label LITHII CIT: (Lithium Citrate), some white crystalline powder, 

English, 1850-1920

1986-929 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV:GLYCYRR DEC: (decoction of Glycerin powder), empty, 

English, 1850-1920

1986-930 Shop round, painted ribbon label CARMINE (carminum) some dark red powder, English, 1850-

1920

1986-931 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV:IPECAC: (Ipecacuanha powder), empty, English, 1850-

1920

1986-932 Shop round, glass-fronted label FERRI CARB: SAC (ferrous carbonate with glucose), empty, 

English, 1850-1920

1986-933 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV:SCAM:CO: (compound scammony powder), empty, 

English, 1850-1920

1986-934 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV:NUX AREC: (powdered Areca, or Betal, nuts), half full with 

a brown powder, English, 1850-1920

1986-935 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV: MYRRH: (Myrrh powder), empty, English, 1850-1920

1986-936 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV:JALAP:CO: (compound Jalap powder), empty, English, 

1850-1920

1986-937 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV:COLOCYN (Colocynth powder), dark green fluted poison 

bottle, empty, English, 1850-1920

1986-938 Shop round, glass-fronted label POTASS:PERMANG: (Potassium permanganate), empty, 

English, 1850-1920

1986-939 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV:SAPONIS (Saponium powder), full of a cream powder, 

English, 1850-1920

1986-940 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV:OS:SAEPIAE (powdered cuttle fish bone), full of ochre 

powder, English, 1850-1920

1986-941 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV:SANG:DRAC: (powdered dragons' blood), traces of yellow 

powder, English, 1850-1920

1986-942 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV:IPECAC:CO (compound Ipecacuanha powder), empty, 

English, 1850-1920

1986-943 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV:CAPSICI (capsicum or chilli powder), empty, English, 1850-

1920

1986-944 Shop round, glass-fronted, label FERRI CARB: (ferrous carbonate), half full with brown powder, 

English, 1850-1920

1986-945 Shop round, glass-fronted label ACID: PHOSPH: DIL: (dilute phosphoric acid), emtpy, English, 

1850-1920

1986-946 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV: SENNAE (senna powder), empty, English, 1850-1920

1986-947 Shop round, glass-fronted label P: HYD: OX: R: (powdered red precipitate of mercury), some 

orange powder, English, 1850-1920

1986-948 Shop round, glass-fronted label PULV: JALAPAE (Jalap powder), empty, English, 1850-1920

1986-949 Shop round, glass-fronted label ACID: NIT: MUR: DIL: (dilute nitromuriatic acid), empty, English, 

1850-1920

1986-1295 Small glass measuring cylinder

1986-1296 1x100ml empty stoppered bottle of Spiritus Aetheris B.P. (ether spirit), by British Drug House, 

1940-1970

1986-1297 1x25ml empty bottle for compound spirit of orange B.P.C., by Wright Layman and Umney, 1950-

1980

A3264 Conical iridescent green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1600-1800

A3265 Green glass bottle, conical shaped body, wide rim, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1600-1800

A3498 Cylindrical green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-1800

A5997 Cylindrical green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A5998 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A9475 Pewter goblet, pilaster shaped, probably English, 1751-1850

A9476 Pewter goblet, probably English, 18th or early 19th century

A10868 Tall eau de cologne bottle, green glass, European, 19th century

A17151 Carboy, originally contained soap liniment, 1840-1890, England



A17628 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, iridescent patina finish, 

probably English, 1701-1850

A17906 Glass bottle, green cylindrical body, deep kick, cylindrical neck, broad rim out splayed horizontally, 

17th to 18th century, European

A19716 Carboy, glass, light green, English, 18th century

A20269 Glass bottle, pale yellow, possibly an apothecary's bottle, cylindrical body, kicked base,  rounded 

shoulders, outsplayed brood rim, complete with stopper, 18th century, European

A22996 Glass flask, with neck constricted to make two channels

A23156 Glass bottle, pale green, cylindrical body, kicked base, sloping shoulders, funnel neck, plain rim, 

European, 17th to 18th century

A26166 Bronze jug with griffin head spout

A26185 Bronze jug with ggriffin head spout

A31195 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass with pale blue glass rim, empty, English, 19th century

A32935 Glass flask, dark green, hemispherical body, kicked base, cylindrical neck, with collar postioned 

just below rim, possibly a wine flask, European, 17th century

A33317 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pencil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A34242 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, elongated body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

English, 1701-1850

A34527 Carboy, pome-shaped, containing magnesium and calcium carbonate powder, 1840-1890, 

Bristol(?), England

A34685 Silver dish, oval, with decorated border which includes 4 wreaths, possibly Dutch

A34729 Iridescent glass bottle, elongated cylindrical shape, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

excavated in Southwark, probably made in England, 1600-1800

A35170 Glass bottle, 1900-1924

A35171 Glass goblet, colourless, with bowl tapering towards stem, stem broken, 18th or 19th century

A35172 Glass bottle, pale green, cylindrical body, angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim broken off, 

kicked base, 18th century, European

A36599 Glass phial with stopper

A37389 Glass bottle, pale yellow, cylindrical body, rounded shoulders, kicked base, neck and rim missing, 

ribbed body, English, 17th century

A37395 Glass bottle, pale blue, cylindrical body, rounded shoulders, kicked base, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, European, 18th century

A37402 Glass bottle, colourless, cylindrical body with kicked base, pontil mark, cylindrical neck everted 

rim, 17th century

A37421 Glass flask, pale green, ovoid body, kicked base, cylindrical neck, everted rim, diagonal ribbing on 

body, European, 15th century

A37422 Glass medicine bottle, 18th century

A37430 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, tapering slightly towards rim, sloping shoulders, no neck, rim 

folded horizontally, European

A37431 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th to 18th centuries

A37436 Cylindrical, iridescent, green bottle, with kick up, English, 1600-1800

A37437 Glass bottle, Eruopean, 1500-1900

A37439 Glass bottle, pale green, cylindrical body, rounded shoulders, concave neck, broad outsplayed 

rim, European, 17th to 18th century

A37443 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1600-1800

A37445 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, kicked base, cylindrical neck, rim outsplayed horizontally, 

European, 18th century, possibly pharmaceutical

A37446 Cylindrical, iridescent, white glass bottle, handblown with pontil, probably English, 1600-1800

A37448 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A37451 Glass bottle, colourless, square body, flat bottom, sloping shoulders, no neck, everted rim, 16th to 

17th century

A37452 Glass goblet, only stem and part of bowl remaining, pale green, bulbous stem decorated with 

diagonal ribs, European, 17th century

A37454 Glass stem, from a goblet, conical, moulded decoration, hollow, European, 16th or 17th century



A37455 Glass stem only, from a goblet, grey, conical, hollow, with mould blown decoration, European, 

17th century

A37473 Glass bottle, pale yellow, cylindrical body, kicked base, rounded shoulders, funnel neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, European, 17th to 18th century

A37474 Small glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1500-1700

A37475 Small clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1500-1750

A37476 Glass bottle, green cylindrical body, kicked base, rounded shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, 17th to 18th century

A37477 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, with pontil mark, European, 17th or 18th century

A37495 Small glass flask, flattened body, trailed handles, Western European, medieval or 16th century

A37502 Glass stem only, from a goblet, conical body, hollow, with moulded decoration, European, 16th or 

17th century

A37506 Glass object, unidentified

A37511 Glass goblet, pale green, broken, stem and part of bowl only, conical stem with moulded 

decoration, European, 16th or 17th century

A37808 2 flasks, clear glass, from Phoenix Glass Works, Bristol, second half 19th century

A37809 3 flasks, clear glass, differing sizes, from Phoenix Glass Works, Bristol, second half 19th century

A37811 Large cylindrical storage bottle, dark green glass, empty, English, 19th century

A37813 English green glass pharmacy carboy, 19th century

A37816 Large green glass bottle, cylindrical, made at Phoenix Glass Works, Bristol, English, 1851-1900

A37818 English glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A37819 English green glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A37821 English green glass, pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A37858 Glass drug jar, with painted label "PULV. CHINAE F.C.", from the pharmacy of the order of 

Brother Doctors, possibly Spanish, 1601-1650

A38976 3 goblet stems only

A41333 Two glass jars with broad horizontal rims

A42426 Pewter pomade pot, inscribed with user's name, Franch, 18th or 19th century

A42430 Pewter pomade box, possibly 19th century

A44023 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A44024 Glass bottle, cylindrical, heavily weathered, found in London

A45392 Two large English pharmacy display jars, painted glass for Rhubarb and Peruv Bark, 19th century

A45392/1 Large English pharmacy display jar, one of two painted glass for Rhubarb, 19th century

A45392/2 Large English pharmacy display jar, one of two painted glass for Peru Bark, 19th century

A48190 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, trace contents, reputedly Dutch, 19th century

A49102 Glass bottle for chest balsam, with painted inscription on side

A50755 Painted clear glass liquor bottle, inscribed with toast, German, 1700-1820

A50987 Small clear glass retort, swan necked, oval flask, long neck, stopper outlet, hand blown, possibly 

English, 1750-1850

A54783 Cylindrical, indescent, green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A54784 Glass funnel only from a flask, green, with trailed glass hoops from rim to base, Dutch or German, 

16th century

A55128 Glass bottle with stopper, empty, used by Pasteur

A55240 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square decorated 

with 6 indentations cut cross patterns and gold paint, complete with stopper, 19th century

A57329 Clear glass vessel, consisting of circular hollow base with long neck, probably Scottish, 1850-

1910

A57330 Phial, glass, 1750-1900

A57333 Clear glass flask, ovoid, with brass tap and spigot attached to neck, English or Scottish,  1880-

1915

A57334 Bottle, with funnel shaped neck, possibly pharmaceutical

A57336 Glass flask with spout



A57340 Retort, clear glass, European, 19th century

A57349 Tall blue glass bottle, machine maulded, probably English, 1880-1920

A57351 Clear glass flask, elongated oval body, tubular neck, probably English, 1851-1920

A58572 Glass bottle, possibly for tinctures from the hospital of St. John, Bruges, possibly Liege, Belgian

A58573 Glass bottle, possibly for tinctures, from the hospital of St. John, Bruges, possibly Liege, Belgian

A58574 Glass bottle, possibly for tinctures from the hospital of St. John, Bruges, possibly Liege, Belgian

A58575 Glass bottle, possibly for tinctures, from the hospital of St. John, Bruges, possibly Liege, Belgian

A58576 Glass bottle, possibly a tincture bottle, from the hospital of St. John, Bruges, possibly Liege, 

Belgian

A58577 Glass bottle, possibly for tinctures, from the hospital of St. John, Bruges, possibly Belgian

A58578 Glass bottle, small, from the hospital of St. John, Brugees, possibly Belgian

A58579 Glass bottle, possibly for tinctures, from the hospital of St. John, Bruges, possibly Belgian

A58580 Glass bottle, possibly for tinctures, from the hospital of St. John, Bruges, possibly Liege, Belgian

A60609 Iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, rim broken, found in 

Bristol, probably English, 1601-1800

A60610 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, possibly English, found in 

Bristol, 17th and 18th centuries

A60611 Iridescent green glass bottle, probably English, 16th-18th centuries

A60613 Iridescent green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, found in Bristol, possibly 

English, 1601-1800

A60614 Iridescent green glass bottle with thick base, probably English, 17th or 18th centuries

A60617 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical pontil mark, White Glass Works, Avon Street, Bristol, maker, 

English, 1751-1850

A60618 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, made at White Glass Works, Avon Street, Bristol, English, 1850-

1920

A61127 Glass bottle, found in Bristol, 18th century

A61128 Glass bottle, 18th century

A61147 Clear glass in shape of fish with diagonal fluting and ridged sides, probably English, 1751-1830

A61435 Glass dispensing bottle, used to convey medicines to the Spanish Royal Family, Spanish Royal 

Family

A61436 Glass dispensing bottle, used to convey medicines to the Spanish Royal Family, Spanish

A61437 Glass dispensing bottle, used to convey medicine for the Queen of spain, in Canton, Spanish

A61438 Glass dispensing bottle, used to convey medicine to the Prince of Asturias, Spanish

A61439 Glass dispensing bottle, used to convey medicine to Princess Maria Cristina in Canton, Spanish

A61440 Sealed bottle of chamomile oil from Spain, 1901-1928

A61441 Sealed bottle originally containing solution, now crystalline residue, from Spain, 1901-1928

A61526 Glass bottle, Spanish

A61527 Glass bottle, Spanish

A61554 Glass bottle, Spanish, possibly 19th or early 20th century

A61555 Glass flask with spout

A61575 Glass flask, avoid with spout near base, painted with a crown and pomegranate, Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61627 Glass flask, conical, labelled "OL DE CAPPARIB", painted with monastic arms, Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61628 Glass flask, conical, labelled "OL SCORP SIMP" painted with monastic arms, Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61629 Glass conical flask, probably Spanish

A61630 Glass conical flask for tincture, probably Spanish

A61631 Bottle for paregoric elixir empty, probably Spanish

A61632 Glass flask for unidentified tincture, probably Spanish

A61634 Glass flask conical, labelled "SUCC GRANAT AQ", painted with monastic arms, Spanish, 17th or 

18th century



A61635 Glass flask, conical, labelled "SYRUP RHODOSAC" and "ACONITO", painted with monastic 

arms,  Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61636 Glass flask, labelled "OL. VOL. JUNIP." painted with monastic arms, Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61638 Glass flask, with cork stopper, labelled "SAL FABAR", painted with monastic arms, probably 17th 

or 18th century, Spanish

A61639 Glass flask, ovoid, labelled "Sal. Tartar. R.V.", probably Spanish 17th or 18th century

A61640 Glass flask, ovoid, labelled "Aq.Rosar.Alexad", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61641 Glass flask, ovoid, painted with monastic arms and labelled "Aq. Pruni Padi", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61643 Glass flask, probably Spanish

A61646 Glass flask labelled "AQ.S.FLOR.SALV" and "CIANURO DE MERCURIO" painted with monastic 

arms, probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61649 Glass storage bottle, labelled "SP VITRIOL ACID", spanish, 17th or 18th century, painted with 

monastic arms

A61650 Glass storage jar, probably Spanish

A61652 Glass storage bottle, labelled "OL DISTILLAT SALVIAE", Spanish, 17th or 18th century, painted 

with monastic arms

A61654 Glass bottle, labelled "SP CORTIC CITR", painted with monastic arms, Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61656 Green glass Spanish wine bottle, probably used in a pharmacy

A61657 Glass drug jar, cylindrical with parchment cover, labelled "Santal Alb. Pulv.", probably Spanish 

17th or 18th century

A61658 Spanish glass pharmacy bottle, 18th century

A61660 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Fruct. Arbor. Balsam. Ver.", probably 

Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61662 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled SPEC. PRO V.S.", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61663 Glass drug jar, labellaed "MANDIB PISC LUC PP" and also "PASTILLAS DE MONTO", probably 

Spanish, 17th or 18th century, with parchment lid

A61664 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Ung. Cordial" probably Spanish, 17th 

or 18th century

A61665 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Terr. Cucut." probably Spanish, 7th or 

18th century

A61666 Glass drug jar, labelled "PULV. MYRT.", with parchment lid, probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61667 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "CORT GRANAT PULVER", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61668 Glass drug jar, with parchment cover, labelled "PULV. CRINAL B" probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61669 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Laud.S.Op. Hart.", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61670 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled = "Colocynth Pulver", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61674 Glass pharmacy jar, broken, with vellum lid, containing sea shells, English or Spanish, 17th-18th 

century

A61675 Glass drug jar, labelled "CARDAMOM MED" and also "CARDENILLO", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61676 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "SABIN PULVERAT" probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61677 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Garnat. Orient", probably Spanish, 17th 

or 18th century

A61678 Glass drug jar, labelled "GRANAT OCCID PP", Spanish, 17th or 18th century, with parchment lid

A61679 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Fulig. Pulv.", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61681 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Priap. Cerv. P.", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61682 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Rad. Chin. Pulver.", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century



A61683 Glass drug jar, labelled "PULV. SIN. PAR." and "GOMA TEDRAR", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61685 Spanish glass pharmacy bottle, 18th century

A61686 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Laud. Opiat.", probably Spanish, 17th 

or 18th century

A61687 Glass drug jar, "cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Pulv. Episcop.", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61688 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Pulv. Icteric" and " Trociscor de. 

Bufon", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61689 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Rhab. Torref.", probably Spanish, 17th 

or 18th century

A61690 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Pulv. Pleurit.B.", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61691 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Pulv. Capill,F.", probably Spanish, 17th 

or 18th century

A61692 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Priap. Taur. P.", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61693 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Scam. Cydo.", probably Spanish, 17th 

or 18th century

A61694 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Laud. Cinnab.", probably Spanish, 17th 

or 18th century

A61695 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Senna. Orient. Pulver.", probably 

Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61696 Glass drug jar, labelled "Pulv. Cibar.B.", with parchment lid, probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61697 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Croc. Mart. Stibiat.", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61698 Glass drug jar, labelled "PULV.AD.CAS.B" and "GOMA ELASTICA", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61699 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, parchment cover, labelled, "PULV.Liliac.B.", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61700 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Sal-Sedat", probably Spanish,  17th or 

18th century

A61701 Glass drug jar, with parchment cover, labelled "PULV.HYSTER.JUNGK", probably Spanish, 17th 

or 18th century

A61702 Glass drug jar, with parchment cover, labelled "PULV.MENISPER PALMAT", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61703 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Rad. Brion.Pulv.", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61705 Glass drug jar, with parchment cover, labelled "RANAR CALCIN" and "CARBO...DECAL 

(CRETApp) " probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61706 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "Lap.Medica.", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61707 Glass albarello, with vellum cover, labelled "Lap.Pumic.", Spanish, 17th-18th century

A61708 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61709 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "Putam Ovor.C.", Spanish, 17th-18th century

A61710 Spanish glass pharmacy bottle, 18th century

A61711 Glass albarello, with vellum cover, labelled "Hypoac:Pulver", probably Spanish, 17th-18th century

A61712 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "Pulv.Ad Casur", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61713 Glass albarello, labelled "PULV ARISTOLOQ' LONG", Spanish, 17th and 18th century

A61714 Glass albarello, labelled "Cum.Rustic.Pulverat", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61718 Glass albarello, covered with parchment, Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61719 Glass albarello, covered with parchment, labelled "Specit.Contra Squinm", Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61720 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "Piper Alb", Spanish,17th or 18th century

A61721 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "Regul.Antimo.Mart", Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61722 Glass albarello, with vellum cover, labelled "Lact.Sulphuris", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61723 Glass albarello, labelled "MERC PRAECIP VIRID", Spanish, 17th and 18th century



A61724 Glass albarello, with vellum cover, labelled "Amalgam Jov.", Spanish, 17th-18th century

A61725 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "AEtiop.Mineral", Spanish, 17th-18th century

A61726 Glass albarello, with vellum cover, labelled "Gagat", Spanish, 17th-18th century

A61727 Glass albarello, with parchment top, labelled "Castor Pulver.", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61728 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "Smilac.Asper Pulverat", Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61729 Glass albarello, with vellum cover, labelled, "Mass. Pro Syr. Anod. S", Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61730 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "Lap.Haemat pp", Spanish, 17th-19th century

A61731 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "Arcan.Duplicat", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61732 Glass albarello, covered with parchment, labelled "Lap.Aetit", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61734 Glass albarello, covered with parchment, labelled "Dent.Apr.", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61735 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "Tartar./...", and "Carbon vegetal", Spanish, 17th 

or 18th century

A61736 Glass albarello, with vellum cover, labelled "Croc.Mart.Adstr.", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61737 Glass albarello, with parchment cover,labelled "Pulv.Laetificans G.",Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61738 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "Pulv.Cotrahae", Spanish, 17th-18th century

A61739 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "Rasur.Eboris", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61740 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, labelled "Caries Siliquar Valent", Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61742 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Tabel.Divin.P.", probably Spanish, 17th 

or 18th century

A61747 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "TERR JAPONIC" and "COCA DE LEVANTE", 

probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61748 Glass drug jar, labelled "CARDAMO MED", also with another illegible paper label, probably 

Spanish, 17th or 18th century, with parchment

A61749 Glass drug jar, labelled "CORT.MED.N.M.", and also "P.CARRALIFAS", probably Spanish, 17th 

or 18th century

A61750 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled, "Balaust-Pulver", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61751 Glass drug jar, labelled "P.BELERIO" probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61752 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled, "Gum Sarcocol". probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61753 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61754 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "SERPENT.VIRGINIA", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61755 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled, "TARTAR VITRIOLAT", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61756 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "SPIC CELTIC", probably Spanish, 17th and 18th 

century

A61757 Glass drug jar, with prchment lid, labelled "GUM HEDER", and "POLVO DE BAGAS DE 

CORELAC", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61758 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled, "Gum Resin...", probably Spanish, 17th 

or 18th century

A61759 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment,  labelled "Sang Draco.V.", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61760 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "CHRIST.TARTAR", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61761 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled, "VITRIOL. COERUL.", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61762 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled, "Vitriol Alb.", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61763 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "VITRIOL VIRID", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61764 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Min.Pulverat" and " Litargirio", probably 

Spanish, 17th or 18th century



A61765 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled, probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61766 Glass drug jar, with parchment cover, labelled "ICHTHYOCOLL OPT", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th centuries

A61767 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "GUM FOENICUL", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61768 Glass drug jar, cylindrical with cuckoo metal lid, labelled "Tut.", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61769 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "HYACIN OCC" and "MALVAS EN POLVO" probably 

Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61770 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Gutt Gamb", probably Spanish,  17th or 

18th century

A61771 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "MARFIL NEGRO", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61772 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "OCUL CANCR" and "ALMIDON EN POLVO", 

probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61773 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Plumb Ust", probably Spanish,  17th or 

18th centuries

A61774 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "FRAGM SMARAG" and also "CANTARIDA EN 

POLVO",  probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61775 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Sem.Petrosel M.", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61776 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Gran.Kerm.", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61777 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "BET.ALB.PULVERAT", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61779 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Antimo.C.Pulverat", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61780 Glass drug jar, labelled "PULV.CA.VERM", probably Spanish, 17th and 18th century

A61781 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Rad.Calagual", probably Spanish, 17th 

or 18th centuries

A61782 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "SACCHAR LICHEN", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

centuries

A61783 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover and remains of inscription, probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th centuries

A61784 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled  "BENZOI OPTIM", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A61785 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "RAD YRID FLORENT", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61786 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Rasur Corn.Cerv.", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61787 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Lign Aloes", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61788 Glass drug jar, with parchment lid, labelled "ALBAYALDI", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61789 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Terr-Sigillat", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61790 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Cost.Arabic", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A61791 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover, labelled "Scammo.Alepens.", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61793 1 clear glass bottle "Tintura de Belladonna"

A61794 Glass bottle, labelled "OL DISTILLAT..." and "FINTURA DE NARAJAS", painted with monastic 

arms, Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61795 Glass bottle, painted with monastic arms, labelled "AQ ODORIFER.B", Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century, with contents

A61797 Glass bottle, labelled "AQ.IMPERIAL ME" and "TINTURA DE QUINOI", painted with monastic 

arms, Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61798 Glass bottle, labelled "TINTURA DE QUINA", painted with monastic arms, Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century



A61799 Glass storage bottle, labelled "OL DISTILLAT ABSINTH", painted with monastic arms, Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A61800 Glass storage bottle, labelled "OL DISTILLAT MENTH", and "SULFURETO DE POTASA", 

painted with monastic arms, Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61801 Spanish glass pharmacy bottle, 18th century

A61802 Glass storage bottle, Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A61806 Spanish glass pharmacy bottle, 18th century

A61808 Glass bottle with paper cover and contents

A62018 Square bottle, green glass, empty, possibly English or Portugese, 1750-1850

A62019 Square bottle, green glass, empty, possibly English or Portugese, 1750-1850

A62020 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1750-1850

A62021 Square bottle, green glass, empty, possibly English, 1750-1850

A62025 Iridescent green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A62034 Cylindrical iridescent, amber glass bottle, hand made with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A62046 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A62165 Glass albarello

A62166 Glass albarello

A62167 Glass albarello, dumbell shaped

A62168 Glass albarello

A62170 Glass albarello

A62172 Glass albarello, with handle

A62174 Glass albarello

A62175 Glass albarello

A62177 Glass pharmacy jar, cylindrical

A62178 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A62179 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A62180 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A62181 Glass drug jar, cylindrical with fluted sides

A62182 Cylindrical green glass jar, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62183 Glass drug jar

A62185 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62186 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62187 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62188 Glass bottle, probably 19th century

A62189 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62190 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62191 Pale green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, European, 17th or 18th century

A62192 Small green glass bottle, misshapen cylinder, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th 

century

A62197 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A62198 Small green glall bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A62200 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62201 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62202 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62203 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62204 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62205 Glass bottle, with solid contents, possibly 19th century

A62206 Glass bottle, complete with dip stick, possibly 19th century

A62207 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62208 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62209 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62210 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62211 Glass bottle, possibly 019th century

A62212 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62213 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62214 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62215 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century



A62216 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62217 Glass bottle, with wooden dip stick, possibly 19th century

A62218 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62220 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62221 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62222 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62223 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62224 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62226 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62227 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62228 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62229 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62230 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62231 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62232 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62235 Pale green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, European, 17th or 18th century

A62236 Small clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A62238 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62243 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62244 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A62247 Cylindrical green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, with unidentified drug, probably 

English, 1650-1850

A62248 Pale green glass bottle, European, 16th to 18th centuries

A62255 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th or 18th centuries

A62256 Cylindrical bottle with bulbous body, white glass, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 

1601-1800

A62258 Small green glass bottle, conical shaped body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1750-1850

A62260 Pale green glass bottle, European, 17th or 18th century

A62261 Green glass phial with bulbous base, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A62263 Small green glass phial, bulbous body, tubular neck, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 

18th centuries

A62265 Green glass bulbous phial, hand blown, probably English, 1601-1800

A62266 Green glass phial, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62267 Rectangular green glass bottle, square cross section, hand blown, probably English, 1801-1860

A62386 Green glass bottle, iridescent, elongated cylindrical body, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 

17th and 18th centuries

A62390 Conical green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1600-1800

A62394 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably English, 1701-1850

A62408 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A62409 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62638 Bottle with painted inscriptiin on side, for cinnamon oil

A62641 Glass lid from pharmacy display bottle, 1800-1860, English(?)

A62642 Glas lid from pharmacy display bottle, 1800-1860, English ?

A62643 Glass lid from pharmacy display bottle, 1800-1860, English ?

A62644 Glass lid from pharmacy display bottle, 1800-1860, English ?

A62645 Glass lid from pharmacy display bottle, 1800-1860, English ?

A62646 Glass lid from pharmacy display bottle, 1800-1860, English ?

A62648 Glass lid from pharmacy display bottle, 1800-1860, English ?

A62649 Glass lid from pharmacy display bottle, 1800-1860, English ?

A62650 Glass lid from pharmacy display bottle, 1800-1860, English ?

A62651 Glass lid from pharmacy display bottle, 1800-1860, English ?

A62652 Glass lid from pharmacy display bottle, 1800-1860, English ?

A62655 Amber glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, neck broken, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1600-

1800

A62656 Pale green glass bottle, found at Westminster, probably English, 19th century



A62657 Glass drug jar.

A62658 Small clear glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical with ribbed body, pontil mark, hand moulded, 

European, 18th- early 19th century

A62661 Small iridescent green glass bottle, rim broken, bulbous body, probably European, 1601-1800

A62664 Green glass bottle, double globular body, waisted, with ornate handle on side, pontil, hand blown, 

European, 1601-1800

A62667 Vase, glass, green, with cover, taperingto foot, with flat base. 5 3/4" high, 2 3/8" diameter at base

A62668 Glass drug jar

A62672 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62673 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62674 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62675 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62676 Iridescent green bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62677 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62683 Green glass bottle, European, 16th-18th centuries

A62684 Green glass phial, cylindrical, elongated body, long neck with swell, pontil mark on base,  hand 

moulded, probably English, 1700-1800

A62690 Green glass bottle, probably English, 17th or 18th centuries

A62692 Conical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-1800

A62693 Conical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-1800

A62695 Clear glass bottle, iridescent, cone shaped, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601-1800

A62698 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A62699 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A62701 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A62702 Green glass bottle, found at Aldgate, probably English, 17th or 18th centuries

A62705 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A62706 Discoloured green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th century

A62707 Medicine bottle, glass, green irridescent, square body flat rim (broken), 4 3/8" high 1 1/ 8" square. 

Excavated in Duke Street, Aldgate 1887

A62708 Dark green glass bottle, rectangular, square in section, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th 

and 18th centuries

A62709 Iridescent clear glass bottle, 1801-1850

A62711 Clear glass bottle, iridescent, rectangular, square in section, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 

17th and 18th centuries

A62712 Iridescent clear glass bottle, European, 1800-1850

A62715 Green glass bottle, European, 16th-18th centuries

A62716 Iridescent white glass bottle, rectangular, with square base, containing black powder deposit, 

probably English, 1801-1900

A62720 Glass flask with spout

A62721 Glass flask with spout and painted inscription , possibly for euphorbia tincture

A62724 Glass flask with spout, possibly pharmaceutical

A62725 Green glass bottle, with brown incrustation, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62726 Pale green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, European, 17th or 18th century

A62727 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62728 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62729 Iridescent pale green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62730 Dark green bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A62733 Pale green glass bottle, iridescent, bell shaped, with pontil mark, European, 17th or 18th century

A62734 Dome shaped green glass bottle, iridescent, hand blown with pontil, probably English, 1601-1800

A62735 Pale green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, broken, European, 17th or 18th century

A62736 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, sloping shoulders, deep kick, concave neck, outsplayed rim, 

European, 17th to 18th century

A62738 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62739 Green glass bottle, with brown incrustations, European, 17th-18th centuries



A62740 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, European, 17th or 18th century

A62741 Cylindrical, iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English,  1601-

1800

A62742 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical by uneven, hand moulded, probably made in England, 1600-

1800

A62743 Dull iridescent green bottle, European, 17th or 18th centuries

A62744 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62745 Medicine bottle, glass, green, irridescent, rim broken, 3" high 1 1/2" diameter

A62746 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, encrusted earth inside bottle, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1600-1800

A62747 Cylindrical, iridescent, green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil _ mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A62748 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th or 18th centuries

A62749 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, hand moulded, probably made in England, 1600-1800

A62750 Iridescent green bottle, European, 17th or 18th centuries

A62751 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62752 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A62753 Iridescent green glass bottle, cylindrical, hand blown with pontil mark, probably, 1601-1800

A62754 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, probably made in England, 1600-1800

A62755 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 16th-18th centuries

A62756 Iridescent green glass bottle, cylindrical, hand blown with pontil mark, rim broken, probably 

English, 1601-1800

A62757 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62758 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62760 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 16th-18th centuries

A62761 Pale green glass bottle, European, 16th-18th centuries

A62762 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A62763 Iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, bulbous body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1600-1800

A62765 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A62768 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62770 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62771 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A62772 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A62773 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A62774 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62776 Green glass bottle, cylindrical pontil mark on base, hand moulded, badly broken body, possibly 

English, 1601-1800

A62777 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62778 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62779 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62780 Green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62781 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A62783 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62784 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62786 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601-1800

A62787 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62788 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800



A62789 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark and kick up, probably 

English, 1601-1800

A62790 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62792 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62794 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62795 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A62796 Iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600-1800

A62797 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A62798 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62799 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, broken pontil mark on base, hand moulded, made in England, 

1600-1800

A62800 Green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62801 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62802 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A62803 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, iridescent, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A62804 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A62805 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62806 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, probably made in England, 1600-1800

A62807 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62808 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A62809 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A62810 Cylindrical iridescnet green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A62811 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A62812 Green glass bottle, iridescent, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A62813 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, hand moulded, probably made in England, 1600-1800

A62814 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A62815 Medicine bottle, glass, green, irridescent, 2 1/4" high 1" diameter

A62816 Iridescent green glass bottle, cylindrical, ppontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601-1800

A62817 Iridescent green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, European, 1601-1800

A62818 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, made in England, 1600-1800

A62819 Semi-iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded. probably made in 

England, 1600-1800

A62820 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62821 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62822 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62823 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62826 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62827 Semi-iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600-1800



A62828 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62829 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably English,  1601-

1800

A62831 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62832 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62833 Green glass bottle, iridescent, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th century

A62835 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, with iridescent patina finish, 

found at London Wall, 1901, probably English, 1601-1800

A62836 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62837 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil, English, 1600-1800

A62838 Semi-iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, coated in original mother-of-pearl 

type substance, hand moulded, made in England(?), 1600-1800

A62840 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th or 18th centuries

A62841 Dull green glass bottle, European, 17th or 18th centuries

A62842 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 16th-18th centuries

A62843 Iridescent green glass bottle, small cylindrical body, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601-

1800

A62845 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62846 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601-1800

A62847 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th 

century

A62848 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, excavated in Walbrook, 

London, made in England, 1600-1800

A62849 Small pale green glass bottle, iridescent and opaque, pontil mark, hand blown, English(?),  17th 

or 18th century

A62850 Cylindrical, iridescent, green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A62851 Cylindrical iridescnet green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A62852 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th or 18th centuries

A62853 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A62854 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62855 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A62857 Cylindrical iridescent gree glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-1800

A62858 Cylindrical, iridescent, green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A62859 Iridescent pale green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62860 Glass bottle, 18th century

A62861 Green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62862 Palke green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A62865 Semi-iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600-1800

A62866 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark , hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A62867 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, hand moulded, probably made in England, 1600-1800

A62869 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-

1800

A62870 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, green, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600-1800

A62871 Green glass bottle, with iridescent patina coating, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably English, 1601-1800

A62873 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil, English, 1600-1800



A62875 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62876 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, made in England(? ), 1600-

1800

A62877 Cylindrical, iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62878 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62880 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, hand moulded, probably made in England, 1600-1800

A62881 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62882 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, hand moulded, made in England, 1600-1800

A62884 Green glass bottle, European, 17th-18th centuries

A62886 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, made in England, 1600-1800

A62888 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A62889 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62891 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A62892 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A62893 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A62895 Cylindrical iridescent clear glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62896 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A62897 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62898 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62899 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62900 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62901 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62902 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62903 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62905 Cylindrical green bottle, iridescent, hand blown with pontil, English, 1600-1800

A62906 Cylindrical, iridescent, green bottle, hand blown with kick up and pontil, English, 1600-1800

A62907 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1600-1800

A62908 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62909 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62910 Glass bottle, cylindrical body

A62911 Small clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600-1800

A62912 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A62913 Glass bottle. cylindrical

A62914 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A62915 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A62917 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A62918 Iridescent glass bottle, amber, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600-1800

A62919 Cylindrical green bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62920 Cylindrical iridescent green bottle, hand blown glass, with pontil, English, 1600-1800

A62921 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A62922 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A62923 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil, English, 1600-1800

A62924 Cylindrical white glass bottle, with gold patina, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 

1600-1800

A62925 Small clear glass bottle, European, 1851-1920

A62961 English glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A62962 English glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A62963 English glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A62964 English glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A62965 English glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A62966 English glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A62967 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, originally used for guaiacum powder, English, 1801-1850

A62969 Storage bottle, green glass, for anethum solution, English, second half 19th century

A62971 Storage bottle, green glass, for citric acid powder, English, first half 19th century



A62972 Storage bottle, green glass, for squill vinegar, English, second half 19th century

A62973 Storage bottle, green glass for valerian tincture, English, second half 19th century

A62974 Storage bottle, green glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A62975 Storage bottle, green glass, for rose water, English, first half 19th century

A62976 Storage bottle, green glass, for benzoin tincture, English, first half 19th century

A64088 Glass bottle, green cylindrical body, kicked base, angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, everted rim, 

European, 18th century

A64089 Glass bottle, 19th century

A64091 Glass bottle, colourless, cylindrical body, flat base, sloping rounded shoulders, cylindrical neck, 

everted rim, European, 17th-18th century

A64104 Glass measuring cylinder

A64519 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, used for alum, English, 1801-1850

A64520 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, used for starch powder, English, 1801-1850

A64521 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, used for gentian tincture, English, 1st half 19th century

A64522 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, used for oxalic acid, English, 1801-1850

A64523 Large cylindrical storage bottle, dark green glass, empty, for powdered orris, English, 19th century

A64525 English green glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A64527 Storage bottle, green glass, for humulus tincture, English, second half 19th century

A64528 English glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A64529 English glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A64531 English glasls pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A64532 English glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A64533 English glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A65882 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, found in London, 1891, probably made in 

England, 1600-1800

A65885 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical, found in Cornhill, London, in 1891

A67530 Glass flask, in a wicker sheath, possibly Spanish

A69324 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, with elongated body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in Italy, 1701-1850

A69326 Glass flask with spout

A69327 Glass flask with spout

A69328 Glass flask with spout

A69329 Glass flask with spout

A69330 Glass flask with spout

A69427 Glass vessel, possibly pharmaceutical

A69438 Glass jug with spout

A69439 Glass flask with spout

A69440 Glass jar with painted inscription, for preparation containing sulphur

A69441 Glass jar with painted inscription, for ammonium compound

A69488 Glass goblet or drug jar

A69489 Glass goblet or drug jar, European, possibly 19th century

A69497 Glass jar, possibly a drug jar, olive green

A70528 Glass bottle, pale green, cylindrical body, widening slightly at base, thickened rim, cork stopper, 

European, 18th or 19th century

A70529 Glass bottle, dark green, slightly concave sides, flat base, rounded shoulders, neck expanding 

towards everted rim, European, 19th century

A70666 Glass bottle with painted inscription

A70667 Glass bottle with painted inscription for "Blue Ointment"

A70669 Glass bottle with painted inscription

A70670 Bottle with painted inscription, for mastic preparation

A70671 Bottle with inscription painted on side, for unidentified drug

A70672 Bottle with unidentified painted inscription

A70673 1 clear glass bottle

A70675 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably Swiss, 18th- 19th century

A70676 Glass bottle

A70677 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably Swiss, 18th-19th century

A70679 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably Swiss, 18th-19th century

A70680 Rectangular storage bottle, cler glasls, empty, probably Swiss or Italian, early 19th century



A72281 Glass drug jar

A72800 Glass vessel, possibly a large tumbler, heavily restored, pale yellow, plain rim, sides tapering to 

concave base painted decoration on outside, medieval, European

A72838 Iridescent green glass bottle with pontil mark and long neck with no rim, probably English, 1601-

1800

A73200 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A73201 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A73202 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A73203 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A73204 glass drug jar, cylindrical

A73206 glass drug jar, cylindrical

A73207 Green glass pharmacy jar, Italian, 19th century

A73208 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A73209 Green glass pharmacy jar, Italian, 19th century

A73211 glass drug jar, cylindrical

A73212 Glass drug jar

A73213 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A73219 Glass drug jar with lid

A73220 Glass drug jar

A73221 Glass drug jar

A73223 Glass drug jar

A73224 Glass flasks with spout

A73226 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A73234 Green glass  carboy

A73235 19th century Italian green glass pharmacy bottle

A73236 19th century Italian green glass pharmacy bottle

A73238 19th century Italian green glass pharmacy bottle

A73240 Italian glass pharmacy bottle, 18th century

A73548 Glass storage bottle, with dispensing spout, labelled, Spanish

A73574 Italian fluted glass pharmacy display vase, 19th century

A73581 Glass albarello

A73582 Glass albarello

A73583 Glass albarello

A73595 Glass flask, possibly pharmaceutical

A73598 glass flask, possibly pharmaceutical

A73599 Glass flask, possibly pharmaceutical

A73649 Small clear glass flask, spherical bulb, hand blown, from the Hospital of Santa Cruz, Barcelona, 

1929, Spanish, 19th century

A73663 Glass flask with long curved spout, Spanish

A73664 Glass flask with long curved spout, Spanish

A73666 Glass flask with long curved spout, Spanish

A75586 Italian glass pharmacy flask, 17th century

A75963 Late 19th century green glass carboy in Wicker protector

A77259 Italian glass pharmacy bottle, 17th century

A77260 Italian glass crested pharmacy bottle, 17th century

A77262 Italian glass pharmacy bottle, 17th century

A77263 Italian glass pharmacy bottle, 18th century

A77264 Italian glass pharmacy bottle, 18th century

A77265 Glass bottle with Saint painted on side, from the Pharmacy Santa, Maria, Florence

A77266 Glass bottle with Virgin and Child painted on side

A77267 Glass bottle, rectangular, with painted figures of saints, from the Santa Maria Nuova pharmacy in 

Florence

A77268 Glass bottle with Saint painted on side, possibly from the Pharmacy Santa Maria, Florence

A77269 Glass bottle with Saint painted on one side, possibly from the Pharmacy Santa Maria, Florence

A77270 Glass bottle, painted with the scene of the birth of Saint, from the Santa Maria Nuova Hospital in 

Florence

A77271 Glass bottle, painted with saint, possibly Saint Peter, from the Santa Maria Nuova Hospital in 

Florence

A77272 Glass bottle, rectangular, pictures of saints painted on three sides



A79130 Glass bottle for gum arabic syrup, by Duroy, Place des Halles, Alencon, French

A79501 Glass flask, colourless, globular body, round base, long cylindrical neck tapering towards 

outsplayed rim, European, 18thor 19th century, possibly pharmaceutical

A79519 Italian glass pharmacy flask, 17th century

A79520 Glass bottle, rectangular ribbed body

A79523 Square storage bottle, fluted, clear glas, probably Italian, 18th-19th century

A79570 Glass flask with small spout, decorated with a snake, 1401-1600

A79577 Glass funnel only, possibly from a flask, with the base of another vessel adhered to one end

A79670 Fluted pewter jug, rococo style, with ornate handle and base, which unscrews, probably Italian, 

18th or 19th century

A79722 Glass flask, pale green, ovoid body, kicked base, funnel neck, plain rim, possibly pharmaceutical, 

18th or 19th century, European

A79786 Glass jar, small, colourless, convex sides, concave base, everted rim folded inwards, 17th 

century, European

A85609 Glass jug with spout

A86769 Opaque white pot, with green metal lid, full of caked white cream, from Palv, Yugoslavia, pot 

English, 1921-1940

A87708 Boxwood bottle case, no bottle

A87875 Two green glass bottles, cylindrical, with elongated bodies, pontil marks on bases, hand moulded, 

one broken at the neck, probably English, 1701-1850

A87952 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably English, 1701-1850

A88012 Clear glass dropper bottle, Europena, late 18th century

A89095 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, elongated body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

English, 1701-1850

A89212 Bottle for unidentified tincture with painted inscription

A89213 Bottle with painted inscription for unidentified drug

A95336 Square storage bottle, clear glass empty, probably Italian, 18th 19th century

A95817 Green glass bottle, European, 16th-18th centuries

A96513 Glass bottle with saint painted or side

A96515 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A96516 Glass flask

A96517 Glass flask

A96518 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A96519 Glass flask

A96520 Glass flask

A96522 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A96795 Glass goblet, colourless, straight-sided bowl, plain rim, with stem and base, 17th century

A99559 Glass bottle with blank panel for name of drug

A99695 Bottle for orange oil with painted inscription

A99697 Glass bottle with painted inscription, for clove oil

A99698 Glass bottle with blank panel for name of drug

A99715 Glass bottle, painted and inscribed in coloured paint, possbily Swiss

A99716 Octagonal storage bottle, clear glass empty, with painted decoration, probably Swiss, 18th-19th 

centuries

A99717 Painted clear glass storage bottle, Swiss(?), 18th century

A99723 Painted green glass liquor bottle, inscribed with motto, Swiss, 1730-1830

A99724 Painted green glass liquor bottle, inscribed with toast, German, dated 1804

A99725 Painted clear glass storage bottle, ? Swiss, 1780-1850

A99733 Square bottle, clear glass, empty, probably Swiss, dated 1868

A99751 Glass bottle possibly pharmaceutical

A99860 Octagonal storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly Swiss, 18th-19th century

A99862 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly Swiss, late 18th 19th centuries

A99992 Rectangular storage bottle, aqua glass, fluted, empty, possibly Austrian, 18th-early 19th centuries

A99993 Rectangular storage bottle, aqua glass, fluted, empty, possibly Austrian, 18th-early 19th centuries

A99994 Rectangular storage bottle, aqua glass, fluted, empty, possibly Austrian, 18th-early 19th centuries

A99995 Glass bottle, possibly 18th century



A100251 Glass flask with long spout

A100253 Green glass retort, straight necked, globous flask, long tubular neck, stopper outlet at side, 

possibly Italian, 1750-1850

A100254 Glass jug with spout

A100555 Glass jug with three spouts

A100606 18th century aqua glass, Spanish pharmacy bottle

A101420 Clear glass bottle with very thick base, possibly French, late 19th century

A101432 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably French, 1701-1850

A103327 Glass bottle, pale green, squat bulbous body with foot, cylindrical neck, broken off at rim, 

European, 19th century, possibly pharmaceutical

A103330 Glass bottle

A103332 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, handblown with pontil, probably English, 1600-1800

A103333 Small iridescent glass bottle, clear, cylindrical, with long tubular neck, pontil mark on base, hand 

moulded, probably made in England, 1600-1800

A103334 Glass bottle, probably an apothecary bottle, green, cylindrical body, deep kick, cylindrical neck, 

broken, 18th century

A103835 Clear glass tubulated dispensing bottle, late 19th century

A103908 Aqua glass carboy

A104275 Glass flask, brown, with oval body, concave base, cylindrical neck with rim folded outwards and 

inwards horizontally, with 2 handles, 16th-17th century

A105413 Glass bottle with saint painted on side, possibly Venetian

A108762 Clear glass tubulated dispensing bottle, late 19th century

A108763 Clear glass tubulated dispensing bottle, late 19th century

A108764 Clear glass tubulated dispensing bottle, late 19th century

A108766 Clear glass tubulated dispensing bottle, late 19th century

A109772 19th century glass stopper or paper weight

A111925 Small dark green bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, found in Finsbury, London, probably 

English, 17th or 18th century

A111926 Iridescent clear glass bottle, English, found in Finsbury, 1820-1850

A111927 Iridescent glass bottle, clear, cylindrical, broken rim, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, patina 

finish, found in Finsbury, London, probably made in England, 1600-1800

A111928 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1600-1800

A111929 Iridescent green glass bottle, found in Finsbury, probably English, 17th or 18th centuries

A111930 Green glass bottle, probably English, 17th or 18th centuries

A111931 Small iridescent glass bottle, clear, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, found in 

Finsbury, London, probably English, 1600-1800

A111932 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, found in Finsbury, London, probably English, 17th 

or 18th century

A111935 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, found in Finsbury, London, 

made in England, 1600-1800

A111936 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown found in Finsbury, possibly 

English, 17th and 18th centuries

A111937 Iridescent green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, Lovett collection, found in 

Finsbury, probably English, 17th and 18th centuries

A111938 Iridescen glass bottle, clear, cylindrical pontil mark on base, hand moulded, found in Finsbury, 

London, probably made in England, 1600-1800

A113290 Medicinal water bottle, trace content, from Jacob's Well, near Sichem, Israel, 1932

A114412 Carboy, globe shaped, 1820-1890, England

A115064 Glass bottle, pale green, straight sided cylindrical bottle, flat base, rounded shoulders,  cylindrical 

neck, everted rim, European, 18th-19th century

A115065 Glass bottle, pale green, cylindrical body tapering slightly towards flat base, rounded shoulders, 

neck tapering towards everted rim, European, 18th-19th century

A115142 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A115384 Glass bottle

A115385 Glass bottle

A115386 Glass bottle

A115387 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A115388 Glass bottle, cylindrical weathered



A115389 Cylindrical iridescent clear glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A115390 Glass boattle, cylindrical, weathered

A115394 Small, iridescent, while glass bottle, rectangular with bulbous neck, probably English, 1601-1850

A115396 Cylindrical green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A115397 Pale green glass bottle, iridescent, found in London, English(?), 17th or 18th century

A115398 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, found in London, probably 

made in England, 1600-1800

A115399 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, found in London, probably 

made in England, 1600-1800

A115400 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown European, 17th or 18th century

A115401 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A115402 Cylindrical iridecent green glass bottle, handblowns with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-1800

A115403 Iridescent green glass bottle, possibly English, 17th or 18th century

A115404 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-1800

A115405 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A115406 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A115407 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 17th or 18th centuries

A115408 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A115761 Green glass carboy

A116797 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A116798 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A116799 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A116800 Small clear glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, possibly English, 16th or 17th century

A116801 Glass bottle cylindrical, heavily weathered

A116802 Green glass bottle, cylindrical with pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A117338 Green glass carboy

A117541 Glass flask, concave base, conical body, funnel neck, decorated with protuberant spikes on body

A117609 Glass measuring cylinder, cylindrical, green tinted glass, marked with arrows and roman 

numerals, from two to fourteen in stages of two, broken and repaired, European, 1850-1930

A117625 Green glass bottle, long elongated cylinder shape, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, cork 

stopper, probably made in Italy, 1700-1850

A117626 Green glass bottle, probably italian, 1850-1920

A117627 Green glass bottle, probably Italian, 1850-1920

A117629 Pale green glass bottle, probably Italian, 1850-1920

A117630 Pale green glass bottle, probably Italian, 1850-1920

A117631 Clear glass bottle, probably Italian, 1850-1920

A117632 Clear glass bottle, probably Italian, 1850-1920

A117634 Clear glass bottle, probably Italian, 1850-1920

A117636 Green glass bottle, used for unidentified drug, probably Italian, 1850-1920

A117637 Green glass bottle for anti-hysteria water, probably Italian, 1850-1920

A117640 Green glass bottle for alkermes liquid, empty, with cork stopper, S. M. Novella, Florence,  

preparer, content Italian, 18th century

A117641 Green glass bottle for elixir of sweet rhubarb, empty, from the foundry of S. M. Novella, Florence, 

preparer, Italian, 18th century

A117644 Clear glass bottle, European, 19th century

A117645 Bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A117646 Bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A117647 Bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A117648 Bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A117649 Bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A117650 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A117651 Bottle, possibly pharmaceutical



A117652 Glass phial

A117653 Clear glass bottle, possibly Italian, 1830-1890

A117655 Clear glass bottle, used for Elixir China, Italian, 19th century

A117656 Pale green glass bottle, probably Italian, 1850-1920

A117657 Pale green glass bottle, probably Italian, 18th-19th centuries

A117660 Glass bottle

A117663 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1750-1850

A117665 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in Italy, 1750-

1850

A117666 Small clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in Italy, 

1800-1900

A117667 Pale green glass bottle, broken at neck, probably Italian, 18th or 19th centuries

A117668 Pale green glass bottle, possibly Italian, late 19th century

A117669 Clear glass bottle, possibly Italian, 1880-1920

A117670 Small green glass bottle, trumpet shaped body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

Italian, 1701-1800

A117671 Green glass phial, waisted cylinder, round base, flared rim, hand moulded, probably made in Italy, 

1600-1800

A117673 Very small green glass perfume bottle, gourd shaped, pontil mark, European, 17th or 18th century

A117674 Small green glass bottle, used for unidentified yellow preparation, probably Italian, 1850-1920

A117675 Green glass phial, cylindrical, elongated body, irregular form, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in Italy, 1600-1800

A117676 Small green glass bottle, elongated cylinder with bulbous base, possibly Italian, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A117677 Cylindrical clear glass bottle, handblown into mould with pontil mark, Italian, 1780-1880

A117678 Green tinted glass bottle for tincture of juniper berry, empty, prepared at the pharmacy della 

Regina, Bologna, Italian, 1750-1830

A117679 Green glass phial elongeated cylindrical shape, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in Italy, 1750-1850

A117680 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, elongated body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

Italian, 1701-1880

A117686 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, elongated body, pontil mark on base,hand moulded, probably 

Italian, 1701-1850

A117690 Green glass bottle, elongated cylindrical shape, pontil mark on base, probably made in Italy, 1600-

1800

A117691 Green glass phial, elongated cylindrical shape, rounded base with pontil mark, probably made in 

Italy, 1600-1800

A117697 Glass bottle, tall, cylindrical

A117705 Clear glass bottle, faceted cylindrical body, machine moulded, possibly made in Italy, 1850-1900

A117707 Glass drug jar, cylindrical with fluted sides

A118576 Hexagonal pharmacy storage bottle, clear glass, Spanish, 19th century

A118578 Glass pharmacy bottle, Spanish, 1701-1850

A118609 Glass pharmacy bottle, Spanish, 1st half of 19th century

A120020 Glass bottle, dark green, cylindrical body, concave base, concave neck, outsplayed rim, 18th 

century, European

A120881 Dark blue octagonal bottle, glass, probably European, 1850-1920

A120888 Glass flask small, plae green, squatbulbous body, concave base, funnel neck, plain rim

A120889 Glass jug with spout

A120989 Clear glass bottle, opaque, iridescent, part of an Arabian Druggist Shop, Damascus, Syria,  

Middle Eastern, 18th or 19th century

A121198 Bronze jug

A121733 Pewter plate, with scalloped edge and chased decoration showing doctor with patient and wife, 

European, 1760-1820

A121734 Pewter dish, with tonge patterned border and initials N.C., European, 1771-1840

A123501 Glass funnel or drinking horn, blue glass, painted with buff brown, and cream decoration, 16th 

century



A124011 Glass bottle, green, straight sided, cylindrical body, kicked base, slightly concave neck,  thickened 

rim, European, 19th century

A124013 Glass bottle, green, straight sided cylindrical body, flat base, rounded shoulders, concave neck, 

thickened rim, European, 19th century

A124014 Glass bottle, dark green, cylindrical body, rounded shoulders, kicked base, oncave neck, 

outsplayed rim, European, 17th-18th century

A124015 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body expanding at base, kicked base, rounded outsplayed rim, no 

neck, European, 17th-18th century

A124016 Glass bottle, 18th century

A124017 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, concave base, cylindrical neck, funnel mouth, European, 

17th-18th century

A124018 Glass bottle, dark green, cylindrical body expanding slightly at base, cylindrical neck, outsplayed 

rim, European, 18th century

A124019 Glass bottle, pale green, shouldered body expanding towards base, no neck, outsplayed rim,  

European, 17th-18th century

A124020 Glass bottle, dark green, cylindrical body, concave base, concave neck, outsplayed rim, 18th 

century, European

A124021 Glass medicine bottle, 18th century

A124022 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body expanding slightly towards rounded sloping shoulders, kicked 

base, no neck, outsplayed rim, European, 17th-18th century

A124024 Glass bottle, pale green, cylindrical body, kicked base, rounded shoulders, funnel neck, rounded 

rim, European, 18th century

A124025 Glass bottle, 18th century

A124026 Glass bottle, dark green, rectangular body, concave base, sloping shoulders, concave neck,  

everted rim, European, 18th century

A124035 Carboy originally contained Ginger tincture, 1840-1890

A124036 Carboy and metal cap, originally contained ipecacuanha wine, 1840-1890, England

A124037 Caboy with metal cap, originally contained compound rhubarb tincture, 1840-1890

A124038 Carboys with metal stopper, originally contained ferric chloride acid(?), 1840-1890, England

A124039 Carboy, originally contained Ammonium Acetate solution, 1840-1890, England

A124040 Carboy with metal cap, originally contained squill vinegar, 1840-1890

A124041 Carboy, probably originally contained tincture of Soapwart with opium, 1840-1890, England

A124042 Carboy with iron stopper, originally contained compound Cardomom, tincture, 1840-1890, 

England

A124698 Glass item, green, possibly a bowl or a base, tapering sides, rounded rim, thickened inside, 

convex pad base with very rough edges

A124699 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, found in London, possibly English, 17th 

and 18th centuries

A124700 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, found in London, possibly 

English, 17th and 18th centuries

A124701 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, with pontil mark, hand blown, found in London, probably English, 

17th or 18th century

A124702 Iridescent green glass bottle, probably English, 16th-18th centuries

A124703 Iridescen glass bottle, cylindrical, hand moulded, found in London, made in England, 1600-1800

A124704 Iridescent green glass bottle, found in London, probably English, 17th or 18th century

A124705 Green iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English,  1601-

1800

A124706 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, found in London, probably 

made in England, 1600-1800

A124710 Iridescent glass bottle, green cylindrical, funnel shaped neck, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1600-1800

A124711 Glass bottle cylindrical, found in London

A124712 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered found in London

A124713 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered, found in London

A124714 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered, found in London

A124715 Iridescent white bottle, found in London, English, 16th-18th centuries

A124716 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered, found in London

A124717 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London



A125854 Silver bottle, originally contained kohl, straigh sided body, rectangular in cross section, set in 

agate, with splayed base, long cylindrical neck tapering to screw lid, with chain for suspension

A125922 Glass bottle, dark green, cylindrical body, uneven base, rounded shoulders, cylindrical neck rim 

outsplayed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A125924 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125925 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125927 Glass bottle, small, cylindrical, found in London

A125928 Glass dispensing bottle, found in London, probably 18th century

A125929 Glass bottle, possibly a dispensing bottle, found in London, probably 18th century

A125930 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125931 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, kicked base, sloping shoulders, concave neck, outsplayed 

rim, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 17th or 18th century

A125932 glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London, probably 18th century

A125933 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125934 Glass bottle, cylindrical found in London

A125935 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125936 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125937 Glass bottle, pale yellow, cylindrical body, kicked base, sloping shoulders, neck expanding 

towards rim outsplayed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A125938 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125939 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125940 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125941 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125942 Ond clear glass bottle

A125943 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125944 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125945 Glass bottle, pale green, cylindrical body, kicked base, cylindrical neck, rim outsplayed 

horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A125947 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London, probably 18th century

A125949 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London, probably 18th century

A125950 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125951 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125952 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125953 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125954 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125955 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125956 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125957 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A125958 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, kicked base, angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A125959 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, kicked base, angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, everted rim, 

possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A125961 Glass bottle, green, sides tapering towards angular shoulders, kicked base, cylindrical neck, 

everted rim, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A125962 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A127972 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A127973 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A127974 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered found in London

A127975 Glass bottle, containing earth, found in London

A127976 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered found in London

A127978 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A127980 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered, found in London

A127998 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, rounded base with pontil mark, hand moulded, found in 

London, probably made in England, 1500-1700

A128367 Glass perfume bottle, shouldered body tapering to base, moulded, stopper missing

A134228 Glass pharmacy bottle, Italian, 17th or 18th century

A134230 Glass drug jar, possibly Italian

A134232 Glass vase from hospital of Santa Maria Nuova, Florence

A134233 Glass pharmacy bottle, Italian



A134235 Glass drug jar with lid

A134236 Glass drug jar with lid

A134237 display bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly Italian, late 19th century

A135425 Glass drug jar, with lid, inscribed "Pomata di Losanna", probably Italian, possibly 18th century

A135427 Glass drug jar, with lid, inscribed "Cologuintida", probably Italian, 18th century

A135428 Glass drug jar with lid, possibly 18th century

A135439 Green glass mould-blown reagent bottle, Italian, late 19th century

A135443 Early C20 clear glass pharmacy bottle

A135446 Clear glass pharmacy jar with reentrant rim, Italian, 18th early 19th century

A135451 Glass bottle

A135453 Storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably Italian, 1750-1850

A135454 Storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably Italian, 1750-1850

A135455 Storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably Italian, 1750-1850

A135457 Flat glass lid, perhaps from Italian pharmacy display jar, 1820-1900

A135459 flat glass lid, perhaps from Italian pharmacy display jar, 1820-1900

A137858 Pharmacy jar, glass, ovoid, with painted label "PULV.CHINAE F.C." Cardboard lid. Contained 

quinine powder. 7 1/4"x4 1/2" diameter. From the 1627 pharmacy of the Milosrdni Bratri Monastry 

and Hospital

A138007 Late 19th century plain cylindrical lidless glass storage jar, probably English

A138008 Large specimen jar containing crystals of bichromate of iron, English, 1861-1920

A138009 Clear glass specimen jar, English, late 19th-early 20th century

A138010 Clear glass specimen jar, English, late 19th-early 20th century

A138049 English glass pharmacy bottle, 18th-19th century

A138050 English glass pharmacy bottle, 18th-19th century

A138051 English glass pharmacy bottle, 18th-19th century

A138797 Painted clear glass bottle, inscribed with toast, Swiss(?), 1730-1830

A140988 Square storge bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A140991 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1800-1860, may be a copy

A140996 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A153352 Cylindrical indescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A153353 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, elongated, pontil mark, European, 18th-early 19th century

A153354 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, found in London, possibly 

English, 17th and 18th centuries

A153355 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A153356 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered, found in London

A153357 Cylindrical, glass, bottle, hand blown with kick up, English, 1600-1800

A153358 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A153359 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A153360 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil makr on base, hand moulded, found in London, probably 

English, 1600-1800

A153361 Cylindrical iridescent amber glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A153362 Cylindricla iridescent green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, English, 1600-1800

A153363 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, iridescent, found in London, probably English, 17th or 18th century

A153365 Cylindrical glass bottle clear glass covered with black patina, handblown with pontil mark, 

probably English, 1600-1800

A153367 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, sealed and with original contents, unidentified, hand moulded, 

found in London, made in England, 1600-1800

A153368 Glass bottle, green, square body, kicked base, cylindrical neck, rim outsplayed horizontally, 

sealed, contains brown substance, 17th or 18th century

A154115 Bottle, clear glass, engraved and polished design, pewter lid, possibly English or Dutch, early 19th 

century

A154117 Glass unguent bottle, Roman, 151-300AD

A154125 Glass jar containing unidentified drug

A154127 Glass bottle, black, rectangular, possibly German, 18th century

A154129 Bottle with painted inscription for borage

A155211 One green glass bottle

A155265 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A155266 Carboy, drop-shaped, 1840-1890, England



A155267 Spanish glass pharmacy flask, 17th-18th century

A155268 Glass drug jar, with parchment cover, possibly Spanish

A155272 Glass storage bottle, Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A155274 Glass storage bottle, Spanish

A155275 Square storage bottle, aqua glass, empty, possibly Spanish, 18th-19th century

A155277 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical, possibly Spanish

A155281 Glass flask, with spout towards base of body, Spanish

A156024 Octagonal storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably Spanish, 18th-19th century

A156025 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly Spanish, 18th-early 19th century

A156026 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably Spanish, 18th-19th century

A156027 Shop round, opaline glass, used for calcium phosphate by Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156028 Shop round, opaline glas, used by Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156029 Shop round, opaline glass, used by Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156030 Shop round, opal glass, used for belladonna powder by the Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-

1900

A156031 White glass shop round with floral decoration, for unknown drug, from Farmacia de onate, 

Munguia, Spanish,. 1850-1900

A156032 White glass shop round with floral decoration, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, Spanish, 1850-

1900

A156033 Shop round, opaline glass, used for potassium acid tartrate by the Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 

1850-1900

A156034 Shop round, opaline glass, used by Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156035 Shop round, opaline glass, used for quinine by the Farmacia de Onate,Spain, 1850-1900

A156036 Shop round, opaline glass, used for unidentified drug by the Farmacia de OnatE, Spain, 1850-

1900

A156037 White glass shop round with floral decoration, for zinc oxide, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, 

Spanish, 1850-1900

A156038 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, white with floral decoration, inscribed "U", possibly Spanish

A156039 White glass shop round with floral decoration, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, Spanish, 1850-

1900

A156040 Shop round, opaline glass, used by Farmacia de Onate for powdered red coral, Spain, 1850-1900

A156041 Shop rund, opaline glass, used for Adonis bernaris by Farmaia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156042 Shop round, opaline glass, used by Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156043 Shop round, opaline glass, used for marshmallow by Farmacia de Onate, 1850-1900

A156044 White glass shop round with floral decoration, for long pepper, from Farmacia de Onate, Spanish, 

1850-1900

A156045 Shop round, opaline glass, used by Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156046 White glass shop round with floral decoration, from Farmaia de Onate, Munguia, Spanish, 1850-

1900

A156047 White glass shop round with floral decoration, for mugwort flowers, from Farmacia de Onate, 

Munguia, Spanish, 1850-1900

A156048 White glass shop round with floral decoration, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, Spanish, 1850-

1900

A156049 Broken white glass shop round with floral decoration, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, 

Spanish, 1850-1900

A156050 Shop round, opaline glass, used by Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156051 White glass shop round with floral decoration, for unknown drug, from Farmacia de Onate, 

Munguia, Spanish, 1850-1900

A156052 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, opaque white with painted floral decoration, inscribed "P", possibly 

Spanish

A156053 White glass shop round with floral decoraion, for unknown drug, from Farmacia de Onate, 

Munguia, Spanish, 1850-1900

A156054 White glass shop round with floral decoration, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, Spanish, 1850-

1900

A156055 White glass shop round with floral decoration, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, Spanish, 1850-

1900

A156056 White glass shop round with floral decoration, for poppy, from Farmacia de Onate, Spanish,  1850-

1900



A156057 White glass shop round, with floral decoration, for mallows, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, 

Spanish, 1850-1 900

A156058 White glass shop round with floral decoration, for unknown drug, from Farmacia de Onate, 

Munguia, Spanish, 1850-1900

A156059 White glass shop round with floral decoration, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, Spanish, 1850-

1900

A156060 White glass shop round with floral decoration, for lavender, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, 

Spanish, 1850-1900

A156061 White glass shop round with floral design, for linseed seeds, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, 

Spanish, 1850-1900

A156062 White glass shop round with floral decoration, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, Spanish, 1850-

1900

A156063 White glass shop round with floral decoration, for unknown drug, from Farmacia de Onate, 

Munguia, Spanish, 1850-1900

A156064 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, opaque white with floral decoration, possibly Spanish

A156065 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, opaque white with painted floral decoration, possibly Spanish

A156066 Glass drug jar, opaque white with floral decoration, inscribed "Ioduyode plomo", possibly Spanish

A156067 White glass shop round with floral decoration, for common barley, from Farmacia de Onate, 

Munguia, Spanish, 1850-1900

A156068 White glass shop round with floral decoration, from Farmacia de

A156069 White glass shop round with floral decoration, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, Spanish, 1850-

1900

A156070 Shop round, opaline glass, used for opium by the Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156071 Shop round, opaline glass, used for valerian and iron mixture by Farmacia de Onate, Spain,  1850-

1900

A156072 Shop round, opaline glass, used by the Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156073 White glass shop round with floral decoration, for powdered senna, from Farmaccia de Onate, 

Munguia, Spanish, 1850-1900

A156074 White glass shop round with floral decoration for unknown drug, from Farmacia de Onate, 

Munguia, Spanish, 1850-1900

A156075 Shop round, opaline glass, used by Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156076 Shop round, opaline glass, used for betanaphtol by the Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156077 Shop round, opaline glass, used for Dover's powder by Farmacia de Onate, 1850-1900

A156078 Shop round, opaline glass, used by Farmacia de Onate, Spain, 1850-1900

A156079 White glass shop round for hops, from Farmacia de Onate, Munguia, Spanish, 1850-1900

A156080 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, inscribed "Adormids", possibly Spanish

A156082 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, inscribed "Rosa.Y Romo" probably Spanish

A156083 Glass albarello, parchment cover, inscribed "Manzanilla", possibly Spanish

A156085 Glass drug jar, with parchment cover, inscribed "Torongil", possibly Spanish, 18th century

A156086 Glass albarello, with parchment cover, inscribed "Culantrillo", possibly Spanish

A156110 Spanish glass pharmacy bottle, 18th-19th century

A156123 Glass bottle with ribbing sides

A156124 Glass drug jar, with parchment cover

A156175 Glass bottle, opaque white, inscribed "Laud:Liqv:Syd", empty, possible German, 18th century

A156177 Square medicine bottle with engraved foliate design, probably English, dated 1733

A156463 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A156464 Glass bottle, square body with funnel mouth

A156497 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, with elongated body, funnel shaped neck, pontil mark on base, 

hand moulded, probably Spanish, 1701-1850

A159042 Glass bottle, green, ovoid body, rounded base, concave neck, outsplayed rim, possibly 

pharmaceutical, post medieval, European

A159043 Glass flask, green, voal body with flat base, concave neck and thickened rough rim

A159044 Glass bottle, green oval body, rounded base, angular shoulders, funnel neck, plain rim, European, 

possibly pharmaceutical, post-medieval

A161669 Green glass carboy

A165403 Pale green glass bottle, found in London, probably English, 16th-18th century



A165404 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, found in London, made in 

England, 1600-1800

A165406 Cylindrical iridescent green bottle, handblown glass with pontil and kick up, English, 1600-1800

A165407 Green glass bottle, found in London, probably English, 17th-18th century

A165408 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, found in London, probably English, 

17th and 18th centuries

A165409 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A165410 Iridescent glass bottle, clear, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, patina finish, found 

in London, probably English, 1600-1800

A165411 Small iridescent glass bottle, clear, ponti mark on base, hand moulded, found in London, probably 

made in England, 1650-1800

A165412 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A165415 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600-1800

A165417 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A165418 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A165419 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered, found in London

A165421 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, handblown with pontil, English, 1600-1800

A165423 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A165424 Glass bottle, cylindrical, found in London

A165425 Iridescent green glass bottle, bell shaped, pontil mark, hand blown, found in London, English(?), 

17-18th century

A165429 Iridescent and encrusted clear glass bottle, found in London, probably English, 1780-1830

A165430 Iridescent glass bottle, clear, square in section, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, remains of 

patina finish, found in London, probably English, 1601-1800

A166570 Glass bottle, inscribed "POISON" and "hydroch. acid fort"

A166592 Iridescent clear glass bottle, found in London, English, 16th-18th centuries

A166593 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, found in London, probably 

made in England, 1600-1800

A169538 Storage bottle, blue, glass, owned by James Puckey of Cornwall, made in England, mid 18th 

century

A172908 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil  mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1300-1600

A172909 Clear glass bottle, elongated cylindrical shaped, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1300-1600

A172910 Semi-iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1300-1600

A172911 Small glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1300-1600

A172914 Clear glass dropper bottle, European, 1750-1820

A172915 Glass bottle, pale yellow, sloping rounded shoulders, body tapering to base, vertical neck with 

bronze corrosion around it, European, 17th century

A181110 Carboy, originally contained peppermint water, 1780 to 1850, England

A181111 Carboy, originally contained compound Camphor Linctus, 1780 to 1850, England

A190654 Drum microscope, English, mid-nineteenth century

A190921 Blue glass shop round, inscribed "SYR: CROCI., "British, 2nd half of 19th century

A190922 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for unidentified syrup (death?), English, late 19th 

century

A191254 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for syrup of tolu, English, late 19th century

A191256 round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, for syrup of poppy, English, late 19th century

A191259 Blue glass shop round, inscribed "SYR : AURAN:" British, 2nd half of 19th century

A191361 Condenser stand with lens prism, brass and glass, made by G.S. Wood, late Abraham and Co. 

Liverpool, 1880-1930

A198427 Wine bottle, clear glass, perhaps English, 1875-1925

A198429 Wine bottle, clear glass, perhaps English, 1875-1925

A198431 Wine bottle, clear glass, perhaps English, 1875-1925

A202457 Green glass bottle, cylindrical with bulbous base, handblown, probably English, 1601-1800

A202458 Green glass bottle, cylindrical with bulbous base, handblown, probably English, 1601-1800



A211006 Glass cup, colourless, sides tapering to base, everted rim, European, 18th or 19th century, 

possibly pharmaceutical

A211010 Glass cup, heavy, dark green, straight sides, thickened rim, heavy flat base, possibly 

pharmaceutical, post-Roman

A221522 Glass punch measure, possibly English

A230585 Small teapot of beaten metal with hinged handle, probably Englisb, 1801-1900

A232547 Lead bottle with threaded rim, probably for mercury, English, 19th century

A233092 Top og glass jar only, made of clear glass, bell shaped discoid finial, probably English, 1851-1920

A234199 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, handblown with pontil, English, 1601-1800

A234200 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A234201 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, found in London, possibly 

English, 17th and 18th century

A234202 Pale green glass bottle, probably English, found in London, 16th-18th centuries

A234204 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A234205 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A234206 Cylindrical iridesent white glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601-1800

A234207 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A234211 Iridescent green glass bottle, found in London, English, 17th-18th century

A234213 Iridescent green glass bottle, found in London, probably English, 16th-18th century

A234215 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A234216 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, English, 1601-1800

A234218 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A234219 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A234222 Iridescent green glass bottle, probably English, 16th-18th centuries

A234223 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1800-1900

A234224 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A234225 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, European, 17th or 18th 

century

A234227 Glass bottle, cylindrical, weathered

A234230 Small clear glass bottle, iridescent globular body, hand moulded, European, 18th century

A600199 Glass pharmacy jar or poison bottle, late 19th century

A600210 Poison bottle, empty from Cryer and Co., English

A600211 Poison bottle for morphine, empty

A600213 Poison bottle, blue for arsenic in solution, unsigned, British, 1801-1935.

A600215 Poison bottle for arsenic, 1927

A600307 Empty tin for ammonia capsules, by J. Tye and Son, 457 Caledonian Road, London, England, 

1914-1918.

A602167 Display bottle, clear glass, Europe, 1850-1900

A602175 Glass pharmacy jar for violet powder, English, 1850-1910

A602177 Glass pharmacy jar for arrow root, English, 1831-1900

A602178 Glass pharmacy jar for magnesia, English, 1831-1900

A602180 Glass flask, 17th-18th century, European

A602182 Glass pharmacy bottle for vin quinie, English, 1801-1850

A602183 Pharmacy bottle for ipecacuanhe, English, 1st half of 19th century

A602184 Pharmacy bottle for aq menth, English, first half of 19th century

A602185 Pharmacy bottle for arnica, English, first half of 19th century

A602186 Pharmacy bottle for camphor, English, first half of 19th century

A602187 Pharmacy bottle for digitalis, English, 1st half of 19th century

A602188 Glass pharmacy jar, 19th century

A602189 Pharmacy bottle for opium, English, 1st half of 19th century

A602190 Empty pharmacy bottle for opium, English, 1st half of 19th century

A602191 Pharmacy bottle, 17th or 18th century

A602192 Pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A602193 Pharmacy bottle, 17th or 18th century

A602194 Two glass pharmacy jars for display, 1701-1850



A602197 Glass pharmacy bottle, Europe, 1601-1800

A602198 Storage bottle, barrel-shaped, green glass, by Vetreria Operaia Federale, Italy, 1870-1930

A602199 Storage jar, clear glass, Europe, 1750-1850

A602200 Three pharmacy display bottles, clear glass, with bases, containing coloured liquids, English, 

1920-1955

A602201 Bottle, pale green glass, for Colicio Astringente, Spanish, 1600-1750

A602202 Bottle, green glass, conical, for balsam of opodeldoch, Spanish, 1600-1750

A602204 Conical bottle, green glass, with elaborately painted label, Spanish, 1600-1•800

A602205 Green glass bottle, Europe, 1750-1890

A602206 Green glass display bottle, Europe, 1700-1850

A602207 Clear glass display bottle, Europe, 1830-1900

A602209 Bottle for rose water, supplied by Bertrand Freres, Grasse, France, 1850-1920

A602211 3 bottles, clear glass, English, 1880-1940

A602215 Display bottle, glass, jar, wine colchicum, English, 1820-1900

A602216 Bottle, probably for wine, dark green glass, Europe, 1751-1900

A602217 Bottle, glass, Europe, 1700-1850

A602218 Bottle, clear glass, pear-shaped, Europe, 1750-1850

A602219 Bottle, bluish-green glass, pear-shaped, Europe, 1700-1800

A602220 Bottle, clear glass, Europe, 1801-1900

A602221 Bottle, dark green glass, English, 1650-1850

A602222 Display bottle, violet glass, for balsam of bolu, Italy, 1830-1900

A602223 Bottle, clear glass, Europe, 1701-1850

A602225 Bottle, pale green glass, Europe, 1850-1920

A602227 Bottle, dark green, Europe, 1650-1800

A602228 Display bottle, clear and green, glass, inscribed "Calvert", French, 1850-1900

A602233 Glass bottle, green, possibly Persian, 1800-1900

A602234 Jug, clear glass, with facility for heating contents, Europe, 1750-1850

A602235 Bottle, glass of animal charcoal, supplied by Savory and Moore, London, 1901-1930

A602236 Jug, pale green glass, 1700-1800

A602237 Bottle, green glass, Europe, 1601-1800

A602238 Bottle, pale green glass, 1600-1750

A602239 Two conical flasks, blown glass

A602240 Jug, glass, probably Italian, 1600-1750

A602241 Jug, aqua glass, probably Italian, 1600-1750

A602242 Bottle, glass, Europe, 1600-1750

A602243 Bottle, glass, Europe, 1920-1955

A602244 Bottle, handles, glass, Europe, 1600-1750

A602245 Glass bottle with painted Arabic motifs, possibly Perisan, 1601-1900

A602246 Bottle, glass, Europe, 1600-1750

A602247 Bottle, green glass, Europe, 1501-1800

A602248 Bottle, green glass, Europe, 1600-1800

A602249 Dispensing bottle, in turned boxwood case, supplied by Alfred Rose, London, 1885-1890

A602251 Glass bottle for syrup of quince, probably Spanish, 1601-1800, from Santa Cruz Hospital, 

Barcelona

A602252 Display bottle, clear glass, for Naval Bouquet, English, 1801-1900

A602253 Shop round, green glass, for heira picra, English, 1750-1870

A602254 Bottle, acqua glass, probably Italian, 1601-1800

A602255 Bottle, pale green glass, probably Italian, 1600-1800

A602256 Bottle, green glass, barrel shaped, by Fabbrino di Bottiglie, Porto Civitanova, italy, 1850-1920

A602257 Bottle, dark green glass, with motif on seal, Europe, 1701-1850

A602258 3 display bottles, glass, Europe, 1650-1850

A602259 Bottle, dark green glass, with paintedlabel "Noyeau" possibly French, 1750-1850

A602260 Bottle, brown glass of calamine lotion, supplied by Boots Pure Drug Co., Nottingham, 1955-1970

A602261 Bottle, pale green glass, of anlex cascarylla, English, 1850-1900

A602262 Bottle, blue glass of eucalyptus oil, supplied by W.H. Hobbs and Co., London, 1870-1920

A602263 Bottle, glass, containing white powder, English, 1900-1935

A602264 Bottle, acqua glass, of calamine powder, supplied by Duncan, Flockhart and Co., Edinburgh and 

London, 1900-1935



A602266 Storage bottle, dark green glass, probably from the Phoenix Glass Works, Bristol, 1700-1850

A602270 7 glass storage jars, clear, tubulure at base, English, 1800-1900

A602271 2 glass storage jars, tubulure near base, English, 1800-1900

A602280 Bottle, pale green glass, Europe, 1750-1850

A602304 Pharmacy display bottle, clear glass, on wood stand, English, 1800-1920

A602480 Bottle, acqua glass, Europe, 1501-1800

A602481 Bottle, pale green glass, Europe, 1601 to 1850

A602482 Bottle, pale green glass, Europe, 1701 to 1850

A602483 Pale green glass bottle with stopper missing, 1700-1850

A602715 Ten glass tubes in cardboard wrapper, supplied by Alexander Frazer, of Edinburgh, probably 

British, 1890-1910

A602969 Dark green carboy, European, 1701 to 1900

A602970 Dark green carboy, European, 1701 to 1900

A602971 Aqua glass carboy, European, 1701 to 1900

A602972 Green glass carboy, European, 1701 to 1900

A602973 Aqua glass carboy, European, 1701 to 1900

A602975 Green glass carboy, European, 1701 to 1900

A602976 Green glass carboy, European, 1701 to 1900

A602977 Display carboy with stopper and stand, probably English, 1840 to 1890

A602978 13 glass pharmacy bottles, probably English, 1701 to 1900

A602979 Aqua glass carboy, European, 1701 to 1900

A602984 Green glass painted carboy

A602985 Display carboy in aqua glass with floral paintings, European, 1801 to 1900

A602986 Painted aqua glass carboy

A602987 English pharmacy display carboy, clear glass, English, 1850-1900

A602988 English pharmacy display carboy, clear glass, English, 1850-1900

A602989 English pharmacy display carboy, clear glass, broken, English, 1850-1900

A602990 Display carboy with stopper on stand, flint glass, on mahogany stand, English, 1840-1890

A602991 Display carboy with stopper and stand, flint glass, mahogany stand, English, 1840-1890

A602992 Glass faceted pharmacy display carboy stopper, stopper only, English, 1800-1900

A602993 Glass faceted pharmacy display carboy stopper, stopper only, English, 1800-1900

A602994 Glass faceted pharmacy display carboy stopper, stopper only, English, 1800-1900

A602995 Display carboy with stopper and stand, flint glass, mahogany stand, English, 1840-1890

A602996 English blue glass pharmacy bottle, English, 1800-1900

A602997 English blue glass pharmacy bottle, English, 1800-1900

A602998 English green glass pharmacy bottle, English, 1800-1900

A602999 Green glass pharmacy bottle, English, 1800-1900

A603000 English green glass pharmacy bottle, 19th century

A603001 Green glass carboy, 17th to 19th century

A603214 Sample bottle of cassia lanceolata leaves, 1864

A603215 Sample bottle of ceratonia siliqua, seeds of locust bean tree, 1821 to 1920

A603216 Sample bottle of cassia elongata (leaves of East Indian senna), Bombay, 1821 to 1920

A603217 Unknown root or stem in sample bottle, 1821 to 1920

A603218 Sample bottle of cassia lanceolata leaves, Alexandrian senna, 1834

A603219 Sample bottle containing reputed antidote to Chubba Hill poisoned arrows, Nigeria, 1906

A603220 Sample bottle containing wood of Wa Nyika poison tree, Malindi, East Africa, 1894

A603221 Specimen bottle of conii folia, hemlock leaves, 1885

A603222 Specimen bottle of myrrh, 1885

A603223 Specimen bottle of dried juice of tea leaves, given to Prof Christison by Macfarlan, 1841 to 1920

A603224 Specimen bottle of adenanthera pavonina seeds, Colombo, 1836

A603225 Specimen bottle of golden sulphuret of antimony, i.e. antimony pentasulphide, 1847

A603226 Specimen bottle of sulphuret of antimony, i.e. antimony trisulphide, 1821 to 1920

A603227 Specimen bottle of nitre crystals, i.e. potassium nitrate, 1821 to 1920

A603228 Specimen bottle of antimonial powder, 1821 to 1920

A603229 Specimen bottle of leaves of Rhus toxicodendron (poison oak or sumach), 1885

A603230 Specimen bottle containing 5 lumps of dolomite, from Iona, 1868

A603231 Specimen bottle of artificial verdigris (copper subacetate), 1868

A603232 Specimen bottle of strophanthus follicles, Nigeria, c. 1908



A603233 Specimen bottle of Chinese rhubarb, 1845

A603234 Specimen bottle of hellebore root Helleborus niger, 1821 to 1920

A603235 Specimen bottle of senna (cassia lanceolata) leaves, Sudan, corrected by Kirk, 1857

A603236 Specimen bottle of alum slate, from Hurlet, Renfrewshire, 1821 to 1920

A603237 Specimen bottle of lead carbonate, 1821 to 1920

A603238 Specimen bottle of malachine, 1822

A603239 Specimen bottle containing antimony trisulphide, 1821 to 1920

A603240 Specimen bottle containing metallic arsenic, 1821 to 1920

A603241 Specimen bottle of paraffin, Archangel, 1838

A603242 Specimen bottle of anamirta cocculus, cocculus indicus, 1861 to 1920

A603243 Specimen bottle of lumps of zinc, 1861 to 1910

A603244 Specimen bottle of sesquicarbonate of ammonia, 1861 to 1910

A603245 Specimen bottle of cinnabar, mercuric sulphide, 1861 to 1910

A603246 Specimen bottle of lumps of anhydrous alum, 1831 to 1910

A603247 Specimen bottle of natural magnesium carbonate, 1831 to 1910

A603248 Specimen bottle of cassia fistula pods and seeds, 1831 to 1900

A603249 Specimen bottle of hair alum, 1851 to 1900

A603250 Specimen bottle of ferric carbonate lumps, 1841 to 1880

A603251 Specimen bottle of crystalline oxalic acid, 1841 to 1880

A603252 Specimen bottle of natroon powder, sodium sesquicarbonate, from Cairo, 1831 to 1880

A603253 Specimen bottle of argol lumps, potassium bitartrate, 1831 to 1880

A603254 Specimen bottle of orange antimony sulphate powder, 1841 to 1880

A603255 Specimen bottle of potassium bitartrate (Venetian tartar) crystals, 1841 to 1880

A603256 Specimen bottle of crystalline calcium acetate, 1831 to 1880

A603257 Specimen bottle of powdered verdigris, copper subacetate, 1831 to 1880

A603258 Specimen bottle of pellets of iron protosulphuret, 1831 to 1890

A603259 Specimen bottle of crystalline sodium nitrate, Chile, 1862

A603260 Specimen bottle of crystalline unknown nitrate, 1831 to 1890

A603261 Specimen bottle of powdered magnesium carbonate, 1831 to 1870

A603262 Specimen bottle of crystalline potassium bitartrate (Venetian tartar), 1831 to 1880

A603263 Specimen bottle of lumps of sulphuret of potash, 1841 to 1880

A603264 Specimen bottle of crystalline sodium acetate, 1831 to 1890

A603265 Specimen bottle of litharge scales (lead monoxide), 1831 to 1880

A603266 Specimen bottle of crystalline lead nitrate, 1851 to 1890

A603267 Specimen bottle of powdered lead carbonate, 1831 to 1860

A603268 Specimen bottle of lumps of orpiment, Bengal, c. 1852

A603269 Specimen bottle of powdered ferric oxide, 1831 to 1890

A603270 Specimen bottle of crystalline potassium nitrate, 1841 to 1890

A603271 Specimen bottle of natural sodium nitrate, 1871 to 1890

A603272 Fruit of Piper longum (pepper), 1801 to 1950

A603273 Specimen bottle of unknown materia medica, 1821 to 1940

A603274 Specimen bottle of barley, Egypt, 1821 to 1940

A603275 Specimen bottle of barley, 1821 to 1940

A603276 Specimen bottle of margosa bark from Government Central Museum, Madras, 1821 to 1940

A603277 Specimen bottle containing powder, 1821 to 1940

A603278 Specimen bottle of gag-a-bood, 1821 to 1940

A603279 Specimen bottle of assal bark, 1821 to 1900

A603280 Specimen bottle, 1821 to 1920

A603281 Specimen bottle containing fruit of Feronia elephantum (elephant or wood apple), from 

Government Central Museum, Madras, 1821 to 1940

A603282 Specimen bottle containing seeds of Bixa orellana, from Government Central Museum, Madras,  

1821 to 1940

A603283 Specimen bottle of cannabis seeds, Government Central Museum, Madras, 1861 to 1940

A603284 Specimen bottle of date palm fibre, from Nile delta, 1851 to 1900

A603285 Specimen bottle of white mica (i.e. abrak or muscovite, from India, Dr. Mall's collection,  1881 to 

1940

A603286 Specimen bottle of sung jerah (soapstone), India, 1851 to 1900

A603287 Specimen bottle of Prussian blue powder, 1821 to 1880

A603288 Specimen bottle of powdered rock salt (sodium chloride), Lahore, 1861 to 1900

A603289 Specimen bottle of crystalline ammonium alum, Lahore, 1851 to 1900



A603290 Specimen bottle of crude crystalline sodium nitrate, Chile, 1841 to 1880

A603291 Specimen bottle containing large lump of verdigris (copper subacetate), 1831 to 1880

A603292 Specimen bottle of red sand called slegpa, Sierra Leone, 1841 to 1880

A603293 Specimen bottle of ferric oxide lumps formed by rusting, 1831 to 1880

A603294 Specimen bottle of lump of lapis divinus, Lagos, 1831 to 1890

A603295 Specimen bottle of natural sodium chloride lumps, Lahore, 1831 to 1890

A603296 Specimen bottle containing beaten silver leaf, Lahore, 1831 to 1890

A603297 Specimen bottle containing lump of natural sodium chloride, Lahore, 1831 to 1890

A603298 Specimen bottle of crystalline sea-salt (sodium chloride), Lahore, 1831 to 1890

A603299 Specimen bottle of lumps of steatite (soapstone), 1831 to 1890

A603300 Specimen bottle of crystalline rock salt, Lahore, 1831 to 1890

A603301 Specimen bottle of crystalline copper sulphate, Lahore, 1831 to 1890

A603302 Specimen bottle of black mica (biotite), Lahore, 1831 to 1880

A603303 Specimen bottle of natural sodium chloride (salt), Lahore, 1831 to 1880

A603304 Specimen bottle of natural calcium sulphate (gypsum), Tehran, 1831 to 1933

A603305 Specimen bottle of natural sodium carbonate (soda), Punjab, 1831 to 1900

A603306 Specimen bottle of haematite, Lagos, 1921 to 1950

A603307 Specimen bottle of black sodium chloride, Lahore, 1911 to 1947

A603308 Specimen bottle containing piece of ammonium chloride, Lahore, 1821 to 1947

A603309 Specimen bottle of serpentine, 1881 to 1950

A603310 Specimen bottle of carbonated stone, from Mr Chalmers, Khartoum, 1911 to 1950

A603311 Specimen bottle of potassium chloride, Lahore, 1911 to 1947

A603312 Specimen bottle containing crystals of sodium chloride, Lahore, 1911 to 1947

A603313 Specimen bottle of sulphur, Lahore, 1911 to 1947

A603314 Specimen bottle of ammonium chloride, Lahore, 1911 to 1947

A603315 Bottle of jokhar or potassium chloride, Lahore, 1911 to 1947

A603316 Specimen bottle of sodium chloride powder, Lahore, 1911 to 1947

A603317 Specimen bottle of red clay, Lahore, 1911 to 1947

A603318 Specimen bottle of orpiment, 1821 to 1940

A603319 Specimen bottle containing roll sulphur, Lahore, 1911 to 1947

A603320 Gold leaf in specimen bottle, from R.C. Jain, Punjab, 1911 to 1950

A603321 Specimen bottle containing serpentine, 1911 to 1947

A603322 Specimen bottle containing crystals of sodium chloride, Lahore, 1911 to 1947

A603323 Specimen bottle of sodium chloride, Lahore, 1911 to 1947

A603324 Specimen bottle of potassium chloride plates, Lahore, 1911 to 1950

A603325 Specimen bottle of orpiment, Persia, 1911 to 1950

A603326 Specimen bottle of calcite, from R.C. Jain, Punjab, 1911 to 1947

A603327 Specimen jar of black rock salt (i.e. namakbar), Lahore, 1911 to 1947

A603328 Specimen bottle of barytes (i.e. barium sulphate), 1821 to 1940

A603329 29 modern pharmacy bottles with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt1 Modern pharmacy bottle containing lumps of gum with spiral structure, 17th century

A603329 Pt2 Modern pharmacy bottle containing divose parts of a plant, 17th century

A603329 Pt3 Modern pharmacy bottle containing roundish fruit, 17th century

A603329 Pt4 Modern pharmacy bottle containing 4 lumps, 17th century

A603329 Pt5 Modern pharmacy bottle containing colourless flakes, 17th century

A603329 Pt6 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt7 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt8 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt9 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt10 Modern pharmacy bottle containing rectangular lumps of translucent material, 17th century

A603329 Pt11 Modern pharmacy bottle containing brown powder, 17th century

A603329 Pt12 Modern pharmacy bottle containing lump of substance like amber, 17th century

A603329 Pt13 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt14 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt15 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt16 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt17 Modern pharmacy bottle containing viscous liquid, 17th century

A603329 Pt18 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt19 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt20 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents



A603329 Pt21 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt22 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt23 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt24 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt25 Modern pharmacy bottle containing dark brown lumps, 17th century

A603329 Pt26 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt27 Modern pharmacy bottle containing roughly spherical fruit, 17th century

A603329 Pt28 Modern pharmacy bottle with 17th century contents

A603329 Pt29 Modern pharmacy bottle containing irregular dark brown lumps, 17th century

A603330 53 boxes of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt1 Box containing seeds, 19th century

A603330 Pt2 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt3 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt4 Box containing pieces of metallic antimony, 19th century

A603330 Pt5 Box containing brown amorphous lumps, full of holes, smelling nasty, 19th century

A603330 Pt6 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt7 Box containing fruit, 19th century

A603330 Pt8 Box containing small seeds and larger fruit, probably not from the same plant, 19th century

A603330 Pt9 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt10 Box containing various dark brown lumps, 19th century

A603330 Pt11 Box containing leaves, 19th century

A603330 Pt12 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt13 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt14 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt15 Empty box, 19th century

A603330 Pt16 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt17 Box containing leaves, 19th century

A603330 Pt18 Box containing leaves, 19th century

A603330 Pt19 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt20 Box containing roots, 19th century

A603330 Pt21 Box containing lead sheet rolled into a cylinder, 19th century

A603330 Pt22 Box containing leaves, 19th century

A603330 Pt23 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt24 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt25 Box containing roots, 19th century

A603330 Pt26 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt27 Box containing cotton balls and stems, 19th century

A603330 Pt28 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt29 Box containing a little dust, 19th century

A603330 Pt30 Box containing leaves and stems, 19th century

A603330 Pt31 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt32 Box containing roots, 19th century

A603330 Pt33 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt34 Box of small roots, 19th century

A603330 Pt35 Box containing 2 large chunks of metallic arsenic, 19th century

A603330 Pt36 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt37 Box containing large lump of barytes, 19th century

A603330 Pt38 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt39 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt40 Box containing 2 pieces of rhubarb and foreign leaves, 19th century

A603330 Pt41 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt42 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt43 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt44 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt45 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt46 Box containing lumps of dried gum, 19th century

A603330 Pt47 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt48 Box containing balls of cotton, 19th century

A603330 Pt49 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt50 Box of materia medica, 19th century



A603330 Pt51 Box of materia medica, 19th century

A603330 Pt52 Box containing rectangular cake of almond meal, 19th century

A603330 Pt53 Box containing two pieces of lead pipe

A603687 Specimen bottle of chaulmoogra oil, 1831 to 1930

A603696 Pt1 Drug sample of white powder in sealed test tube, 1901 to 1950

A603710 Pt1 Specimen bottle of powdered sulphur, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt2 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt3 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt4 Specimen bottle of various marteria medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt5 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt6 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt7 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt8 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt9 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt10 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt11 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt12 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt13 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt14 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt15 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt16 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt17 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt18 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt19 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt20 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt21 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt22 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt23 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt24 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt25 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt26 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt27 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt28 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960



A603710 Pt29 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt30 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt31 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt32 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt33 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt34 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt35 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt36 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt37 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt38 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603710 Pt39 Specimen bottle of various materia medica, with unattached wooden-mounted label, 1801-1960

A603711 Pt1 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt2 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt3 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt4 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt5 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt6 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt7 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt8 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt9 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt10 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt11 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt12 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt13 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt14 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt15 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt16 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt17 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt18 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt19 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt20 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt21 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt22 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt23 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt24 Specimen bottle of  materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt25 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt26 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt27 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt28 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt29 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt30 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt31 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt32 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt33 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt34 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt35 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt36 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt37 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt38 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century



A603711 Pt39 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt40 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt41 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt42 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt43 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt44 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603711 Pt45 Specimen bottle of materia medica, 17th century

A603712 Pt1 White and brown herb used as carminative and flavouring

A603712 Pt2 Brown herb used as vehicle for medicine and carminative

A603712 Pt3 Dark green herb used as poison (gastric pains) and flavourig

A603712 Pt4 Brown herb used as diuretic and diaphoretic

A603712 Pt5 Green herb used as antispasmodic and anticholinergic

A603712 Pt6 Green herb used as antiflatulent

A603712 Pt7 Blue herb used as perfume and carminative

A603712 Pt8 Green herb used as cough remedy

A603712 Pt9 Green herb used as carminative, hair lotions and for cooking

A603712 Pt10 Black herb used as poison

A603712 Pt11 Dark brown herb used as diuretic (mild)

A603712 Pt12 Black drug used for hiccups and hysteria and as sexual stimulant

A603712 Pt13 Yellow herb used for expulsion of tapeworms

A603712 Pt14 Brown herb used as carminative, antiflatulent and flavouring

A603712 Pt15 Green herb.

A603712 Pt16 Orange herb used as food dye and flavouring

A603712 Pt17 Green herb used as purgative (anthraquinone)

A603712 Pt18 Black herb used as purgative (anthraquinone and toxic)

A603712 Pt19 Yellow herb used as condiment, emetic and counterirritant

A603712 Pt20 Brown and green herb used as emulcent and for constipation

A603712 Pt21 Brown and green herb.

A603712 Pt22 Orange herb used as purgative and astringent, and for diarrhoea

A603712 Pt23 Yellow herb used as poison

A603712 Pt24 Black herb used as poison (cardiac arrest)

A603712 Pt25 White specimen used as cold creams

A603712 Pt26 Yellow herb used as laxative and purgative (drastic)

A603712 Pt27 White drug used as poison (acute)

A603712 Pt28 Brown herb used as carminative and flavouring

A603730 Specimen bottle of pods of caesalpinia coriarea, c. 1850

A603778 Mid-C20 clear glass storage jar

A603779 Mid-C20 clear glass storage jar

A603780 Mid-C20 glass phial for tablets

A603781 Mid-C20 clear glass phial

A603783 Glass storage jar used for Takazyma, 1951-1970

A603784 Glass storage jar used for sodium chloride, 1951-1970

A603785 Early-C20 green glass phial

A603786 Glass storage jar used for Blaud's Pill, 1931-1960

A603787 Clear glass phial used for soluble lemon essence, 1901-1930

A603788 Brown glass phial used for Easton's syrup tablets, English, 1910-1950

A603789 C20 empty dropper bottle probably intended for nasal drops

A603790 Late-C19 or early-C20 brown glass phial possibly used for cosmetics

A603791 Mid-C20 clear glass phial used for pessary tablets, by Beyer Products

A603792 Late-C19 clear glass phial

A603793 Early-C20 clear glass phial

A603794 Mid-C20 clear glass tablet phial

A603795 Glass phial used for ammoniated tincture of quinine, English, 1931-1960

A603796 Glass phial used for vitamin capsules, by Parke, Davis, of London, 1921-1950

A603797 Glass phial used for special distilled water, by Menley and James, London, 1941-1970

A603798 C20 clear glass phial used for pills

A603799 C20 hexagonal green glass phial

A603802 Glass phial used for vitamin C tablets, English, 1940-1960

A603803 Mid-C20 white glass cosmetic cream jar

A603804 Pretty early C20 blue glass phial



A603805 Glass phial used for Choledyl tablets, English, 1955-1970

A603806 Early C20 clear glass phial with spout

A603807 Pair of C20 empty glass dropper bottles for nasal drops

A603808 Glass phial for clinbritic, 1931 to 1970

A603809 Glass phial intended for Adexolin capsules, 1945 to 1965

A603810 C20 empty glass dropper bottle probably for nasal drops

A603811 Glass phial intended for toniron, 1941 to 1960

A603812 Glass phial intended for nasal drops, 1921 to 1950

A603813 Glass phial used for penicillin, 1951 to 1966

A603815 Empty dropper bottle probably intended for nasal drops, 1921 to 1950

A603817 Late C19 seamless glass phial

A603818 C20 empty dropper bottle probably intended for nasal drops

A603819 C20 glass dropper bottle intended for Predsol drops

A603820 C20 Glass phial used for disprin

A603821 Glass phial used for erramycin, 1941 to 1962

A603822 Glass phial used for penicillin, 1951 to 1966

A603823 Glass phial used for Orisulph tablets, owned by Lady Templar

A603824 C20 empty dropper bottle probably intended for nasal drops, 1921 to 1950

A603825 C20 glass phial used for penicillin tablets, 1951 to 1970

A603826 Glass phial used for Genamint, 1931 to 1960

A603827 Glass phial used for terramycin, 1941 to 1960

A603828 Glass phial, 1941 to 1960

A603829 Glass phial intended for Cytacon, 1921 to 1960

A603830 Glass phial intended for Crystapen, by Glaxo, 1941 to 1960

A603831 Set of 10 C20 empty glass phials

A603832 Set of 6 stubby C20 glass phials

A603833 Pair of C20 glass phials by Parke, Davis, Detroit

A603834 Empty dropper bottle used for Rybasilvol

A603835 Empty glass phial used for Neo-Protosil, 1900-1950

A603836 Empty glass phial intended for Sparine, 1930-1960

A603837 C20 glass perfume phial

A603838 Empty Savlon phial, by I.C.I., Wilmslow, 1940-1960

A603839 Glass phial, by Savory and Moore, 1931 to 1960

A603840 Glass phial, Savory & Moore Ltd., London, 1931 to 1960

A603841 Glass phial intended for achromycin capsules, by Savory and Moore Ltd., London, W1, England, 

1950-1964.

A603842 Small C20 dropper bottle by Savory and Moore

A603843 Small C20 dropper bottle, by Savory and Moore

A603844 C20 glass phial, from Savory and Moore

A603845 C20 brown glass phial, by Savory and Moore

A603846 Small C20 dropper bottle, from Savory and Moore

A603847 C20 glass phial, from Savory and Moore

A603848 3 C20 brown glass phials with pouring spouts from Savory and Moore

A603849 C20 dropper tube, from Savory and Moore Ltd., London, W1, England, 1940-1960.

A603850 29 assorted C20 bottle tops, from Savory and Moore

A603852 Box containing 8 C20 glass phials, from Savory and Moore

A603853 11 ampoules in case, c. 1930

A603854 Box of 23 empty 20th century tin cream tubes, from Savory and Moore

A603855 Box of 30 empty tin cream tubes, from Savory and Moore, 1945 to 1954

A603907 Glass phial used for sulphadiazine tablets, by Unichem, London, 1945-1970

A603961 Cardboard tub, c.1950, from Savory and Moore's shop

A603970 6 glass ampules, c.1900

A606438 Clear glass bottle in boxwood case, by Gillurtson, London

A606439 Clear glass bottle, in boxwood case, by Maw, London, 1860 to 1870

A606440 Ammonia bottle, in boxwood case, by Maw, 1870 to 1901

A606441 Clear glass bottle in boxwood case, by Maw, 1870-1901

A606442 Boxwood bottle case

A606443 Boxwood bottle case

A606444 Bottle inside, wooden case, by Maw, London, 1870-1901

A606445 Bottle in boxwood case, by Low Son and Benbow, probably before 1860



A606449 Clear glass bottle, in metal case

A606450 Ammonia bottle, in boxwood case

A606452 Clear glass bottle in plated metal case, for use in physician's surgeon's or midwife's bag

A606453 Graduated measuring glass

A606454 Large wooden bottle case, in four sections

A606458 Boxwood bottle case, by Maw, London, 1870-1901

A606460 Clear glass bottle, from three part mould, in leather case, probably Weedon, London, mid 19th 

century

A606461 Clear glass bottle in plated metal case, for use in physician's, surgeon's or midwife's bag

A606462 Clear glass bottle in plated metal case, for use in physician's, surgeon's or midwife's bag

A606936 Glass test tube, from Dr. Wrigley's medicine case

A606938 Glass bottle, from Dr. Wrigley's medicine case

A606939 Glass bottle, from Dr. Wrigley's medicine case

A606940 Glass bottle, from Dr. Wrigley's medicine case

A608366 Tin-glazed earthenware ointement pot (Crellin dispensing pot 19a LVII), English 1660-1740

A608718 Bronze jug

A616952 Ampoule saw, steel, blade only, 1851-1950

A619506 Glass ampoule containing pink liquid, probably English, early 20th century

A619507 Glass ampoule containing pink liquid, probably English, early 20th century

A619556 Hypodermic syringe, glass and silver, plated brass, cased, by Weiss, London, 1875-1910. Case 

contains syringe tubes, morphine sulphate and tablets.

A619556 Pt1 Cork - stopped glass tube of morphine sulphate tablets

A619563 Hypodermic syringe, all glass, in nickel-plated brass case, English, 1901-1930

A619563 Pt1 Brown glass tube of morphine sulphate tablets

A620432 Flask, pewter, 19th century

A620433 Four drug bottles, empty, with metal caps, held in metal clips, bottles marked H. and Co.,  1880-

1920

A620597 Pocket dispensary, tinned steel, English, 1880-1920

A622511 Empty bottle with glass stopper, (labelled POT CIT), English, 1861-1920

A623641 Glass lid from pharmacy display bottle, 1800-1860, English ?

A625449 Graduated dropper bottle for chloroform (cased), English(?), 1871-1920

A625450 Graduated dropper bottle for chloroform in case, English(?), 1871-1920

A625450 Pt1 Graduated dropper bottle with stopper, for chloroform, possibly English, 1871-1920.

A625450 Pt2 Leather case for graduated dropper bottle for chloroform.

A625451 Graduated bottle for chloroform (cased), English(?), 1871-1910

A625452 Thomas type graduated dropper bottle for chloroform (cased), English(?), 1871-1930

A625453 Mills type graduated dropper bottle for chloroform (cased)

A625453 Pt1 Mills type graduated dropper bottle for chloroform

A625453 Pt2 Case for Mills type graduated dropper bottle for chloroform.

A625454 Mills type graduated dropper bottle for chloroform (used for ether, cased) made by S. Maw Son 

and Thompson, English, 1870-1900

A625456 Graduated dropper bottle for chloroform (cased), made by S. Maw Son and Thompson, English,  

1870-1900

A625459 Thomas type graduated dropper bottle for chloroform, English(?), 1871-1930

A625460 Bottle with ground glass stopper for chloroform (cased), English(?), 1871-1930

A625461 Dropper bottle for chloroform, English, 1871-1930

A625462 Graduated bottle for chloroform(?), English(?), 1871-1930

A625463 Graduated dropper bottle for chloroform (cased), made by Allen and Hanburys Ltd, English, 1871-

1930

A625464 Bellamy Gardner's graduated dropper bottle, for ether, English(?), 1861-1920

A625465 Graduated dropper bottle for chloroform (cased), English(?), 1871-1930

A625508 Empty hydrochloric acid shop round with stopper, English, 1861-1920

A625509 Empty dilute nitric acid shop round with glass stopper, English, 1861-1920

A625509 Pt2 2 clear glass shop rounds, with engraved label, from Nicholson's Chemists

A625509 Pt3 Labelled "ACID ACET"

A625510 Empty reagent bottle with glass stopper, contained industrial spirit, English, 1861-1920

A625512 Bottle with glass stopper (labelled Sol. Acid Boric), English, 1861-1920

A625513 Empty bottle with glass stopper, (labelled LIQ. CALCIS. SACCH. B.P.) English, 1861-1920

A625514 Bottle with glass stopper (labelled Alcohol Ammoniat), containing liquid, English, 1861-1920

A625515 Reagent bottle with cork stoipper (labelled Potasii Ferrocyanid.) containing solid reagent



A625516 Reagent bottle with cork stopper, (labelled OXALATE (?) or POTASH) containing solid reagent, 

English, 1861-1920

A625517 Reagent bottle with cork stopper (labelled PULV. RESINAE) containing solid reagent, English, 

1861-1920

A625518 Reagent bottle with glass stopper (labelled Glucose Liquid Pure) containing viscous liquid, 

English, 1861-1920

A625519 8 blue glass shop rounds, from Nicholson's Chemists, British, 2nd half of 19th century

A625519 Pt1 Inscribed "SYR:ALTHAE"

A625519 Pt2 Inscribed "SYR:PAPAV"

A625519 Pt3 Inscribed "SYR:TOLUT:"

A625519 Pt4 Inscribed "SYR..." part missing

A625519 Pt5 Labelled "SYR RHLL" and "Syrup of TOLU"

A625519 Pt6 Labelled "OXYM ... LL" and "OX:SCILLAE:"

A625519 Pt7 Labelled "SYR..." and "COMPOUND SYRUP OF FIGS..."

A625519 Pt8 Empty reagent bottle with glass stopper (pharmaceutical shop round labelled SYRUP SIMPLEX)

A625520 Empty reagent bottle with glass stopper (pharmaceutical shop round)

A625561 Metal and leather cap from Mill's type dropper bottle, English (?), 1861 to 1930

A625571 Empty morphia bottle with ground glass stopper in wooden case, English (?), 1851 to 1920

A626632 Horn spoon or scoop, English 1801-1900

A626633 Horn spoon or scoop English 1801-1900

A626634 Horn spoon or scoop, English 1801-1900

A627110 Large copper bottle, by Barbey, presumably English 1851-1930

A627153 Glass bottle, graduated, English, 1851-1920

A627154 Leather case for bottle or beaker, London, 19th century

A627509 Bottle for "Novocain", by Allen and Hanburys Ltd., 7 Vere Street, Cavendish Square, London, W1, 

England, 1950-1965.

A627552 Imitation carton of "Noctyl" tablets, by Chatelain's Laboratories, Paris, 1901-1940

A627925 Jar for mercurochrome, by John Bell, Hills and Lucas Ltd., Worsley Bridge Road, London, SE26, 

England, 1945-1965.

A628008 Glass flask, green, cylindrical body with concave base, cylindrical neck with everted rim

A628036 Glass bottle, colourless, mould-blown, cylindrical body, flat base, shoulders, cylindrical neck, 

folded rim, 19th century, European

A628069 Glass bottle, green, mould-blown, contained balsam originally, body tapering to everted rim, 

Italian, possibly 18th century

A628072 Glass stem and base only, possibly from a goblet, green

A628129 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body with deep kick, shaft funnel neck, plain rim, 18th century

A628186 Glass bottle, green, mould-blown, originally contained drugs, body tapering towards everted tim, 

Italian, possibly 18th century

A628234 Glass foot only, possibly from a goblet, splayed foot with cylindrical stem, European, 16th to 17th 

century

A628244 Glass bottle, colourless, straight sided cylindrical body, kicked base, cylindrical neck with 

outsplayed rim, 19th century, European

A628265 Glass jug, composite, oval body, everted rim, spout, flared base

A628267 Glass foot only, green, 16th to 17th century

A628279 Bottle of acriflavine by John Bell, Hills and Lucas Ltd., Worsley Bridge Road, London, SE26, 

England.

A628318 Glass flask, colourless, globular body, coil base, cylindrical neck, rim outsplayed horizontally, 18th 

or 19th century, European, possibly pharmaceutical

A628338 Bottle of calcium hypophosphite, by the British Drug Houses, Ltd., English

A628346 Glass flask, colourless, oval body, concave base, cylindrical neck, folded rim, possibly 

pharmaceutical, European, 18th or 19th century

A628383 Glass bottle, pale green, square body, concave base, sloping shoulders, no neck, outsplayed rim, 

European, 18th or 19th century

A628398 Bottle of jalap extract, by Hopkin and Williams Ltd., English

A628405 Glass bottle, European, 1701-1900

A628416 Bottle of caffeine salicylate, by Hopkin and Williams, Ltd. English

A628432 Glass medicine glass, colourless, plain rim, sides tapering to splayed foot, with handle, 18th or 

19th century, European



A628433 Glass stem only, from a goblet, grey, conical, hollow, with moulded decoration, European, 17th 

century

A628455 Glass stem from a goblet, grey, conical, 17th century

A628459 Glass flask, green, tubular body, waisted in the middle, convex base, cylindrical neck, plain rim, 

possibly pharmaceutical, 18th or 19th century, European

A628472 Glass bottle, pale green, cylindrical body, rounded shoulders, kicked base, outsplayed rim, 

broken, European, 17th century

A628495 Glass bottle, green, ovoid body, flat base, no neck, folded rim, 18th to 19th century, European, 

possibly pharmaceutical

A628523 Glass bottle, European, 17th century

A628541 Glass flask, pale green, oval body, concave base, funnel neck, plain rim, European, post-

medieval, possibly pharmaceutical (see note)

A628544 Glass flask, colourless, conical body, convex base, cylindrical neck, outsplayed rim, European, 

18th or 19th century

A628570 Glass base, from an unidentifiable vessel, green, circular with deep kick, post medieval, Europe

A628601 Glass jar, colourless, cylindrical body, concave base, wide funnel mouth, rim folded inwards and 

vertically downwards, post-Roman

A628603 Glass object, possibly a stopper

A628610 Glass stem only, from a goblet, conical, hollow, iridescent, European, 16th or 17th century

A628618 Glass bottle, pale yellow, cylindrical body, kicked base, sloping shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A628627 Bottle of saccharin by Hopkin and Williams, 16 Cross Street, Hatton Garden, London, EC, 

England.

A628637 Glass flask, dark green, hemispherical body, kicked base, cylindrical neck, collar positioned just 

below rim, possibly a wine flask, European, 17th century

A628682 Glass flask, pale green, globular body, coil base, cylindrical neck, expanding slightly towards 

folded rim, 18th or 19th century, European

A628718 Glass bottle, green square body, concave base, angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, wide everted 

rim, European, post medieval, possibly pharmaceutical

A628728 Bottle of bismuth tribromphenate, by the British Drug Houses, Ltd., English

A628746 Glass stem only, decorated with mould blown patterns, weathered, 16th or 17th century, 

European

A628748 Glass flask, pale green, squat bulbous body, kicked base, neck broken off, post-mediaeval,  

European, possibly pharmaceutical

A628770 Glass bottle, green cylindrical body, kicked base, angular shoulders,cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, post-medieval

A628772 Glass tumbler, possibly a medicine glass, blue, plain rim, sides tapering to splayed foot,  18th to 

19th century, European

A628790 Glass base only, from an unidentified vessel, pale yellow, kicked, decorated with 8 bosses

A628806 Glass bottle, green, square body, kicked base, rounded shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, 17th century

A628807 Glass cup, dark green, sides tapering to heavy pad base, rim turned horizontally inwards

A628809 Glass jar, very small, green, flat base, flaring sides, rounded rim, 7th to 19th century

A628811 Glass jar, pale green, flat base, squat bulbous body, wide funnel neck, 7th to 19th century

A628815 Shallow glass dish, colourless, ground rim

A628830 Glass bottle, colourless, cylindrical body, concave base, angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally 19th century

A628831 Glass bottle, green, kicked base, body rougly square, concave neck, thickened rim, European, 

17th century

A628832 Glass jar, blue-green, flat base, cylindrical body tapering slightly to rim, no neck, outsplayed rim, 

7th to 19th century

A628834 Glass flask, pale green, oval body, kicked base, cylindrical neck, funnel mouth, European,  

possibly pharmaceutical, 18th or 19th century

A628842 Glass jar, pale green, cylindrical body tapering to convex base, everted rim, very small, 7th to 

19th century

A628843 Glass jar, pale green, oval body, convex base, everted rim, very small, 7th to 19th century

A628844 Glass jar, pale green, concave base, ovoid body, wide funnel mouth, 7th to 19th century

A628849 Glass jar, pale green, concave sides, convex base, plain rim, 7th to 19th century



A628858 Glass flask, pale green, square body, kicked base, cylindrical neck, outsplayed rim, possibly 

pharmaceutical, European, 17th or 18th century

A628859 Glass bottle, pale yellow, cylindrical body, kicked base, angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, European, possibly pharmaceutical, 18th century

A628864 Glass bottle, green, kicked base, body tapering towards angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A628866 Glass flask, pale green, oval body, kicked base, cylindrical neck, folded rim, European, possibly 

pharmaceutical, 18th or 19th century

A628869 Glass flask, pale blue, oval body, concave base, cylindrical neck, irregularly outsplayed rim, 

European, possibly pharmaceutical, 18th or 19th century

A628870 Bottle of betanaphthol, by Savory and Moore, Lawrence Road, London, N15, England.

A628873 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, kicked base, angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A628882 Glass jar, dark green, square body, concave base, rounded shoulders, no neck, European, 

possibly pharmaceutical, 18th century

A628884 Glass bottle, pale yellow, cylindrical body, uneven base, angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, 18th century, European

A628886 Glass bottle, pale yellow, triangular body, concave base, cylindrical neck, rim outsplayed 

horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A628889 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, kicked base, angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplaywed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A628890 Glass bottle, pale yellow, cylindrical body kicked base, cylindrical neck, rim outsplayed 

horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European 18th century

A628891 Glass stem only, from a goblet, pale yellow, conical, hollow, European, post-medieal

A628895 Glass stem only, from a goblet, grey, conical, hollow, European, post medieval

A628898 Glass stem, from a goblet, pale yellow, conical hollow, European, post medieval

A628903 Two bottles of bismuth tartrate, by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., English

A628908 Glass bottle, pale yellow, cylindrical body, kicked base, sloping shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A628909 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, kicked base, sloping shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 17th or 18th century

A628914 Glass stem only, from a goblet, European

A628919 Glass stem only, from a goblet, pale yellow, hollow, conical, broken at both ends, European, post 

medieval

A628922 Glass bottle, dark green, cylindrical body, kicked base, cylindrical neck, rim outsplayed 

horizontally, European, possibly pharmaceutical, 18th century,

A628923 Glass base, green, circular, with deep kick, post medieval, European,

A628925 Glass goblet, pale yellow, bowl tapering towards stem, broken foot, European, 16th or 17th 

century

A628928 Glass bowl only, from a goblet, pale yellow, beginning of a stem, European

A628936 Glass stem only, from a goblet, grey, conical hollow, European, post medieval

A628941 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, kicked base, rounded shoulders, neck expanding slightly to 

ousplayed rim, European, 17th century

A628945 Glass flask, green, broken, concave base, cylindrical neck, collar positioned just below rim, 

possibly pharmaceutical, possibly a wine flask, 17th century, Europe

A628946 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, flat base, funnel neck, plain rim, possibly pharmaceutical, 

European, 18th century

A628947 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, kicked base, sloping shoulders, neck expanding towards rim 

outsplayed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A628949 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, concave base, rounded shoulders, cylindrical neck, broken 

rim, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th or 19th century

A628963 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, angular shoulders, kicked base, neck expanding towards rim 

outsplayed horizontally, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A628969 Glass jar, pale green, very small, shouldered body tapering towards concave base, funnel mouth, 

rounded rim

A628971 Glass flask, pale green, kick base, squat bulbous body cylindrical neck, folded rim, European, 

17th century

A628973 Glass bottle, cylindrical body, uneven base, sloping shoulders, cylindrical neck, everted rim, 

possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A628974 Small glass flask, pale green, bulbous body, convex base, funnel neck, rounded rim



A628975 Glass bottle, green, rounded shoulders, body tapering to kicked base, wide cylindrical neck, 

horizontal rim turned downwards, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A628976 Glass bottle, pale yellow, cylindrical body, kicked base, cylindrical neck, horizontal rim turned 

downwards, European, possibly pharmaceutical, 18th century

A628979 Glass bottle, green kicked base, cylindrical body tapering slightly towards rounded shoulders, 

cylindrical neck, outsplayed rim, European, 16th to 17th century

A628982 Glass bottle, green, square body, kicked base, funnel neck, rim, 17th century

A628983 Glass flask, small, coulourless, conical body, concave base, cylindrical neck, everted rim

A628985 Glass stem only, from a goblet, pale yellow, conical, hollow, with foot, European, post medieval

A628992 Glass flask, small, colourless, oval body, kicked base, rounded rim

A628994 Glass bottle, green, body tapering towards angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim outsplayed 

horizontally, kicked base, possibly pharmaceutical, European, 18th century

A629069 Medicine glass, graduated in box with measuring cylinder

A629069 Pt1 Glass measuring cylinder

A629069 Pt2 Medicine glass, graduated, in box

A629304 Glass bottle, in case, with wooden measure

A629507 Measuring glass and glass measuring cylinder, both graduated in original box, by S. Maw, Son 

and Thompson, 11 Aldersgate Street, London, England, 1870-1901.

A629507 Pt1 Glass measuring cylinder, graduated

A629508 Measuring glass and glass measuring cylinder, in original box

A629508 Pt1 Glass measuring cylinder, graduated

A629509 Measuring glass and glass measuring cylinder, both graduated, in original box, supplied by Ekins 

and Fisher, St. Albans

A629509 Pt1 Glass measuring cylinder, graduated

A629510 Glass tumbler, possibly a medicine glass, in original box

A629511 Measuring glass and glass measuring cylinder, in original box

A629511 Pt1 Glass measuring cylinder, graduated

A629512 Glass measure, conical shaped with splayed base and lip, graduated

A629666 Cream pot for oatmeal vanishing cream "Ellanbee" brand, by Lewis and Burrows Ltd., London

A629667 Cosmetic pot for "Rose Skin Food", by Gorringes

A629668 Jar for belladonna ointment, by N. F. Tyler, 87 Abingdon Road, Kensington, London, W8, 

England.

A629670 Jar for yellow mercuric oxide ointment, by N. F. Tyler, 87 Abingdon Road, Kensington, London, 

W8, England.

A629678 Lid from pot of cold cream, by Boots, English

A629680 Cosmetic pot for "Endocil"

A629799 Iodine(?) bottle, in original carton, by Keene and Ashwell, 57B New Cavendish Street, London, 

W1, England.

A630034 75 C20 small bottles with ground glass stoppers

A630037 Clear glass round-bottomed flask, English(?), 1780-1850

A630038 Clear glass round-bottomed flask, English(?), 1830-1890

A630039 Acqua glass swan necked retort, English(?), 1770-1850

A630040 Clear glass swan necked retort, English(?), 1780-1860

A630041 Clear glass flask, large, by Leune, 28 rue du Cardinal Lemoine, Paris, France, 1850-1910.

A630042 Green glass long necked retort, English(?), 1801-1900

A630043 Yellow glass condenser, English(?), 1700-1830

A630044 Acqua glass round bottomed flask, English(?), 1740-1870

A630045 Round bottomed green glass flask, English(?), 1700-1850

A630046 Acqua glass spherical retort, English(?), 1700-1820

A630047 Large clear glass swan necked retort, English(?), 1840-1900

A630048 Acqua glass, Italian, swan necked retort, 1720-1870

A630049 Large French clear glass flask, by Leune, 28 rue du Cardinal Lemoine, Paris, France, 1850-1910.

A630050 Large French clear glass flask, by Leune, 28 rue du Cardinal Lemoine, Paris, France, 1850-1910.

A630051 Green glass swan necked retort, English(?), 1720-1860

A630052 Green glass swan necked retort, English(?), 1760-1870

A630053 Acqua glass swan necked retort, English(?), 1750-1860



A630054 Acqua glass swan necked retort, English(?), 1750-1850

A630055 Acqu glass swan necked retort, English(?), 1700-1880

A630056 Clear glass swan necked retort, English(?), 1830-1900

A630057 Dark green glass swan necked retort, English(?), 1700-1850

A630058 Clear glass funnel from France, by Leune, 28 rue du Cardinal Lemoine, Paris, France, 1860-1930.

A630059 French clear glass bottle, by Leune, 28 rue du Cardinal Lemoine, Paris, France, 1850-1910.

A630060 Clear glass bottle, English(?), 1700-1840

A630061 Dark green glass straight necked retort, English(?), 1801-1900

A630062 Dark green glass straight necked retort, English(?), 1801-1900

A630063 Clear glass straight necked retort, English(?), 1820-1900

A630064 Clear glass straight-necked retort, English(?), 1820-1900

A630065 Clear glass long necked retort, English(?), 1800-1900

A630066 Clear glass bottle with tall air cooled condenser, English(?), 1860-1930

A630067 Green glass round bottomed retort, English(?), 1700-1850

A630068 Green glass swan necked retort, English(?), 1730-1880

A630069 Green glass round bottomed retort, English(?), 1720-1850

A630070 Acqua glass Italian(?), swan necked retort, 1720-1870

A630071 Green glass swan necked retort, European(?), 1780-1900

A630072 Dark green glass large swan necked retort, European(?), 1770-1870

A630073 Green glass swan necked retort, European, 1780-1900

A630074 Green glass swan necked retort, European(?), 1780-1900

A630075 Green glass round bottomed flask, part of neck missing, European(?), 1800-1880

A630076 Clear glass straight necked retort, European(?), 1840-1900

A630077 Acqua glass straight necked retort, European(?), 1801-1900

A630078 Acqua glass round bottomed flask, European(?), 1801-1900

A630079 Clear glass straight necked retort, European, 1810-1900

A630080 Acqua glass swan necked retort, European(?), 1790-1900

A630081 Large brown glass pharmacy bottle, European(?), 1850-1920

A630082 Clear glass Woulfe bottle, by Leune, 28 rue du Cardinal Lemoine, Paris, France, 1890-1930.

A630083 Glass and straw carboy, Euorpean(?), 1860-1940

A630084 Clear glass funnel from France, by Leune, 28 rue du Cardinal Lemoine, Paris, France, 1860-1930.

A630085 Italian carboy probably used for wine, 1900-1950

A630086 Green glass large swan necked retort, European, 1801-1900

A630087 Green glass round bottomed flask, European(?), 1750-1870

A630088 Green glass swan necked retort, European(?), 1801-1900

A630089 Green glass straight necked retort, English(?), 1801-1900

A630090 Green glass round bottomed flask, Euorpean(?), 1700-1900

A630091 Spanish(?) acqua glass pharmacy bottle, 1701-1900

A630092 Clear glass bottle, English(?), 1860-1930

A630093 Clear glass Woulfe bottle, by Leune, 28 rue du Cardinal Lemoine, Paris, France, 1890-1930.

A630094 Clear glass bottle, European(?), 1860-1930

A630095 English wicker covered carboy, made by Phoenix glassworks, 1870-1923

A630096 Dark green glass pharmacy bottle, European(?), 1701-1900

A630097 Double walled vessel in protective wicker basket, European(?), 1850-1900

A630098 Acqua glass pharmacy bottle, European(?), 1801-1900

A630099 Clear glass pharmacy bottle, European(?), 1900-1950

A630100 Clear glass swan necked retort, European(?), 1801-1900

A630101 Acqua glass straight necked retort, European(?), 1801-1900

A630102 Clear glass funnel from France, by Leune, 28 rue du Cardinal Lemoine, Paris, France, 1860-1930.

A630103 Complex clear glass air cooled condenser, broken, European(?), 1890-1940

A630104 Complex clear glass air-cooled condenser, European(?), 1890-1940

A630105 Green glass pharmacy bottle, Europe(?), 1700-1830

A630394 Clear glass measuring cylinder, graduated tube, marked in cc's, possibly English, 1880-1920

A630438 C18 or C19 faience pear-shaped pharmacy jar

A630671 Wicker encased bottle, European, 1801-1960

A630693 Pharmacy storage jar, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850



A630778 Set of six clear cut glass pharmacy display jars, European, 1840-1900

A630778/2 Clear cut glass pharmacy jar, European, 1840-1900.  Shaped like a large goblet with lid 

surmounted by finial, facets cut on finial, lid and base.

630778/2 Clear cut glass pharmacy display jar, European, 1840-1900. Shaped like large goblet with lid 

surmounted by finial, facets cut on finial, lid and base.

A630778/3 Clear cut glass pharmacy display jar, European, 1840-1900.  Shaped like large goblet with lid 

surmounted by finial, facets cut on finial, lid and base.

A630786 Acqua glass flask, European, 1701-1770

A630790 Glass cover for pharmaceutical apparatus, European, 19th century

A630791 Clear glass dessicator lid, European, 1860-1950

A630792 Six engraved glass bottles, European, 1830-1900

A630793 Clear cut glass pharmacy bottle, European, 19th century

A630794 Fluted clear glass pharmacy bottle, European, 19th century

A630795 Pair of ornate gilded pharmacy bottles, European, 1780-1880

A630835 Pair of medicine bottles, containing liquids, English(?), 1820-1900

A630837 Clear glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630838 Clear glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630839 Glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630840 Clear glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630841 Clear glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630842 Clear glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630843 Clear glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630844 Aqua glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630845 Aqua glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630846 Aqua glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630847 Clear glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630848 Clear glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630849 Aqua glass pharmacy bottle, European, 1830-1900

A630855 15 bottles of drugs by Burroughs Wellcome, used by H.M. Stanley, probably in 1887, Snow Hill, 

London, English, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt1 Glass bottle of ammonium carbonate, by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt2 Glass bottle of ipecac, by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt3 Glass bottle of opium by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt4 Glass bottle of Livingstone Rousers, by Burroughs Wellcome, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt5 Glass bottle of peptonic, by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt6 Glass bottle of ammonium chloride, by Buroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt7 Glass bottle of strychnine arsenic and quinine, by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-

1900

A630855 Pt8 Glass bottle of blue powder by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt9 Glass bottle of rhubarb and soda, by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt10 Glass bottle of tannin, by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt11 Glass bottle, of lead and opium, by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt12 Glass bottle of soda salicylate, by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt13 Glass bottle of potassium chlorate, by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt14 Glass bottle of Dover powder, by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A630855 Pt15 Glass bottle of calomel with piperine, by Burroughs Wellcome, Snow Hill, London, 1880-1900

A631010 Essence bottle, French, 17th or 18th centuries

A631425 19th century pharmacy jar made of gold mirror glass

A631692 Late C18 or early C19 light green storage jar

A631693 Late C18 or early C19 clear glass storage jar

A631694 Late C18 or early C19 light green glass storage jar

A631696 Late C18 or early C19 light green glass storage jar

A631697 Mid C19 plain cylindrical glass storage and dispensing jar, perhaps, English

A631698 Late C18 light green glass storage jar

A631699 Early C20 plain cylindrical English Storage jar with ground glass stopper

A632362 Glass pharmacy display jar for psolarea pempthaphylla root, empty, Italian, 18th - 19th century

A632363 Glass pharmacy display jar for Angustura, empty, Italian, 18th-19th century



A632364 Glass pharmacy display jar for belladonna, empty, Italian, 18th-19th century

A632365 Glass pharmacy display bowl for fish extract, empty, Italian, 18th-19th century

A632366 Square glass medicine bottle, probably English, 18th century

A632367 Square medicine bottle with ground glass stopper, probably, English

A632368 Square medicine bottle, clear glass, early 19th century

A632369 Square medicine bottle, clear glass, containing traces of powder, with stopper, probably English, 

late 18th century

A632370 Square medicine bottle, clear glass, irregular, probably English, 18th century

A632371 Square medicine bottle, moulded, clear glass, English, late 19th century

A632372 Square medicine bottle, clear glass, completed, English, early 19th century

A632373 Square medicine bottle, clear glass, corregated, English, early 19th century

A632374 Square medicine bottle, clear glass, late 18th - early 19th century

A632375 Square medicine bottle, clear glass, late 18th century

A632376 Square medicine bottle, clear glass, 18th century

A632377 Square medicine bottle, clear glass, 18thg century

A632386 Clear glass pharmacy show jar, jor Bronchial pastilles, English, early 20th century

A632387 Cylindrical glass chemical specimen jar, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632388 Glass pharmacy jar, containing samples of rhubarb root, probably Turkish, 19th century

A632389 Pale green glass pharmacy jar, moulded, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632390 Glass pharmacy jar, clear, empty, aqua tinge, Turkish, 19th century

A632391 Clear glass specimen jar, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632392 Clear glass specimen jar, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632393 Glass pharmacy jar, empty, aqua tinge, Turkish, 19th century

A632394 Clear glass specimen jar, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632395 Glass pharmacy jar, aqua tinge, empty, Turkish, 19th century

A632396 Glass pharmacy jar, clear, aqua tinge, containing trace of verdigris, Turkish, 19th century

A632401 Specie jar, English, 1770 to 1850, dark green glass, used for zinc oxide

A632402 Specie jar, English, 1770-1850, dark green glass, used for oxalic acid

A632403 Specie jar, English, 1770-1850, dark green glass, used for potassium chlorate

A632404 Specie jar, English, 1770-1850, very green glass, used for calcis water

A632405 Specie jar, English, 1770-1850, green glass, used for concentrated rhubarb tincture

A632406 Specie jar, English, 1770-1850, green glass, used for concentrated calumba infusion

A632407 Specie jar, English, 1770-1850, green glass, used for ferric per-chloride solution

A632408 Specie jar, English, 1770-1850, green glass, used for sal ammoniac(?)

A632409 Specie jar, English, 1770-1850, green glass, perhaps used for hollyhock tincture

A632410 Specie jar, English, 1770-1850, green glass, used for camphor tincture

A632411 Specie jar, English, 1770-1850, green glass, used for senna tincture

A632415 Shop round, English, 1875-1900, clear glass

A632417 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for compound glycrophosphate syrup, English, late 19th to 

early 20th century

A632420 Shop round, English, 1875-1900, clear glass, used for eau de Luce

A632426 Shop round, English, 1875-1900, clear glass

A632427 Shop round, English, 1875-1900, clear glass, used for rose tincture

A632429 Shop round, English, 1875-1900, clear glass, used fir viride

A632435 Shop round, clear glass, for colchicum seed extract, English, 19th century

A632436 Bottle, clear glass, with contents, for hydrogen peroxide solution, English, late 19th century

A632439 Shop round, clear glass, for potassium parchlorate solution, English, 19th century

A632444 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for spirit of ammarylis(?), English, late 19th century

A632445 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for spirit of camphor, English, late 19th century

A632447 Shop round, clear glass, used for ipecac, English, 19th century

A632448 Shop round, clear glass, for ether, English, 19th century

A632451 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for un-named linctus, English, 19th century

A632453 Shop round, clear glass, trace content, obliterated label, English, 19th century

A632456 Shop round, clear glass, empty, painted with medieval-style pattern for display purposes, English, 

19th century

A632458 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for boric acid solution, English, 19th century

A632461 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for tincture of orange peel, English, 19th century

A632462 Bottle, clear glass, containing trace of white crystals, for antimomy potassium tartrate solution, 

English, late 19th century

A632465 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for elder flower water, English, 19th century



A632466 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for spirits of wine, English, 19th century

A632467 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for spirits of wine, English, 19th century

A632468 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for menthol solution, English, 19th century

A632469 Shop round, clear glass, trace of brown sediment, for tincture of cinchona, 19th century

A632470 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for tincture cinnamoni, English, 19th century

A632472 Shop round, clear glass, containing trace of sediment, for infusion calumbae, English, 19th 

century

A632473 Bottle, clear glass, containing trace of liquid, for infusion aurantii, English, late 19th century

A632474 Bottle, clear glass, containing trace of liquid, for composite tincture of cardamon, English, 19th 

century

A632480 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for compound syrup of grape bark, English, 19th century

A632487 Bottle, clear glass, trace of red liquid, for composite tincture of chloroform, English, 19th century

A632489 Bottle, clear glass, trace of red liquid, for composite tincture of cardamom, English, late 19th 

century

A632491 Bottle, clear glass, trace of brown liquid, for spirit of nutmeg, English, 19th century

A632493 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for chloric ether, English, late 19th century

A632495 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for Eucalyptus oil, English, 19th century

A632504 Bottle, clear glass, trace content, for tincture of lemon, English, late 19th century

A632508 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for quillaia tincture, English, 19th century

A632509 Shop round, clear glass, containing sediment, for lemon peel oil, English, 19th century

A632512 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for peppermint essence, English, 19th century

A632516 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for chloroform solution, English, 19th to early 20th century

A632595 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for composite spirit of ether, English, 19th century

A632596 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for haustus paraldehyde, English, 19th century

A632597 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for vinum ferri, English, 19th century

A632598 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for concentrated infusion of columba, English, 19th century

A632599 Shop round, clear glass, white sediment, for lime water, English, 19th century

A632600 shop round, clear glass, trace contents, for sodium bicarbonate solution, retailed by Starkie 

Pharmaceutical Chemist, 126 Strand & Charing Cross, London, 19th century

A632601 Shop round, clear glass, emtpy, for aqua anethi, English, 19th century

A632602 shop rounds, clear glass, trace contents, for magnesium sulphate solution, English, 19th century

A632603 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for strong chloroform solution, English, 19th century

A632604 Shop round, clear glass. corked, trace contents, for neuralgic medicine, English, 19th century

A632605 Shop round, clear glass, trace contents, for 'vapor creosoti', English, 19th century

A632606 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for rose water, English, 19th century

A632611 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for spirit of juniper, English, 19th century

A632614 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for cologel, English, 19th century

A632615 Bottle, clear glass, residue in bottom, for tincture of chinchona, English, late 19th century

A632616 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for composite tincture of lavender, English, late 19th century

A632617 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of squill, English, late 19th century

A632618 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of ginger, English, late 19th century

A632619 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of hops, English, late 19th century

A632620 Bottle, clear glass, empty, label obscured, English, late 19th century

A632621 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for composite decoction of aloes, English, late 19th century

A632624 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of digitalis, English, late 19th century

A632626 Bottle, clear glass, containing sediment, for tincture of myrrh, English, late 19th century

A632629 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for aniseed solution, English, late 19th century

A632630 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for composite senna mixture, English, late 19th century

A632631 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for vinum colchici, English, late 19th century

A632632 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of arnica, English, late 19th century

A632633 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of lemon, English, late 19th century

A632634 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for spirit of comphor, English, late 19th century

A632635 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for naphthalene, English, late 19th century

A632636 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of cantharis, English, late 19th century

A632637 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of ferric chloride, English, late 19th century

A632638 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of ginger, English, late 19th century

A632639 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of calumba, English, late 19th century



A632640 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for composite tincture of cinchona, English, late 19th century

A632642 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for eau de cologne, English, late 19th century

A632643 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for camphor solution, English, 19th century

A632644 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of catechu, English, 19th century

A632645 bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of squill, English, late 19th century

A632659 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for spirit of menthol, English, late 19th century

A632664 Bottle, clear glass, empty, damaged, for glacial acetic acid, English, late 19th century

A632666 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for spirit of rosemary, English, late 19th century

A632678 Bottle, clear glass, with contents, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632679 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of squill, English, late 19th century

A632680 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for concentrated compound infusion of ornage peel, English, 

late 19th century

A632681 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for concentrated infusion of valerian, English, late 19th century

A632682 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of orange peel, English, late 19th century

A632683 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for aromatic tincture of cardamom, English, late 19th to early 20th 

century

A632684 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of ipecacuamta, English, late 19th century

A632685 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for a cinchona compound, English, late 19th century

A632686 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for amyl nitrite, English, late 19th century

A632687 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for essence of ginger, English, late 19th century

A632688 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for acetic acid, English, late 19th century

A632690 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for dill water, English, late 19th century

A632691 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of tolu balsam, English, late 19th century

A632694 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for aperient medicine, English, late 19th century

A632695 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for cinnamon water, English, late 19th century

A632696 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for compound liniment of camphor, English, late 19th century

A632697 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, English, late 19th century

A632707 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for concentrated chloroform solution, English, late 19th century

A632708 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for composite tincture of chloroform, English, late 19th century

A632709 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for concentrated infusion of orange peel, English, late 19th century

A632710 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for concentrated infusion of senega, English, late 19th century

A632711 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, label obliterated, English, late 19th century

A632712 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of gelsemium, English, late 19th century

A632713 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, label obliterated, English, late 19th century

A632714 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of ginger, English, late 19th century

A632715 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for compound tincture of gentian, English, late 19th century

A632716 Bottle, clear glass, English, for tincture of mix vomica, early 20th century

A632717 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for chloroform, late 19th century

A632718 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for hydrochloric acid, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632719 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for croton oil, English, late 19th century

A632720 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of lemon, English, late 19th century

A632721 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for liquid extract of witch hazel, English, late 19th century

A632722 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for sodium acid phosphate, English, late 19th century

A632723 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for spirit of bay, English, late 19th century

A632724 Bottle, clear glass, English, late 19th century

A632726 Bottle, clear glass, trace content, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632727 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for eau de cologne, English, late 19th century

A632732 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for concentrated infusion of rhubarb, English, late 19th century

A632733 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for strong lead acetate solution, English, late 19th century

A632734 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of lobelia, English, late 19th century



A632735 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of myrrh and borax, English, late 19th century

A632736 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of capsicum, English, late 19th century

A632738 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of quinine, English, late 19th century

A632739 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632740 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th-early 20th century

A632741 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for cascara sagrada, English, early 20th century

A632742 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of jalap, English, early 20th century

A632743 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for distilled water, English, late 19th century

A632744 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for paraldehyde, English, late 19th century

A632747 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of senega, English, late 19th century

A632748 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for ammonium citrate solution, English, late 19th century

A632749 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for potassium bromide solution, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632750 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of ginger, English, late 19th century

A632751 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for elhyl nitrite, English, late 19th century

A632752 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of rhubarb, English, late 19th century

A632753 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for infusion of clover, English, early 20th century

A632754 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for solution of peppers, English, early 20th century

A632755 Bottle, clear glass, empty, label illegible, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632756 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for dilute nitric acid, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632757 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for dilute phosphoric acid, early 20th century

A632758 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for glycerine, English, early 20th century

A632759 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for dilute hydrobromic acid, early 20th century

A632760 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for chlorocesol solution, English, early 20th century

A632761 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for concentrated solution of oil of cloves, English, late 19th to early 20th 

century

A632762 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for concentrated caraway water, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632765 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for orange tincture, English, late 19th century

A632766 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for polloph[....] tincture, English, late 19th century

A632767 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for compound lavender tincture, English, late 19th century

A632768 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for chloroform spirit, English, late 19th century

A632769 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of cinnamon, English, late 19th century

A632770 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of bellandonna, English, late 19th century

A632772 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for spirit of sal volatile or calum, English, late 19th century

A632773 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for chloroform, English, late 19th century

A632774 Bottle, clear glass, with a little contents, for antimonial wire, English, late 19th century

A632775 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for belladonna liniment, English, late 19th century

A632776 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of strychnine, English, late 19th century

A632777 Bottle,,clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A632778 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A632779 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for strychnine with iron draught, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632780 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for compound glycerophosphate syrup, English, late 19th century

A632781 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for arsenic and nux vomica draught, English, late 19th to early 20th 

century

A632782 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for catecha draught, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632783 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for compound camphor mixture, English, late 19th to early 20th 

century

A632784 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for orange water, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632785 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for cascarilla draught, English, late 19th to early 20th century

A632786 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for rse water, English, late 19th century to early 20th century

A632787 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for soldium sulphate solution, English, late 19th century

A632788 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for chloroform solution, English, late 19th century

A632789 Bottle, clear glass, empty, in cardboard slip case, English, late 19th century

A632817 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for anhydrous sodium sulphate powder, English, late 19th 

century



A632823 Bottle, clear glass, with contents, for magnesium sulphate powder, English, late 19th century

A632834 Shop round, English, late 19th century, formerly used for peppermint tablets

A632860 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for phosphorus, English, late 19th century

A632880 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A632881 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for powdered ginger, English, late 19th century

A632882 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for crocus antimony, English, late 19th century

A632883 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for foot powder(?), English, late 19th century

A632887 Bottle, clear glass, with contents, for powdered tragacanth, English, late 19th century

A632906 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for potassium chlorate lozenges, English, late 19th century

A632908 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of morphine with ipecacuanha, English, late 19th century

A632911 Bottle, white pottery, empty, for senna compound, English, late 19th century

A632912 Shop round, English, late 19th century, used for ethereal lobelia tincture

A632915 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for fruit lozenges, English, late 19th century

A632923 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A632927 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A632928 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, English, late 19th century

A632929 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, no label, English, late 19th century

A632930 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A632933 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A632934 Bottle, clear glass, with contents, English, late 19th century

A632935 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, English, late 19th century

A632974 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for ferrous iodide, English, late 19th century

A632976 Bottle, clear glass, with contents, for asbestos, English, late 19th century

A632978 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents for French chalk, English, late 19th century

A632980 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for sal prunella, English, late 19th century

A632982 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A632984 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A632985 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A632989 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A632992 bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A632994 Bottle, clear glass, with contents, English, late 19th century

A633000 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for borax, English, late 19th century

A633007 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for amber, English, late 19th century

A633008 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for diuretic powder, English, late 19th century

A633058 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A633068 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633069 Bottle, clear glass, unused, empty, English, late 19th century

A633070 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633071 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633072 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633073 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633074 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A633075 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A633092 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for powdered tragacanth, English, late 19th century

A633094 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for myrrh, English, late 19th century

A633095 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for cochineal, English, lat 19th century

A633096 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for cubeb powder, English, late 19th century

A633101 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for compound jalap powder, English, late 19th century

A633106 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for potassium bitartrate, English, late 19th century

A633110 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for gelatin lozenges, English, late 19th century

A633123 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A633126 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633127 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633128 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633129 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633130 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633131 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633132 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century



A633139 Bottle, clear glass, empty, broken, for cudbear, English, late 19th century

A633140 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for cough lozenges, English, late 19th century

A633141 Bottle, clear glass, empty, originally for cayenne lozenges, English, late 19th century

A633162 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for guaiacum, English, late 19th century

A633163 Bottle, clear glass, emtpy, for ammoniated gum(?), English, late 19th century

A633172 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633173 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633174 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633175 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633176 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unused, English, late 19th century

A633177 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A633215 Storage vessel, cylindrical, tubulure near base, open top, clear glass, for borax solution, late 19th-

early 20th century

A633216 Storage vessel, cylindrical, tubulure near base, open top, clear glass, for mercuric potassium 

iodide solution, late 19th-early 20th century

A633217 Storage vessel, cylindrical, tubulure near base, open top, clear glass, for carbolic, English, late 

19th-early 20th century

A633219 Storage bottle, green glass, barrel-shaped, English, late 19th century

A633227 Specie jar with gilded lid, glass, used for nail brushes, English, 1850-1900

A633228 Specie jar, with gilded lid, glass, English, 1850-1900

A633248 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for voice jujubes, English, late 19th century

A633249 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for corn plasters, English, late 19th century

A633250 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for blackcurrant lozenges, English, late 19th century

A633251 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for leather cases, English, late 19th century

A633252 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for powder puffs, English, late 19th century

A633253 Bottle, clear glass, emtpy, for sticking plaster, English, late 19th century

A633254 Bottle, clear glass, emtpy, for cough lozenges, English, late 19th century

A633256 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A633257 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A633269 Bottle, clear glass, emtpy, for camphor powder, English, late 19th century

A633286 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for ergot, English, late 19th century

A633287 Bottle, clear glass, emtpy, for lead iodide, English, late 19th century

A633288 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for scammony powder, English, late 19th century

A633289 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for syrup of squill, English, late 19th century

A633294 Bottle, clear glass, emptyfruit, English, late 19th century

A633295 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for camphor, English, late 19th century

A633296 Bottle, clear glass, emtpy, for coltsfoot, English, late 19th century

A633297 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for cinnamon, English, late 19th century

A633298 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for liquorice, English, late 19th century

A633299 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for ginger, English, late 19th century

A633300 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for magnesium carbonate, English, late 19th century

A633301 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for acid rose, English, late 19th century

A633302 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for musk, English, late 19th century

A633303 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for menthol lozenges, English, late 19th century

A633323 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for glycothymoline, English, late 19th century

A633325 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for alcohol, English, late 19th century

A633326 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for bay rum, English, late 19th century

A633327 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for Listerine, English, late 19th century

A633328 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for ammonia solution, English, late 19th century

A633342 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, for oxymel of squill, English, late 19th century

A633343 Bottle, pale blue opalescent glass, empty, for spirit of nutmeg, English, late 19th century

A633344 Bottle, pale blue opalescent glass, empty, for ammoniated tincture of guaiac, English, late 19th 

century

A633345 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for oxymel of squill, English, late 19th century

A633346 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for red poppy syrup, English, late 19th century

A633347 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for borax honey, English, late 19th century

A633348 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for syrup of marshmallow, English, late 19th century

A633349 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for syrup of violet, English, late 19th century

A633350 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for oxymel, English, late 19th century



A633351 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for syrup of squill, English, late 19th century

A633352 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for syrup of ginger, English, late 19th century

A633353 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for oxymel, English, late 19th century

A633355 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for syrup of buckthorn, English, lat 19th century

A633356 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, for syrup of tolu, English, late 19th century

A633359 Round syrup bottle, dark blue glass, empty, English, late 19th century

A633360 Display bottle, clear glass, empty, for liver pills, from U.S.A., late 19th century

A633361 Display bottle, clear glass, empty, for aperient pills, USA, late 19th century

A633362 Display bottle, clear glass, empty, label illegible, USA, late 19th century

A633363 Display bottle, clear glass, empty, for steel and pennyroyal pills, USA., late 19th century

A633369 Display bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly French, late 19th century

A633370 Bottle, clear glass, empty, probably French, late 19th century

A633371 Specie jar, clear glass, empty, possibly French, late 19th century

A633374 Bottle, blue glass, empty, label illegible, English, late 19th century

A633386 Round poison bottle, green glass, for iodine and ethyl acetate paint, empty, by Henry Gilbertson 

and Sons, 11 St. Andrew's Street, Holborn Circus, London, England, 1870-1900.

A633388 Round poison bottle, green glass, empty, for formalin paint, English, late 19th century

A633390 Hexagonal poison bottle, clear glass, empty, embossed with the name St. Thomas's hospital,  

English, late 19th century

A633394 Bottle, blue glass, empty, for turmeric,  English, late 19th century

A633395 Square bottle, green glass, empty, for methylated spirits, English, early-mid 19th century

A633451 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of ginger, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633460 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of capsicum, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633461 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of cascarilla, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633464 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of cantharides, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633467 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of krameria, English, 19th century

A633486 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for best lavender water, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633491 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for essence of vanilla, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633494 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for alcohol, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633496 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for spirits of camphor, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633497 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for compound spirits of juniper, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633498 Bottle, clear glass, emtpy, for ammonium bicarbonate solution, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633499 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for ethyl chloride, English late 19th century

A633501 Storage jar, clear glass, empty, for tannin, cayenne and blackcurrant pastilles, English, late 19th 

century

A633503 Storage jar, clear glass, empty, for voice jujubes, English, late 19th century

A633504 Storage jar, clear glass, empty, originally for magnum bonums, English, late 19th century

A633507 Bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633508 Lipped poison bottle, 'hydr...'clear glass, empty, for tincture of henbane, English, 1860-1900

A633512 Lipped poison bottle, clear glass, empty, for croton oil, English, 1860-1900

A633516 Lipped poison bottle, clear glass, empty, for mercuric chloride solution, English, 1860-1900

A633517 Poison bottle, clear glass, empty, for morphine sulphate, Toogood, Mount Street, London, 

English, 1860-1900

A633518 Poison bottle, clear glass, empty, for compound chalk powder with opium, Toogood, Mount 

Street, London, English, 1860-1900

A633519 Poison bottle, clear glass, empty, for morphine chloride, Toogood, Mount Street, London, English, 

1860-1900

A633521 Poison bottle, clear glass, empty, for mercuric oxide, Toogood, Mount Street, London, English, 

1860-1900

A633527 Poison bottle, clear glass, empty, no label, Toogood, Mount Street, London, English, 1860-1900

A633528 Hexagonal poison bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of strophanthus, by Toogood, Mount 

Street, London, English, 1860-1900

A633531 Poison bottle, cobalt blue glass, empty, for tincture of belladonna, English, 1880-1900

A633532 Winchester storage bottle, aqua glass, empty, English, 1862-1888.  Marked Leicester Provident 

Dispensary

A633533 Winchester storage bottle, cobalt blue glass, for distilled pimento water, English, 1898

A633534 Winchester storage bottle, cobalt blue glass, for distilled caraway water, English, late 19th-early 

20th century



A633539 Winchester storage bottle, brown glass, empty, label illegible, English, 1920-1950

A633541 Winchester poison storage bottle, brown glass, empty, for chloroform,English, 1950-1965

A633543 Winchester storage bottle, brown glass, for acetone, English, 1950-1965

A633545 Large Winchester storage bottle, empty, pale green glass, English, late 19th - early 20th century

A633546 Round specie jar, opaque blue glass, domed, gilded lid, empty, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633547 Round specie jar, opaque blue glass, gilt domed lid, empty, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633548 Round specie jar, opaque blue glass, gilt domed lid, empty, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633549 Large cylindrical storage bottle, dark green glass, empty, English, c.1820-1880

A633550 Large cylindrical storage bottle, dark green glass, empty, originally for arrowroot, English, c.1820-

1880

A633554 Rectangular storage bottle, empty, clear glass, possibly Swiss, 18th - early 19th century

A633555 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 18th - early 19th century

A633558 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, with painted label, possibly German or Swiss, 18th-

early 19th century

A633559 Octagonal storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, c. 1820-1880

A633560 Octagonal storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, c. 1820-1880

A633561 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, 1801-1900

A633562 Octagonal storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably Italian, 1801-1900

A633563 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly English, 1801-1900

A633564 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, 1801-1900

A633565 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly Spanish, 1750-1850

A633566 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, for eucalyptus oil, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633569 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly English, 2nd half 19th century

A633570 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly English, 2nd half 19th century

A633571 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly English, 2nd half 19th century

A633572 Square storage bottle, clear glass, trace contents, labelled 'powder from Bilston Grindstone', 2nd 

half 19th century

A633573 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly English, 2nd half 19th century

A633574 Square storage bottle, small, clear glass, empty, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633575 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly English, 2nd half 19th century

A633576 Small square storage bottle, clear glass, English, late 19th century

A633577 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 2nd half 19th century

A633581 Square storage bottle, brown glass, empty, for syrup of apomorphine hydrochloride, English, 1880-

1920

A633583 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, emtpy, for oil of hypericum, possibly English, 1st half 19th 

century

A633584 Small square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably from a medicine chest, English, 19th 

century

A633585 Small square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably from a medicine chest, English, 19th 

century

A633586 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, 19th century

A633588 Storage bottle, square, clear glass, empty, English, 1830-1880

A633590 Square storage bottle, green glass, empty, English, 1800-1860

A633591 Rectangular storage bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 18th-early 19th century

A633592 Square storage bottle, clear glass, probably English, 1800-1860

A633593 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly English, 1750-1850

A633595 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, Italian, late 19th-early 20th century

A633596 Octagonal storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly Italian, 1750-1850

A633597 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, 19th century

A633598 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, 19th century

A633742 Hip flask or pharmacy bottle, aqua glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A633755 Pharmacy flask, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A633756 Pharmacy flask, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A633757 Mineral water bottle, green glass, probably English, 1751-1850

A633758 Liquor or pharmacy bottle, green glass, English or Scottish, 1751-1850

A633759 Mineral water bottle, green glass, probably English, 1751-1850

A633760 Mineral water bottle, green glass, probably English, 1751-1850

A633761 Pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850



A633762 Pharmacy flask, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A633800 Square storage bottle, green glass, empty, English, probably for military use, probably 1840-1890

A633801 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, 19th century

A633802 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, trace contents, probably English, 19th century

A633803 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, label missing, U.S.A., 1862-1863

A633804 Bottle, clear glass, contents, for colloidal ferric hydroxide solution, U.S.A., 1862-1863

A633805 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of calumba, U.S.A., 1862-1863

A633806 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for wine of ferric citrate, U.S.A., 1862-1863

A633807 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for infusion of chamomile flowers, U.S.A., 1862-1863

A633808 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of tolu, U.S.A., 1862-1863

A633809 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for wine of pepsin, U.S.A., 1862-1863

A633810 Bottle, clear glass, trace content, for tincture of valerian, U.S.A., 1862-1863

A633811 Bottle, clear glass, trace content, for tincture of krameria, U.S.A., 1862-1863

A633812 Bottle, clear glass, trace content, for liniment of aconite, U.S.A. 1862-1863

A633813 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for aromatic spirits of ammonia, U.S.A., 1867

A633814 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for ammonia solution, U.S.A. 1867

A633815 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for cinnamon solution, U.S.A., 1867

A633816 Bottle, clear glass, trace content, for compound infusion of gentian, USA, 1867

A633817 Bottle, clear glass, trace content, for tincture of hyoscyamus, USA, 1867

A633818 Bottle, clear glass, trace content, for dill solution, USA, 1962-1963

A633819 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for compound decoction of sarsaparilla, USA, 1862-1863

A633820 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for solution of extract of ergot, USA, 1862-1863

A633821 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for solution of extract of cascara sagrada, USA, 1862-1863

A633822 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for caramel, USA, 1862-1863

A633823 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for morphine hydrochloride solution, USA, 1862-1863

A633824 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for spirit of camphor, USA, 1862-1863

A633825 Bottle, clear glass, trace contensts, for dandelion juice, USA, 1862-1863

A633826 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of orange, USA, 1862-1863

A633827 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for compound tincture of lavender, USA, 1862-1863

A633828 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, label missing, originally for tincture of capsicum, USA, 1862-

1863

A633829 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for spirit of chloroform, USA, 1862-1863

A633830 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of arnica, USA, 1862-1863

A633831 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of catechu, USA, 1862-1863

A633832 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of digitalis, USA, 1862-1863

A633833 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of lobelia, USA, 1862-1863

A633834 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of rhubarb, USA, 1862-1863

A633835 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of ginger, USA, 1862-1863

A633836 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for elixir of vitriol, USA, 1862-1863

A633837 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for compound glycero phosphate syrup, USA, 1862-1863

A633838 Bottle, clear glass, empty, label missing, originally for essence of lemon, USA, 1862-1863

A633876 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for liquorice lozenges, English, late 19th century

A633889 Dark purple glass decanter, ? English, 19th century

A633890 Light brown glass storage bottle, ? English, 19th century

A633891 Engraved clear glass liquor bottle, ? Italian, 1750-1850

A633892 Painted clear glass storage bottle, ? Swiss, 18th century

A633893 Painted clear glass liquor bottle, inscribed with toast, Swiss, 1730-1830

A633894 Painted clear glass storage bottle, ? Swiss, 18th century

A633895 Painted clear glass pharmacy bottle, perhaps used for liquorice, ? Swiss or Dutch, 1760-1860

A633896 Green glass octagonal bottle, ? English, 19th century

A633897 Clear cut glass decanter, ? English, 19th century

A633898 Clear cut glass decanter, ? English, 19th century

A633899 Polished clear glass octagonal decanter, ? English, 19th century

A633900 Polished clear glass storage bottle, engraved with architectural fantasies, ? Italian, 1750-1850

A633901 Painted glass storage bottle, ? Swiss, 1730-1830

A633902 Painted clear glass storage bottle, ? Dutch, 1730-1830

A633903 Polished clear glass decanter, ? English, 1820-1880



A633904 Polished clear glass decanter, English?, 1820-1880

A633905 Gilt clear glass decanter, English?, 1820-1900

A633906 Polished clear glass decanter, English?, 1820-1880

A633907 Polished clear glass decanter, English?, 1820-1900

A633908 Clear glass  decanter, English?, 1820-1900

A633909 Machine moulded clear glass pharmacy bottle, English, 1887-1930

A633910 Machine moulded clear glass pharmacy bottle, English, 1887-1930

A633911 Square acqua glass pharmacy dispensing bottle, English?, 1750-1850

A633912 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, early 19th century

A633913 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, trace content, probably English, early 19th century

A633914 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly English, early 19th century

A633915 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, early 19th century

A633916 rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly English, early 19th century

A633917 Rectangular storage bottle, empty, possily, Swiss, early 19th century

A633918 Square sotrage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, early 19th century

A633919 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, early 19th century

A633920 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, reputedly Dutch, early 19th century

A633921 Square storage bottle, fluted, aqua glass, empty, possibly Spanish, 18th to early 19th century

A633922 Hexagonal storage bottle, clear glass, empty, neck broken, possibly Dutch, 18th to early 19th 

century

A633934 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for potassium acetate, English, late 19th century

A633948 Square bottle, clear glass, empty for oxalic acid, English, 1851-1900

A633951 Painted clear glass storage bottle, Swiss?, 18th century

A633952 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly Dutch, late 18th to early 19th century

A633953 Display bottle, clear glass, empty, probably German, 19th century

A633954 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly Dutch, late 18th to early 19th century

A633955 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, 19th century

A633956 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly English, 19th century

A633957 Square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, probably English, 19th century

A633958 Rectangular bottle, clear glass, empty, for curled mint, possibly Swiss, late 18th to early 19th 

century

A633959 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for dentifrice of roses, USA, late 19th century

A633971 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for nurcuric chloride, USA, late 19th century

A633977 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for citric acid, USA, late 19th century

A633978 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for salicylic acid, USA, late 19th century

A633979 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for coccus cacti, USA, late 19th century

A633980 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for potassium iodide, USA, late 19th century

A633981 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for cloves, USA, late 19th century

A633984 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for powdered potassium chlorate, USA, late 19th century

A633986 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for potassium sulphate, USA, late 19th century

A633989 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for crystalline potassium chlorate, USA, late 19th century

A634030 Pharmacy storage bottle, amethyst glass, used for camphor mixture, English, 1840-1900

A634031 Pharmacy storage bottle, amethyst glass, English, 1840-1900

A634032 Pharmacy storage bottle, amethyst glass, used for chilli tincture, English, 1840-1900

A634033 Pharmacy storage bottle, amethyst glass, used for bryong tincture, English, 1840-1900

A634034 Pharmacy storage bottle, amethyst glass, used for both chloroform tincture and henbane tincture, 

English, 1840-1900

A634035 Pharmacy storage bottle, amethyst glass, used for colocynth tincture, English, 1840-1900

A634036 Pharmacy storage bottle, amethyst glass, used for digitalis tincture, English, 1840-1900

A634037 Pharmacy storage bottle, amethyst glass, used for cinchona tincture, English, 1840-1900

A634038 Pharmacy storage bottle, amethyst glass, used for saffron tincture, English, 1840-1900

A634039 Pharmacy storage bottle, amethyst glass, used for a compound ammonia tincture, English, 1840-

1900

A634050 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for benzine, USa, 1867-1900

A634051 Bottle, clear glass, empty for acetone, USA, late 19th century

A634052 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for compound tincture of gentian, USA, late 19th century



A634053 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for compound tincture of camphor, USA, late 19th century

A634054 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for eau de cologne, USA, late 19th century

A634055 Bottle, clear glass, with contents, for powdered aloes, USA, late 19th century

A634056 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for acid lozenges, USA, late 19th century

A634063 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for lavender water, USA, late 19th century

A634064 Bottle, clear glass, empty for dilute phosphoric acid, USA, late 19th century

A634065 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for concentrated infusion of senega, USA, late 19th century

A634067 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for infusion of calumba, USA, late 19th century

A634070 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for potassium acetate, USA, late 19th century

A634071 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for potassium bicarbonate, USA, late 19th century

A634072 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for potassium bicarbonate, USA, late 19th century

A634073 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for powdered alum, USA, late 19th century

A634074 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for best powdered ginger, USA, 1867-1900

A634075 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for powdered rhubarb, USA, 1867-1900

A634076 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, label missing, USA, 1867-1900

A634077 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for compound rhubarb powder, bottle USA, late 19th century

A634078 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for strong ammonia solution, USA, 1867-1900

A634079 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for blackcurrant and glycerine pastilles, made by Thomas Kerfoot & 

Co., Bardsley Vale, Lancashire, English, 1920-1950

A634080 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for cough lozenges, English, 1860-1900

A634081 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for powdered aloes and canilla, English, 1860-1900

A634082 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for powdered chalk, English, 1860-1900

A634083 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for calomel tablets, English, 1860-1900

A634084 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634085 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634086 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634087 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634088 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634089 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634090 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634091 Large pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634092 Large pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634093 Large pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634098 Bottle, clear glass, empty, label illegible, English, 1850-1900

A634131 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for compound tincture of cinnamon, English, 1851-1900

A634132 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for compound tincture of gentian, English, 12851-1900

A634133 Bottle, clear glass, trace contents, for tincture of orange, English, 1851-1900

A634134 Bottle, clear glass, empty, for ammoniated spirit of asafoetida, English, 1851-1900

A634145 Square bottle, clear glass, empty, for tincture of aconite, English, 1851-1900

A634146 Square bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1851-1900

A634152 Pharmacy display bottle, aqua glass, possibly English, 1801-1875

A634153 Pharmacy display bottle, aqua glass, possibly English, 1801-1875

A634154 Delicate cylindrical pharmacy bottle, clear glass, possibly English, 1801-1875

A634155 Cylindrical pharmacy storage bottle, probably English, 19th century

A634156 Aqua glass decanter, possibly English, 1801-1900

A634157 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, perhaps Turkish, 1820-1900

A634158 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, perhaps Turkish, 19th century

A634159 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, possibly from HMS Victory, English, 1801-1850

A634160 Pharmacy storage bottle or decanter, smoky glass, ? English, 1801-1830

A634161 Pharmacy storage bottle, smoky glass, possibly English, 1801-1830

A634162 Tall pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634163 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, English, 1801-1850

A634164 Tall pharmacy bottle, green glass, contains unknown treacle, probably English, 1801-1850

A634165 Tall pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634166 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634167 Tall pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634168 Tall pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634169 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634170 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probaby English, 1801-1850



A634171 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634172 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, probably English, 1751-1850

A634173 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, probably English, 1751-1850

A634174 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, probably English, 1751-1850

A634175 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, English, 1801-1850

A634176 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1801-1850

A634177 Rectangular bottle, green glass, empty, possibly English, 1801-1860

A634178 Square bottle, green glass, empty, English, 1801-1860, possibly a copy

A634179 Square bottle, green glass, trace content, possibly Spanish, 19th century

A634180 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1801-1860

A634181 Square bottle, green glass, empty, possibly English, 1801-1850

A634182 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1801-1860

A634183 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1801-1860

A634185 Square bottle, green glass, empty, English, 1801-1860, possibly a copy

A634186 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1801-1850, possibly a copy

A634187 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1751-1850

A634188 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1751-1850

A634189 Square bottle, aqua glass, trace contents, possibly English, 1751-1850

A634190 Square bottle, green glass, empty, no stopper, probably English, 1751-1850

A634191 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English but possibly used in Italy, 1751-1850

A634192 Square bottle, dark green glass, empty, probably English, 1751-1850

A634193 Square storage bottle, dark green glass, empty, probably English, 1751-1850

A634194 Square bottle, clear glass, empty, possibly English or Portuguese, 1751-1850

A634195 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1751-1850, may be a copy

A634196 Square bottle, amber glass, empty, probably English, 1801-1860

A634197 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1751-1850, may be a copy

A634198 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1750-1850, may be a copy

A634199 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1750-1850

A634200 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1800-1860, may be a copy

A634201 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1800-1860, may be a copy

A634202 Square bottle, green glass, empty, probably English, 1750-1850

A634203 Large pharmacy bottle, green glass, English, 1801-1850

A634204 Large pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, English, 1801-1850

A634205 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, probablhy English, 1801-1850

A634206 Pharmacy storage bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634207 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634208 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634209 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634210 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634211 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1750-1851

A634212 Pharmacy storage bottle, perhaps used for liquor at Moorfield hospital, English, 1751-1850

A634213 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634214 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634215 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634216 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634217 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634218 Square pharmacy bottle, green glass, probably English, 1801-1850

A634219 Large pharmacy bottle, green glass, English, 1801-1850

A634220 Large pharmacy bottle, green glass, English, 1801-1850

A634221 Large pharmacy bottle, green glass, English, 1801-1850

A634224 Rectangular storage bottle, clear glass with pale blue glass rim, empty, English, 1750-1850

A634225 Narrow vase, pale aqua glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634226 Narrow vase, pale green glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634227 Narrow vase, blue glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634228 Narrow vase, aqua glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634229 Narrow vase, clear glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634230 Narrow vase, aqua glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634231 Narrow vase, clear glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634232 Narrow vase, aqua glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634233 Narrow vase, aqua glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900



A634234 Narrow vase, pale green glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634235 Narrow vase, clear glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634236 Narrow vase, aqua glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634237 Narrow vase, pale green glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634238 Narrow vase, clear glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634239 Narrow vase, clear glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634240 Narrow vase, pale green glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634241 Narrow vase, aqua glass, probably Persian, 1700-1900

A634242 Narrow vase, clear glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634243 Narrow vase, aqua glass, with painted decoration, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634244 Narrow vase, aqua glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634245 Narrow vase, pale green glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634246 Storage bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1840-1900

A634274 Pharmacy bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1840-1900

A634276 Pharmacy bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1840-1900

A634280 Pharmacy bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1840-1900

A634294 Pharmacy bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1840-1900

A634323 Small bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1840-1900

A634333 Storage bottle, pale green glass, empty, English, 1900-1940

A634334 Storage bottle, pale green glass, empty, English, 1900-1940

A634335 Storage bottle, pale green grass, empty, English, 1900-1940

A634336 Storage bottle, pale green glass, empty, English, 1900-1940

A634337 Pharmacy bottle, amethyst glass, perhaps used for potassium citrate, English, 1840-1900

A634338 Pharmacy bottle, amethyst glass, used for rhubarb powder, English, 1840-1900

A634339 Pharmacy bottle, amethyst glass, used for grape alcohol, English, 1840-1900

A634340 Narrow vase, pale green glass, possibly Persian, 1700-1900

A634424 Wine bottle, clear glass, perhaps English, 1875-1925

A634461 Round storage bottle, amethyst glass, empty, for tincture of ferric chloride, English, 1851-1900

A634462 Round storage bottle, amethyst glass, empty, for tincture of catechu , English, 1851-1900

A634463 Round storage bottle, amethyst glass, empty, for tincture of cardamom, English, 1851-1900

A634464 Round storage bottle, amethyst glass, empty, for tincture of cantharides, English, 1851-1900

A634465 Round storage bottle, amethyst glass, empty, no label, English, 1851-1900

A634466 Round storage bottle, dark green glass, empty, for tincture of capsicum, English, 1801-1900

A634467 Round storage bottle, dark green glass, empty, for borax, English, 19th century

A634468 Round storage bottle, dark green glass, empty, for compound liquorice powder, English, 1801-

1900

A634469 Round storage bottle, green glass, empty, for tartaric acid, English, 1801-1900

A634470 Round storage bottle, green glass, empty, for lead acetate, English, 1801-1900

A634477 Round storage bottle, clear glass, emtpy, English, 1851-1900

A634478 Round storage bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1851-1900

A634481 Round storage bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1851-1900

A634484 Round storage bottle, clear glass, trace contents, English, 1851-1900

A634493 Round storage bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1851-1900

A634494 Round storage bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1851-1900

A634495 Round storage bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1851-1900

A634496 Round storage bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1851-1900

A634511 Round storage bottle, clear glass, empty, English, 1851-1900

A635902 Small glass reagent bottle for platinum chloride, empty, English, late 19th-early 20th century

A636201 Bottle, kaolin powder, made in England 1930 to 1960, from Savory and Moore, England

A636202 Bottle, compound syrup of kola, by and from Savory and Moore, London, England, 1930 to 1960

A636203 Bottle, ephedrine hydrochloride elixir, by C.J. Hewlett and Son Ltd, London, 1930 to 1960,  from 

Savory and Moore, England

A636204 Bottle, saccharated ferrous iodide, made in England, 1900 to 1930, from Savory and Moore, 

London

A636205 Bottle, potassium glycerophosphate solution, made by British Drug Houses Ltd, London, 1934, 

from Savory and Moore, England



A636206 Bottle, benzoin aquol. from Frank A. Rogers, London, 1920 to 1950, from Savory and Moore, 

England

A636207 Bottle, lemon grass oil, made by British Drug Houses Ltd, 1914 to 1930 from Savory and Moore

A636208 Bottle, cinnamon tincture, by British Drug Houses Ltd, 1930 to 1940, from Savory and Moore, 

England

A636209 Bottle, ether spirit, by Wright, Layman and Umney Ltd, London, from Savory and Moore, England

A636210 Bottle, guaiacum tincture, by British Drug Houses Ltd, London, 1940 to 1960, from Savory and 

Moore, England

A636211 Bottle, hamamelis dry extract, made by British Drug Houses Ltd, 1940 to 1960 from Savory and 

Moore, England

A636212 Bottle, lead subacetate glycerin, by and from Savory and Moore, London, 1920 to 1960

A636214 Bottle, tincture of flowers of meadow saffron, by British Drug Houses Ltd, London, 1930s, from 

Savory and Moore, England

A636215 Bottle, ferrous iodide syrup, by W. Martindale, London, 1880 to 1930, from Savory and Moore, 

England

A636216 Bottle, asafetida tincture, made by British Drug Houses Ltd, 1914 to 1930, from Savory and 

Moore, England

A636217 Bottle, capsicum oleoresin, made by British Drug Houses Ltd, 1940 to 1960, from Savory and 

Moore, England

A636218 Bottle, compound mixture of tamarind, by John Richardson and Company Ltd, Leicester, 1958,  

from Savory and Moore, England

A636219 Bottle, sassafras oil, by and from Savory and Moore, London, 1920 to 1940

A636220 Bottle, tincture of guarana, by British Drug Houses Ltd, 1929, from Savory and Moore, England

A636221 Brown glass bottle used for tincture of concentrated cardamom compound, from Savory and 

Moore, English, 1920 to 1970

A636222 Clear glass bottle used for tincture of phosphorus, from Savory and Moore, 1860 to 1900

A636223 Clear glass bottle used for azorub liquid, Bordeaux B solution, made in England, 1940 to 1970

A636224 Clear glass bottle used for attar of roses, made in England, 1910 to 1930

A636225 Clear glass bottle used for solution of mineral naphtha, from Hopkin and Williams, made in 

England, 1860 to 1920

A636226 Clear glass bottle used for decoction of sarsaparilla compound concentrate, English, 1890 to 1900

A636227 Brown glass bottle used for gacovin, a compound solution, made in England, 1950 to 1970

A636228 Clear glass bottle used for lemon scented eucalyptus oil, made in England, 1910 to 1940

A636229 Clear glass bottle used for extract of equine lice ointment, from Wright, Layman and Umney, 

made in England, 1880 to 1920

A636230 Clear glass bottle used for tincture of bryony, probably English, 1900 to 1920

A636231 Brown glass bottle, used for solution of glycerine and bismuth carbonate, English, 1900 to 1930

A636232 Clear glass bottle used for florida water, made in England, 1920 to 1960

A636233 Clear glass bottle used for oil of bitter orange, made in England, 1880 to 1930

A636234 Blue glass bottle used for extract of rum, from British Drug Houses Ltd, English, 1880 to 1920

A636235 Clear glass bottle used for extract of thyme, from Savory and Moore, made in England, 1850-

1910

A636236 Brown glass bottle used for tincture of lupulin

A636237 Clear glass bottle used for gutta percha liquor, probably English, 1860 to 1930

A636238 Clear glass bottle used for nucleic acid solution, from Squire and Sons, made in England, 

probably 1900 to 1930

A636239 Clear glass bottle used for oil of sweet orange, English, 1910 to 1940

A636240 Green glass bottle, used for oil of lemon, probably English, 1900 to 1930

A636241 Brown glass bottle used for extract of senecio jacobeae, probably English, 1840 to 1910

A636242 Brown glass bottle used for senna syrup, from Wright, Layman and Umney Ltd, English, 1930 to 

1960

A636243 Brown glass bottle used for tincture of gentian compound, English, 1910 to 1960

A636244 Brown glass bottle used for oil of peppermint, English, 1930 to 1960



A636245 Bottle, pareira liquid extract, made in England 1880 to 1920, from Savory and Moore

A636246 Bottle, liquid iodine, by Savory and Moore, England, 1930 to 1970

A636247 Bottle, quillaia liquid extract, by British Drug Houses Ltd, London, from Savory and Moore, 

England

A636248 Bottle, liquid extract of cascara sagrada, by Savory and Moore, England, 1930 to 1970

A636249 Bottle, cascara elixir, 1911, from Savory and Moore, England

A636250 Bottle, peppermint oil, by William Ransom and Son Limited, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, from Savory 

and Moore, 1930 to 1970

A636251 Bottle, Benedict's (B) solution, by Eli Lilli and Company Ltd, from Savory and Moore, England

A636252 Bottle, ammonium persulphate, from Savory and Moore, made in England, 1880 to 1930

A636253 Bottle, chamomile, from Savory and Moore, London, 1880 to 1940

A636254 Empty bottle, previously containing chromium trioxide, by and from Savory and Moore, London, 

England, 1920 to 1960

A636255 Bottle, dill oil, by Wright, Layman and Umney Limited, from Savory and Moore, made in England, 

1930 to 1970

A636256 Bottle, aqua laurocerasi, by Savory and Moore, England, 1930 to 1970

A636289 Carboy, glass, purple, English, 18th century

A636467 Specie bottle, clear glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636468 Specie bottle, clear glass, contains unidentified drug, marked with symbol, English, first half of 

19th century

A636469 Specie bottle, milk-white glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636470 Specie bottle, milk-white glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century, broken

A636471 Specie bottle, milk-white glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636472 Storage bottle, green glass, contains brown powder, English, first half 19th century

A636473 Storage bottle, green glass, label badly obscured, possibly for papaverine, English, first half 19th 

century

A636474 Storage bottle, blue glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636475 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for unidentified drug, English, 1850 to 1900

A636476 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for unidentified white powder, English, 1850 to 1900

A636477 Bottle, glass round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636478 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636479 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636480 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636481 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636482 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636483 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636484 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636485 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636486 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636487 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636488 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for unidentified drug, English, 1850 to 1900

A636489 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636490 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636491 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636492 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636493 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for unidentified drug, English, 1850 to 1900

A636494 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636495 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for unidentified drug, English, 1850 to 1900

A636496 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for unidentified drug, English, 1850 to 1900

A636497 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1900

A636498 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for unidentified drug, English, 1850 to 1900

A636500 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, pontil marks and unidentified 

content, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636501 Glass shop-round, cylindrical, ground glass stopper, with pontil marks, green unidentified powder 

content, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636502 Glass shop-round, cylindrical, ground glass stopper, with pontil marks, made in England, 1850-

1900

A636503 Glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, with liquid content, 

unidentified, made in England, 1850 to 1900



A636504 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, pontil marks on glass, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A636505 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636506 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, ground glass stopper, with pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636507 Clear glass shop-round, circular, with ground glass stopper and pontil mark, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636508 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636509 Clear glass shop-round, circular, with ground glass stopper and pontil mark, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636510 Clear glass shop-round, circular, with ground glass stopper, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636511 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, with unidentified 

content, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636512 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636513 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636514 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636515 Glass shop-round for zinc compound, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, 

content in bottle, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636516 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, with unidentified 

content, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636517 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, with unidentified 

content, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636518 Clear glass shop-round, circular, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636519 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636521 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636522 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, with unidentified 

content, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636523 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 1850 to 

1900

A636524 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, moulded film inside bottle,  made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A636525 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, with unidentified 

content, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636526 Clear glass shop-round with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636527 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, stained grey, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636528 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636529 Clear glass shop-round, circular, ground glass stopper, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636530 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636531 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636532 Clear glass shop-round, circular, with ground glass stopper, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636533 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636534 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and unidentified content, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A636535 Glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, residue of unidentified green powder, 

made in England, 1850 to 1900



A636536 Glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, residue of white powder, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A636537 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, with unidentified 

content, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636538 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, broken grip, 

made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636539 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, ground glass stopper, pontil marks, with unidentified content, 

made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636540 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, ground glass stopper, pontil marks, unidentified content,  

made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636541 Clear glass shop-round, circular, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, with unidentified 

content, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636542 Cylindrical glass shop-round, with content of brown powder, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636543 Bottle, empty, unlabelled, glass, English, first half 19th century

A636544 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636545 Bottle, unlabelled, glass, English, first half 19th century

A636546 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636547 Bottle, empty, unlabelled, glass, English, first half 19th century

A636548 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636549 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636550 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636551 Bottle, unlabelled, glass, English, first half 19th century

A636552 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636553 Bottle, empty, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636554 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636555 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636556 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636557 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636558 Bottle, unlabelled, glass, English, first half 19th century

A636559 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636560 Bottle, glass, unlabelleld, English, first half 19th century

A636561 Bottle, empty, unlabelled, glass, English, first half 19th century

A636562 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636563 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636564 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636565 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, unidentified content, 

made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636566 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, unidentified content, 

made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636567 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, unidentified content, 

made in England, 1850 to 1900

A636568 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636569 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636570 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636571 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636572 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636573 Clear glass round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 1850 to 

1900

A636574 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636575 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636576 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900



A636577 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636578 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636579 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636580 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636581 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636582 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636583 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A636584 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636585 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636586 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636587 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636588 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636589 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636590 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636591 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A636593 Storage bottle, violet glass, for black pepper, English, first half 19th century

A636594 Storage bottle, violet glass, for guaiacum powder, English, first half 19th century

A636595 Storage bottle, violet glass, for quinine tincture, English, first half 19th century

A636596 Display jar, clear glass, for extract of arnica fluid, Italian, second half 19th century

A636597 Display jar, clear glass, for extract of wormwood fluid, Italian, second half 19th century

A636598 Display jar, clear glass, for extract of lettuce fluid, Italian, second half 19th century

A636599 Display jar, clear glass, for extract of aperient roots, Italian, second half 19th century

A636600 Display jar, clear glass, for extract of woody nightshade, 1851-1900

A637244 Carboy, pear-shaped, originally contained tolu balsam syrup, 1840 to 1890

A637245 Carboy, pear-shaped, originally contained hyoscyamus tincture 1840 to 1890, England

A637246 Carboy, pear-shaped, originally contained compound rhubarb tincture, 1840 to 1890, England

A637247 Carboy, pear-shaped, originally contained (white?) lavender water or compound cardamom 

tincture, 1840 to 1890, England

A637248 Carboy, originally contained oxymel or turpentine oil, 1790 to 1860, England

A637249 Carboy, originally contained turpentine oil, 1790 to 1860, England

A637250 Carboy, pear-shaped, with drop-shaped hollow stopper, 1840 to 1890 England

A637251 Carboy, globe-shaped, double rim, 1840 to 1890, England

A637252 Display bottle, pear-shaped, with pointed octagonal stopper, 1840 to 1890, England

A637253 Carboy, originally contained tincture of hemlock, 1790 to 1860, England

A637254 Carboy, originally contained tincture of jalap, 1790 to 1860, England

A637260 Carboy, drop-shaped, 1840 to 1890, England

A637261 Carboy, containing prepared chalk, pome-shaped, 1840 to 1890

A637262 Carboy, globe-shaped, 1840 to 1890, England

A637263 Carboy, globe-shaped with special glass stopper, 1790 to 1860, England

A637264 Carboy, globe-shaped, 1750 to 1840, England

A637265 Carboy with funnel shaped neck, 1840 to 1890, England

A637267 Carboy, globe-shaped, 1790 to 1860, England

A637268 Carboy, globe-shaped, hand-painted decoration, 1790 to 1840, England(?), Holland(?)

A637269 Carboy with stopper, pear-shaped, originally contained myrrh tincture, 1840 to 1890, England

A637270 Carboy with glass stopper, originally contained compound rhubarb tincture, 1790 to 1840, 

England

A637271 Carboy with cork stopper, originally contained lupulus tincture, 1840 to 1890, England

A637272 Carboy, drop-shaped with slightly funnelled opening, 1840 to 1890, England

A637273 Carboy, drop-shaped, 1840 to 1890, England

A637274 Carboy, spherical with flattened sides, 1750 to 1840, England

A637275 Carboy, globe-shaped, 1790 to 1840, England



A637276 Carboy, globe-shaped with funnel neck, 1840 to 1890, England

A637277 Carboy, globe-shaped, 1840 to 1890, England

A637278 Carboy, originally contained rectified spirit, 1840 to 1890, England

A637280 Carboy, glass, dark green, English, 18th century

A637281 Carboy, glass, green, English, 18th century

A637282 Carboy, glass, green, English, 19th century

A637283 Carboy, glass, dark green, English, early 19th century

A637284 Carboy, glass, dark green, English, mid-18th century

A637285 Carboy, glass, dark green, English, 18th century

A637286 Carboy, glass, amber, English, 18th century

A637287 Carboy, glass, green-brown, English, 18th century

A637288 Carboy, glass, green, English, 18th century

A637290 Carboy, glass, green, English, 18th century

A637291 Carboy, glass, green, English, 18th century

A637292 Carboy, glass, green, English, 18th century

A637293 Carboy, glass, green, English, 1800 to 1860

A637294 Carboy, glass, blue, English, 1800 to 1860

A637295 Carboy, glass, dark green, English, 1800 to 1860

A637296 Carboy, glass, light green, English, 18th century

A637297 Carboy, glass, clear, English, 18th century

A637298 Carboy, glass, clear, English, 18th century

A637299 Carboy, glass, clear, with stopper, English, 18th century

A637300 Carboy, glass, clear, English, 18th century, with stopper

A637301 Carboy, glass, clear, English, 18th century

A637302 Storage bottle, glass, blue, English, 18th century

A637303 Carboy, glass, pome-shaped, light green, English, 18th century, with stopper

A637304 Carboy, glass, pome-shaped, light green, English, 18th century, with stopper

A637305 Carboy, glass, pome-shaped, light green, English, 18th century

A637306 Carboy, glass, pome-shaped, light green, English, 18th century

A637307 Carboy, glass, pome-shaped, light green, English, 18th century, with stopper

A637308 Carboy, glass, pome-shaped, light green, English, 18th century, with stopper

A637309 Carboy, glass, pome-shaped, light green, English, 18th century

A637310 Carboy, glass, green, English, 18th century, with stopper

A637311 Carboy, glass, green, English, 18th century

A637312 Carboy, glass, green, English, 18th century, with stopper

A637313 Carboy, glass, green, English, 18th century

A637314 Carboy, glass, drop-shaped, green, English, 18th century

A637318 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with pontil mark, hand-moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637319 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand-moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637320 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637321 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637322 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637323 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with pontil mark, ground glass stopper, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A637324 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637325 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637326 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637327 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637328 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900



A637329 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637330 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637331 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637332 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637333 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637334 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637335 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637336 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637337 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637338 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with pontil mark, hand moulded stopper, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A637339 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637340 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637341 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637342 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637343 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637344 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637345 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637346 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637347 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637348 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded glass stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637349 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper and pontil mark, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637350 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded stopper, pontil mark on base, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A637351 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded stopper and pontil mark, made in England, 1850 

to 1900

A637352 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper and pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637353 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper and pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637354 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, moulded glass stopper, pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637355 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A637356 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper, pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637357 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper and pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637358 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper and pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900



A637359 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper and pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637360 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper and pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637361 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper, pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637362 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper and pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637363 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, without stopper, pontil mark on base, made in England, 1850 

to 1900

A637364 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, moulded glass stopper, pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637365 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, moulded glass stopper, pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637366 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, moulded glass stopper, pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637367 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, moulded glass stopper, pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637368 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper and pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637369 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper and pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637370 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637371 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 19th century

A637372 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637373 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637374 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637375 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, moulded glass stopper, pontil mark on side of base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637376 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, moulded glass stopper, pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637377 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637378 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637379 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 19th century

A637380 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637381 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637382 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637383 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637384 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A637385 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A637386 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, contains liquid, English, first half 19th century

A637387 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with moulded glass stopper, pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637388 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A637389 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, moulded glass stopper and pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637390 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, moulded glass stopper, pontil mark on base, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A637391 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A637392 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for unidentified drug, English, 1801 to 1900

A637393 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for unidentified drug, English, 1801 to 1900

A637394 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for unidentified drug, English, 1801 to 1900

A637395 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637396 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637397 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637398 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1900

A637399 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A637400 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638001 Display jar, clear glass, for extract of hamamelis fluid, Italian, second half 19th century

A638002 Display jar, clear glass, for thorn apple extract, Italian, second half 19th century



A638003 Display jar, clear glass, label torn. Italian, second half 19th century

A638004 Display jar, clear glass, for cascarilla extract, Italian, second half 19th century

A638005 Storage bottle, green glass, unlabelled, English, second half 19th century

A638006 Storage bottle, green glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638007 Shop round, clear glass, empty, for spirit of sal ammoniac, English, first half 19th century

A638008 Shop round, clear glass, originally for gentian infusion, later for cinnamon tincture, English, first 

half of 19th century

A638009 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for solution of ammonium bromide, from Savory and Moore, 

English, 1850 to 1920

A638010 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for paraldehyde, from Savory and Moore, English, 1850 to 

1920

A638011 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for potassium iodide solution, from Savory and Moore, English, 

1860 to 1920

A638012 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for gargarisma boracis, English, second half 19th century

A638013 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for draught of hydrocyanic acid, English, second half 19th century

A638014 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for antipyrine powder, from Savory and Moore, English, 1860 to 

1920

A638015 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for dilute sulphuric acid, English, first half 19th century

A638016 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for saccherated solution of lime, English, second half 19th century

A638017 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for solution of copper sulphate, from Savory and Moore, 

English, 1801 to 1850

A638018 Storage bottle, green glass, for orange tincture, English, second half 19th century

A638019 Storage bottle, green glass, for cinchona tincture, English, second half 19th century

A638020 Storage bottle, green glass, for iron wine, English, second half 19th century

A638021 Storage bottle, green glass, for tincture of opium, empty, English, second-half 19th century

A638022 Storage bottle, green glass, unlabelled, English, second half 19th century

A638023 Storage bottle, green glass, originally for rouge, later for boric acid, English, second half 19th 

century

A638024 Storage bottle, green glass, with stopper, for tincture of senna, English, second half 19th century

A638025 Storage bottle, green glass, for belladonna tincture, English, second half 19th century

A638026 Storage bottle, green glass, for soap liniment, English, second half 19th century

A638027 Storage bottle, green glass, for cascara tincture, Engish, second half 19th century

A638028 Storage bottle, green glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638029 Storage bottle, green glass, for antimonial wine, English, mid 18th century

A638030 Storage bottle, green glass, for gentian tincture, English, first half 19th century

A638031 Storage bottle, green glass, label obscured, English, first half 19th century

A638032 Storage bottle, blue glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638033 Storage bottle, green glass, for sambucus solution, English, first half 19th century

A638034 Storage bottle, green glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638035 Storage bottle, green glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638036 Storage bottle, green glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638037 Storage bottle, green glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638038 Storage bottle, green glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638039 Storage bottle, green glass, for lavender spirit, English, second half 19th century

A638040 Storage bottle, green glass, for dark wine, English, second half 19th century

A638041 Storage bottle, green glass, for orange oil elixir, English, second half 19th century

A638042 Storage bottle, green glass, for squill tincture, English, second half 19th century

A638043 Storage bottle, green glass, for aromatic tincture, English, second half 19th century

A638044 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for tincture of rhubarb compound, from Savory and Moore, 

English, 1801 to 1850

A638045 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for solution of peppermint, English, first half 19th century, from 

Savory and Moore

A638046 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for tincture of cinchona, from Savory and Moore, English,  first half 

19th century

A638047 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for myrrh and boric tincture, from Savory and Moore, English, first 

half 19th century



A638048 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for jalap tincture, from Savory and Moore, English, 1801 to 

1850

A638049 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for turpentine oil, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 19th 

century

A638050 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for dill water, from Savory and Moore, Engish, 1801 to 1850

A638051 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for calumba tincture, from Savory and Moore, English, 1801 to 

1850

A638052 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for tincture of senna compound, from Savory and Moore, English, 

1801 to 1850

A638053 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for solution of caraway, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 

19th century

A638054 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for tincture of aloes, from Savory and Moore, English, 1801 to 

1850

A638055 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, used for elderflower water, from Savory and Moore, English, 1801 

to 1850

A638056 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for tincture of cinchona, from Savory and Moore, English,  1801 to 

1850

A638057 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for liquid quinine, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 19th 

century

A638058 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for tincture of lavandin oil, English, second half 19th century

A638059 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for liquid taraxacum, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 

19th century

A638060 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for turpentine oil, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 19th 

century

A638061 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for melissa solution, English, first half 19th century from Savory 

and Moore

A638062 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for unidentified tincture, from Savory and Moore, English, 1801 to 

1850

A638063 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for acetone, from Savory and Moore, English, 1801 to 1850

A638064 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for lemon oil, from Savory and Moore, English, 1801 to 1850

A638065 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for pulegium oil, from Savory and Moore, English, 1801 to 1850

A638066 Bottle, shop round, for spirit of camphor and quinine, from Savory and Moore, English, 1801 to 

1850

A638067 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for hemlock juice, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 19th 

century

A638068 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for cassia oil, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 19th 

century

A638069 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for essence of bergamot, from Savory and Moore, English, first 

half 19th century

A638070 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for tincture of buchu, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 

19th century

A638071 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for collodion, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 19th 

century

A638072 Bottle, shop round, empty, for essence of amber, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 19th 

century

A638073 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for camphor chloride, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 

19th century

A638074 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for Indian verbena oil, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 

19th century

A638075 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for neroli oil, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 19th 

century

A638076 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for creosote, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 19th 

century

A638077 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for hydrargi oxydium, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 

19th century

A638078 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, label obscured, contains mercury, from Savory and Moore, 

English, first half 19th century

A638092 Empty, clear glass, shop round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, European, 1850 to 1900



A638093 Empty, clear glass, shop round, cylindrical with ground glass neck and stopper, European, 1850 

to 1900

A638094 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass neck and stopper, empty, European, 1850 

to 1900

A638095 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638096 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for ammonium sulphide, second half 19th century, European

A638097 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for ammonium nitrate, European, second half 19th century

A638098 Clear glass, shop round, cylindrical with ground glass neck and stopper, empty, European, 1850 

to 1900

A638099 Clear glass, shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass neck and stopper, empty, European,  1850 

to 1900

A638100 Clear glass, shop round, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638101 Clear glass, shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638102 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, calcium carbonate, European, second half 19th century

A638103 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for calcium carbonate, European, second half 19th century

A638104 Clear glass, shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638105 Clear glass, shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638106 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638107 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638108 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638109 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for carbolic acid, European, seond half 19th century

A638110 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638111 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638112 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638113 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European 1850 to 1900

A638114 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638115 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638116 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638117 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638118 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638119 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638120 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, empty, European, 1850 to 1900

A638121 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, pontil mark, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A638122 Clear glass shop round for sapphire stone, cylindrical with ground glass stopper and pontil marks, 

made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638123 Clear glass shop round for chrome alum and crystals, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, made 

in England, 1850 to 1900

A638124 Clear glass shop round for zinc powder, cylindrical with ground glass stopper, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A638125 Clear glass shop-round for jewish store, with ground glass stopper and pontil mark, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900



A638126 shop round, clear glass, used for unidentified compound, English, 1801 to 1850

A638129 Clear glass shop round for hydrogen peroxide solution, cylindrical, pontil marks, ground glass 

stopper, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638130 Clear glass shop round for ipomoea resin powder, cylindrical, with pontil and cork stopper, made 

in England, 1850 to 1900

A638131 Clear glass round for tartaric acid, potassium acid tartrate, invert sugar mixture, " Tamarindus", 

with pontil mark and cork stopper, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638132 Clear glass shop round for green talcum powder, cylindrical with cork stopper, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A638133 Clear glass shop round for acetic acid, cylindrical, with cork stopper, made in England, 1850 to 

1900

A638134 Shop round, clear glass with cork stopper, used for chrome alam, English, 1801 to 1850

A638135 Shop round, clear glass, with cork stopper, used for unidentified talc compound, English, 1850 to 

1930

A638136 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with pontil mark, no stopper, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638137 Clear glass shop round for ammonium hydroxide solution, cylindrical, with pontil mark, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A638138 Clear glass shop round for ammonium molybdate powder, cylindrical, no stopper, made in 

England, 1850 to 1900

A638139 Clear glass shop round for calcium hydroxide powder, cylindrical, no stopper, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A638140 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with pontil mark, no stopper, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638141 Shop round, clear glass, used for cobalt chloride, English, 1850 to 1930

A638142 Shop round, used for citric acid, clear glass, English, 1850 to 1930

A638143 Clear glass shop round for zinc chloride powder, cylindrical, no stopper, made in England,  1850 

to 1900

A638144 Clear glass shop round for ferric chloride powder, cylindrical, no stopper, made in England, 1850 

to 1900

A638145 Clear glass shop round for bleaching powder, cylindrical, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638146 Clear glass shop round for zinc powder, cylindrical, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638147 Clear glass shop round for dichromium triozide powder, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638148 Shop round, clear glass, used for ammonium acetate, English, 1801 to 1850

A638149 Shop round, clear glass, used for copper ammonium chloride, English, 1850 to 1900

A638150 Shop round, clear glass, English, 1801 to 1850

A638151 Clear glass shop round for salts of copper, cylindrical with metal screw-top lid, made in England, 

1850 to 1900

A638152 Shop round, clear glass, used for ammonium hydrate, English, 1850 to 1930

A638153 Clear glass shop round for ammonium carbonate powder, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, 

pontil mark, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638160 24 clear glass phials, from Savory and Moore, English, 1940-1970

A638161 Four dispensing bottles, for tablets, clear glass, plastic stoppers, from Savory and Moore, English, 

first half 20th century

A638162 Seven glass weighing bottles, five with lids, from Savory and Moore, English, 1940-1970

A638163 Twelve clear glass phials with screw-tops, from Savory and Moore, English, 1940-1970

A638164 4 bottles, metal, for promethazine tablets, English, first half 20th century, from Savory and Moore

A638165 Two dispensing bottles, brown glass, unlabelled, with screw caps, from Savory and Moore, first 

half 20th century

A638167 Poison bottle, green glass, hexagonal shape, for inhalation, from Savory and Moore, English, 

early 20th century

A638168 Bottle, clear glass, unlabelled, with cap, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th century

A638169 Twp dispensing bottles, for antihistamine tablets, by Bayer, from Savory and Moore, German, 

about 1960

A638170 Dispensing bottle, clear glass, empty, unlabelled, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th 

century

A638171 Bottle, shop round, clear glass in cardboard box, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th 

century



A638172 Dispensing bottle, brown glass, unlabelled, plastic top, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 

20th century

A638173 Bottle, shop round, empty, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th century

A638174 Dispensing bottle, clear glass, empty, unlabelled, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th 

century

A638175 Dropper bottle, yellow glass, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th century

A638176 Dropper, separate, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th century

A638177 Dropper, separate, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th century

A638178 Dropper, separate, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th century

A638179 Dropper, separate, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th century

A638180 Dropper, separate, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th century, with paper wrapping

A638181 Bottle, clear glass, empty, unlabelled, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th century

A638182 Dropper bottle, yellow glass, unlabelled, from Savory and Moore, English, first half 20th century

A638192 Thin green glass carboy, poorly made, European, 1750-1850

A638193 Green glass carboy in wicker basket, European, 1750-1850

A638194 Green glass carboy in wicker basket, European, 1750-1850

A638195 Green glass carboy in wicker basket, European, 1750-1850

A638196 Green glass carboy in wicker basket, European, 1750-1850

A638197 Green glass carboy in wicker basket, European, 1750-1850

A638401 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638402 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638403 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century.

A638404 Clear glass shop-round, cylindrical, pontil mark, ground glass stopper, made in England, 1850 to 

1900

A638405 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638406 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638407 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638408 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638409 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638410 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, moulded glass stopper with pontil mark, 

made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638411 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638412 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638413 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638414 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638415 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638416 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638417 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638418 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638419 Bottle, glass, stained, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638420 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638421 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638422 Bottle, glass, stained, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638423 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638424 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638425 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638426 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638427 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638429 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, contains powder, English, first half 19th century

A638430 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638431 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638432 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, no stopper, English, first half 19th century

A638433 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638434 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638435 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638436 Bottle, unlabelled, stained, English, clear glass, first half 19th century

A638437 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century



A638438 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638439 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638440 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638441 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638442 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638443 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638444 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638445 Bottle, empty, unlabelled, glass, English, first half 19th century

A638446 Bottle, glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638447 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638448 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, contains powder, English, first half 19th century

A638449 Bottle, glass, unlabelled, stained, English, first half 19th century

A638450 Storage bottle, green glass, for mixture of catharanthus, English, first half 19th century

A638451 Storage bottle, green glass, for tincture of jalap, English, second half 19th century

A638452 Storage bottle, green glass, for rhubarb tincture, English, second half 19th century

A638453 Shop round, clear glass, used for barium dioxide, English, 1850 to 1930

A638454 Shop round, clear glass, used for sulphuric ether, English, 1850 to 1930

A638455 Shop round, clear glass, used for Fehling's solution, English, 1850 to 1930

A638456 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for collodion, European, second half 19th century

A638457 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for alcohol, European, second half 19th century

A638458 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for methylated ether, European, second half 19th century

A638459 Shop round, clear glass, used for linseed oil, English, 1850 to 1930

A638460 Shop round, clear glass, used for fusion mixture, English, 1850 to 1930

A638461 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for lime water, European, second half 19th century

A638462 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for concentrated nitric acid, European, second half 19th century

A638463 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for iron, European, second half 19th century

A638464 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for alcohol, European, second half 19th century

A638465 Shop round, clear glass, used for ferrous sulphate, English, 1850 to 1930

A638466 Shop round, clear glass, used for ammonium carbonate, English, 1850 to 1930

A638467 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for hydrochloric acid, European, second half 19th century

A638468 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, European, second half 19th century

A638469 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for amylic alcohol, European, second half 19th century

A638470 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for hydrochloric acid, European, second half 19th century

A638471 Shop round, clear glass, used for ferrous ammonium sulphate, English, 1850 to 1930

A638472 Shop round, clear glass, used for concentrated nitric acid, English, 1850 to 1930

A638473 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for calcium oxide, European, second half 19th century

A638474 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for naphtha, European, second half 19th century

A638475 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, European, second half 19th century

A638476 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for ferrous sulphate, European, second half 19th century

A638477 Shop round, clear glass, used for mercuric chloride, English, 1850 to 1930

A638478 Shop round, clear glass, used for calcium fluoride, English, 1850 to 1930

A638479 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for glycerine, European, second half 19th century

A638480 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for Nessler reagent, European, second half 19th century

A638481 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for nitric acid, European, second half 19th century

A638482 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for acetic ether, European, second half 19th century

A638483 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for lead carbonate, European, second half 19th century

A638484 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for hydrofluosilicic acid, European, second half 19th century

A638485 Anaesthetic bottle, clear glass, for chloroform, European, second half 19th century

A638486 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for zinc carbonate, European, first half 19th century

A638487 Bottle, shop round, for concentrated nitric acid, English, first half 19th century

A638488 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for copper sulphate, English, first half 19th century

A638489 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for calcium oxide, European, first half 19th century

A638490 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for microcosmic salt, European, first half 19th century

A638491 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for zinc oxide, European, first half 19th century

A638492 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for dextrin, European, first half 19th century

A638493 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for copper acetate, European, first half 19th century

A638494 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for nickel chloride, English, first half 19th century

A638495 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for camphor, European, first half 19the century

A638496 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for charcoal, European, first half 19th century



A638497 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for granulated zinc, European, first half 19th century

A638498 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for nickel sulphate, European, first half 19th century

A638499 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for copper chloride, European, second half 19th century

A638500 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for ammonium carbonate, English first half 19th century

A638501 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for ammonium acetate, European, first half 19th century

A638502 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for iron filings, European, second half 19th century

A638503 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for copper carbonate, European, first half 19th century

A638504 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for ferrous sulphate, European, first half 19th century

A638505 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for copper oxide, European, first half 19th century

A638506 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for cobalt nitrate, English, second half 19th century

A638507 Bottle, shop round, green glass, for carbon disulphide, European, first half 19th century

A638508 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, empty, label indecipherable, European, first half 19th century

A638509 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for albumin talc, European, first half 19th century

A638510 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for mercury talc, European, first half 19th century

A638511 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for citric talc, European, first half 19th century

A638512 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for copper oxide, English, first half 19th century

A638513 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for ammonium oxalate, European, second half 19th century

A638514 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for ammonium chloride, European, second half 19th century

A638515 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, broken, for ammonium molybdate, English, second half 19th 

century

A638516 84 small shop rounds, some with broken stoppers, English, 1860-1900

A638517 Thirteen clear glass shop rounds, from Savory and Moore, probably English, 1850-1900

A638518 22 clear glass shop rounds, from Savory and Moore, probably English, 1850-1900

A638519 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for frankincense, English, second half 19th century

A638520 Specie jar, clear glass, for cassia occidentalis, European, second half 19th century

A638524 Two dispensing bottles, light blue glass, empty, unlabelled, English, second half 19th century

A638525 Dispensing bottle, light blue glass, empty, unlabelled, English, second half 19th century

A638526 Storage bottle, green glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638527 Storage bottle, green glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638528 Storage bottle, green glass, empty, unlabelled, English, first half 19th century

A638529 Six bottles, clear glass, roughly made, European, second half 19th century

A638530 14 green glass shop rounds, from Savory and Moore, English, 1850-1900

A638531 Bottle, shop round, green glass, unlabelled, empty, European, second half 19th century

A638532 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, for dexamphetamine sulphate tablets, empty, with cap, English, 

first half 20th century

A638533 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, empty, English, early 20th century

A638534 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, empty, English, early 20th century

A638535 Bottle, shop round, clear glass, unlabelled, empty, with cap, English, early 20th century

A638536 Display jar, clear glass, faceted, unlabelled, English, early 20th century

A638537 Bentley's powder dredger, clear glass, faceted, empty, with cap, English, first half 20th century

A638538 Five green glass bottles, from Savory and Moore, probably English, 1850-1900

A638539 16 clear glass shop rounds, from Savory and Moore, English, 1850-1880

A638540 Bottle, shop round, green glass, unlabelled, empty, European, second half 19th century

A638541 Bottle, green glass, hexagonal shape, European, early 20th century

A638542 Three bottles, clear glass, empty, unlabelled, English, second half 19th century

A638543 Two bottles, clear glass, with stoppers, empty, unlabelled, English, second half 19th century

A638544 32 clear glass medicine bottles, from Savory and Moore, English, 1801-1850

A638545 Glass medicine bottle, for mouthwash, prescribed for Rt. Hon. R.S. Avery, P.C., from Savory and 

Moore, English 1850-1900

A638546 2 8oz clear glass shop rounds, cylindrical, moulded glass stoppers, machine moulded, Savory and 

Moore, owners, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638547 6oz clear glass shop round, cylindrical, glass stopper, machine moulded, Savory and Moore,  

owners, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638548 Clear glass cylindrical bottle with ground neck and domed cover, no stopper, owned by Savory 

and Moore, English, 1850 to 1900



A638549 Four, clear glass shop rounds, indented base, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper with brush, 

bottles have domed covers, owned by Savory and Moore, English, 1850 to 1900

A638550 Two empty cylindrical brown glass bottles with black plastic screw tops, owned by Savory and 

Moore, English, 1910 to 1960

A638551 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, ground neck, owned by Savory and Moore, English, 1850 to 

1920

A638552 Oval, clear glass, moulded, bottle with ridged panel, no stopper, owned by Savory and Moore, 

English, 1900 to 1970

A638553 Brown hexagonal bottle with black plastic screwtop fitted with rubber and glass tube dropper 

attachment, owned by Savory and Moore, English 1910 to 1960

A638554 Brown hexagonal bottle with black plastic screw top fitted with rubber and glass tube dropper 

attachment, owned by Savory and Moore, English, 1910 to 1960

A638555 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical with inside of neck ground, no stopper, owned by Savory and Moore, 

English, 1860 to 1920

A638557 3 clear glass bottles, tubular, without stoppers, Savory and Moore, owners, made in England, 

1900 to 1940

A638558 Small glass bottle, cylindrical with plastic screw-on top, Savory and Moore, owners, made in 

England, 1930

A638559 Brown cylindrical glass bottle with screw top filled with glass tube dripper, empty, owned by 

Savory and Moore, English, 1910 to 1960

A638560 Green glass cylindrical bottle, no stopper, owned by Savory and Moore, English, 1850 to 1900

A638561 Green glass bottle with narrow neck and ground clear glass stopper with pontil, empty, owned by 

Savory and Moore, English, 1850 to 1910

A638562 Green glass cylindrical bottle with narrow neck and clear ground glass stopper with brush,  owned 

by Savory and Moore, English, 1850 to 1910

A638563 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with glass stopper, used for nitric acid, empty, owned by 

Savory and Moore, English, 1860 to 1920

A638564 Clear glass shop round, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper, with a few drops of tincture of 

phosphorus, owned by Savory and Moore, English, 1850 to 1900

A638565 Eight clear glass shop rounds, from Savory and Moore, probably English, 1850-1900

A638566 2 clear glass 1/2 oz shop rounds, cylindrical, glass stoppers, machine moulded, Savory and 

Moore, owners, made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638570 Plastic screw top with rubber capped, glass tube dropper attachment, owned by Savory and 

Moore, in paper wrapper, English, 1910 to 1960

A638571 Metal screwtop with rubber and glass dropper attachment, owned by Savory and Moore, English, 

1900 to 1960

A638572 Hollow curved, glass tube in middle of rubber stopper, curved end uppermost, owned by Savory 

and Moore, English, 1880 to 1970

A638573 Two rectangular glass bottles, clear glass, with necks moulded for screw tops, empty, owned by 

Savory and Moore, English, 1910 to 1960

A638604 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 16th to 18th century

A638605 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 16th to 18th centuries

A638606 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 16th to 19th century

A638607 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 16th to 18th centuries

A638608 Iridescent green glass bottle, excavated in London, 16th to 18th centuries

A638609 Pale green glass bottle, European, 16th to 18th centuries

A638610 Iridescent green glass bottle, Eureopean, 16th to 18th centuries

A638611 Small clear glass bottle, European, 17th to 19th centuries

A638612 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 16th to 18th centuries

A638613 Clear glass bottle, European, 17th to 18th centuries

A638614 Iridescent green glass bottle full of earth, European, 16th to 18th centuries

A638615 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 16th to 18th centuries

A638616 Green glass bottle, European, 17th to 18th centuries

A638617 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, black stain inside bottle, 

probably made in England, 1601 to 1800

A638618 Iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1601 to 1800

A638619 Clear glass bottle, oblong in section, rounded corners, machine moulded, probably made in 

England, 1850 to 1900



A638620 Clear glass bottle, European, 1851 to 1920

A638621 Small glass bottle, European, 1851 to 1920

A638622 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, machine moulded, made in England, 1800 to 1880

A638623 Green glass bottle, domed body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638624 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, broad rim, pontil mark on base, hand moulded from Turkish drug 

shop, made in Turkey, 1700 to 1850

A638625 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638626 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638627 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A638628 Dark green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th to 18th centuries

A638629 Glass bottle, green, European, 18th century

A638630 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, very broad flared rim, pontil mark on base, hand blown, probably 

English 17th or 18th century

A638631 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, repaired rim, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600 to 1800

A638632 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638633 Glass bottle, green, European, 17th century

A638634 Dark green bottle, square in section, pontil mark, hand moulded, European, 1650 to 1800

A638635 Clear glass dropper bottle, flattened, rounded sides, pontil mark, hand moulded, European 17th 

and 18th centuries

A638637 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, elongated body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made 

in England, 1750 to 1850

A638638 Green glass bottle for a chemical liquid, conical shape, elongated, from the foundary of S.M. 

Novella di Firenze, hand moulded, Italian, 1700 to 1800

A638639 Iridescent glass bottle, green, conical shaped, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made 

in England, 1600 to 1800

A638640 Green glass bottle, conical shaped, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600 to 1800

A638641 Iridescent glass bottle, green, bell-shaped body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638642 Iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, very bulbous, domed shoulders, pontil mark on base, 

hand moulded, patina finish, English, 1600-1800

A638643 Iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600 to 1800

A638644 Green glass bottle, squat, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, possibly made in 

England, 1600 to 1800

A638645 Iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, bell-shaped, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638646 Clear glass bottle for anti epidemic water, coffin shaped body, long neck, inscribed, pontil on 

base, hand moulded, made in Rome, Italy, 1750 to 1900

A638648 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body expanding towards shoulders, kicked base, concave neck, 

1601-1700

A638650 Glass medicine bottle, 1601-1700

A638651 Glass bottle, green, European, 17th century

A638652 Glass bottle, European, 17th century

A638653 Glass bottle, green,  European, 16th-18th century

A638654 Semi iridescent glass bottle, bell-shaped, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600 to 1800

A638655 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, neck broken, probably made 

in England, 1600 to 1800

A638656 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638657 Green glass bottle, bulbous body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800



A638658 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638659 Clear glass phial, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1700 to 1850

A638660 Green glass jar, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England,  1600 

to 1800

A638661 Green glass phial, in the shape of an elongated cylinder, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1700 to 1800

A638662 Green glass phial, in the shape of an elongated cylinder, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1700 to 1800

A638663 Green glass phial, in the shape of an elongated cylinder, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1700 to 1800

A638664 Green glass phial, in the shape of an elongated cylinder, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1700 to 1800

A638665 Green glass phial, elongated cylindrical shape, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1700 to 1800

A638666 Green glass phial, elongated cylindrical shape, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1700 to 1800

A638667 Green glass phial, in the shape of an elongated cylinder, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1700 to 1800

A638668 Green glass phial, in the shape of an elongated cylinder, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1700 to 1800

A638669 Green glass phial, in the shape of an elongated cylinder, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1700 to 1800

A638670 Iridescent glass phial, in the shape of an elongated cylinder, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1700 to 1800

A638671 Green glass phial, in the shape of an elongated cylinder, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1700 to 1800

A638672 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, elongated body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1701 to 1850

A638673 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, with elongated body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1701 to 1850

A638674 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, with elongated body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1701 to 1850

A638675 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, elongated body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

Italian, 1701 to 1850

A638676 Iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably English, 

1701 to 1850

A638677 Iridescent glass bottle, green, elongated cylinder shape, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638679 Iridescent glass bottle, in the shape of an elongated cylinder, pontil mark on base.

A638680 Iridescent glass bottle, clear, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600 to 1800

A638681 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical with elongated body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638682 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, elongated body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made 

in England, 1600 to 1800

A638683 Green glass bottle, in the shape of an elongated cylinder, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638684 Iridescent glass bottle, green, conical shape, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made 

in England, 1600 to 1800

A638685 Semi-iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638686 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638687 Glass bottle, pale green, shouldered body expanding towards kicked base, cylindrical neck,  rim 

outsplayed horizontally, European, 18th century

A638688 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, elongated body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1600 to 1800



A638689 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, neck and rim missing, 

probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638690 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, patina finish, probably 

made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638691 Iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, with pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made 

in England, 1600 to 1800

A638692 Iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600 to 1800

A638693 Iridescent glass bottle, green, dome shaped cylindrical body, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638694 Semi-iridescent bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638695 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, irregular shape, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made 

in England, 1600 to 1800

A638696 Semi-iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, bulbous, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638697 Glass bottle, dark green, cylindrical body, deep kick, rounded shoulders, cylindrical neck, broad 

outsplayed rim, European, 18th century

A638698 Green glass bottle, rectangular, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1750 to 1900

A638699 Glass flask, pale green, conical body, short cylindrical rack, rim outsplayed horizontally kicked 

base, European, 16th century

A638700 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, cork stopper, probably made 

in England, 1750 to 1850

A638702 Semi-iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, pointed kick-up base, pontil mark, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638703 Iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1600 to 1800

A638704 Green glass bottle, hexagonal shaped, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in 

England, 1700 to 1850

A638705 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, hand moulded, probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638706 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638707 Clear glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, found in Oxford, 1913, possibly English, 17th 

or 18th century

A638708 Iridescent green glass bottle, elongated cylindrical body, found at London Wall, 1884, probably 

English, 17th or 18th century

A638709 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, found in Radcliffe Camera Underground Library, 1910, 

probably English, 17th or 18th century

A638710 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, from N. Radcliffe Camera 

Library, Oxford, 1910, probably English, 1600 to 1800

A638711 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, with pontil mark, found at 9, George St. Oxford, 1907, probably 

English, 17th or 18th century

A638712 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, with pontil mark, found in Cornmarket St. Oxford, 1914, 

probably English, 17th or 18th century

A638713 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical with pontil mark, found at Hertford College, Oxford,  1907, 

probably English, 17th or 18th century

A638714 Small pale green glass bottle iridescent, with pontil mark, found at St. Michael Street, Oxford, 

1910, probably English, 17th or 18th century

A638715 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, with pontil mark and stopper, found in George St. Oxford, 

1907, probably Engish, 17th or 18th century

A638716 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, conical, with pontil mark, found at Old George Hotel, Oxford, 

1910, probably English, 17th or 18th century

A638717 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, with pontil mark, found in George St. Oxford,  1907, 

probably English, 17th or 18th century

A638718 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, found in Radcliffe Camera Underground Library, 1910, 

probably English, 17th or 18th century

A638719 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, found at Parks Road, West of School of Royal Economy, 

Oxford, 1913, probably English, 17th or 18th century



A638720 Green glass bottle for unidentified powder, with content, found at the Old George Hotel, Oxford, 

1910, probably English, 17th or 18th century

A638721 Pale green glass bottle, cylindrical, with pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A638722 Small green glass bottle, cube-shaped, found at Radcliffe Camera Underground Library, Oxford, 

1910, probably English, 17th or 18th century

A638723 Clear glass bottle, semi-iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand moulded, European, 18th or 19th 

century

A638724 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, found in the north extension of St. John's College, Oxford, 1909, 

probably English, 17th or 18th century

A638725 Green glass bottle, cylindrical pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A638726 Clear glass bottle, rectangular in section, with chamfered edges, pontil mark, hand moulded, 

European, 17th or 18th century

A638727 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A638729 22 pale blue glass measuring cylinders with Roman or Arabic numbers, Messrs Gibbs and Gurnell 

Ltd., English, last half of 19th century

A638729 Pt1 Measuring cylinder - Arabic numbering. Messrs Gibbs and Gurnell Ltd., English, last half of 19th 

century

A638729 Pt2 Measuring cylinder - Arabic numbering. Messrs Gibbs and Gurnell Ltd., English, last half of 19th 

century

A638729 Pt3 Measuring cylinder -Roman numbering. Messrs Gibbs and Gurnell Ltd., English, last half of 19th 

century

A638729 Pt4 Measuring cylinder -Roman numbering. Messrs Gibbs and Gurnell Ltd., English, last half of 19th 

century

A638729 Pt5 18 of 22 pale blue glass measuring cylinders with Roman or Arabic numbers, Messrs Gibbs and 

Gurnell Ltd., English, last half of 19th century

A638730 Dark green glass bottle, rectangular in section with bevelled edges, possibly English, 18th century

A638731 Dark green glass bottle, rectangular in section with four bevelled edges, possibly English, 19th 

century

A638732 Pale green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, placed in old English pharmacy, English(?) 17th or 

18th century

A638733 Pale green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, found at London Wall, English, 17th 

or 18th century

A638734 Green glass bottle, hexagonal in section, long neck, found in Parks Rd, Oxford, 1913, probably 

English, 18th century

A638735 Dark green bottle, square in section, pyramid shaped interior, European, 17th or 18th century

A638736 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, with pontil mark, hand blown, European, 18th century

A638737 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A638738 Small pale green glass bottle, cylindrical, found at Green Street, London, probably English, 17th 

or 18th century

A638741 Rectangular clear glass bottle with carved edges and stopper, containing white powder, Indian, 

1871 to 1920

A638742 Rectangular clear glass bottle, no stopper, containing some grey powder, from Symes and Co, 

Simla, Indian, 1871 to 1920

A638743 Rectangular bottle of clear glass used for spirit of sal volatile, now containing grey powder, 

Pakistan, 1891 to 1920

A638744 Cylindrical clear glass bottle once used for perfume, cork missing, now containing grey powder, 

prepared by J. Delcroix and Co, London, English, 1871 to 1900

A638745 Rectangular clear glass bottle with cork containing some brown powder, probably Indian, 1891 to 

1920

A638746 Four cylindrical clear glass bottles with labels in Arabic script, probably from India, 1891 to 1920

A638746 Pt1 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with label in Arabic script, with some yellow powder, probably from 

India, 1891 to 1920

A638746 Pt2 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with label in Arabic script, with some white powder, probably from 

India, 1891 to 1920



A638746 Pt3 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with label in Arabic script, with some grey powder, probably from 

India, 1891 to 1920

A638746 Pt4 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with label in Arabic script, empty, probably from India, 1891 to 1920

A638747 Six cylindrical clear glass bottles, two containing pills, and one a solution, probably Indian, 1891 to 

1920

A638747 Pt1 Cylindrical clear glass bottle, containing unidentified brown pills, probably Indian, 1891 to 1920

A638747 Pt2 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with brown resinous deposit, probably Indian, 1891 to 1920

A638747 Pt3 Cylindrical clear glass bottle, with brown unidentified liquid, probably Indian, 1891 to 1920

A638747 Pt4 Cylindrical clear glass bottle, containing brown pills probably Indian, 1891 to 1920

A638747 Pt5 Cylindrical clear glass bottle, with residue of asafetida tincture, probably Indian, 1891 to 1920

A638747 Pt6 Cylindrical clear glass bottle, once used for compound tincture cardamoms, probably Indian, 1891 

to 1920

A638748 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with cork, nearly full of grey powder, probably Indian, 1871 to 1920

A638749 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with cork, neck and rim distorted, empty, used for some wine 

compound, Indian, 1861 to 1900

A638750 Clear glass bottle of distorted rectangular shape, with cork and pink string, containing orange 

powder, probably English, second half 19th century

A638751 Cylindrical clear glass bottle, base and rim uneven, with cork, containing some brown powder, 

probably Indian, 1871 to 1910

A638752 Rectangular clear glass bottle, stopper missing, half full of black powder, probably Indian, 1871 to 

1920

A638753 Cylindrical bottle of thick clear glass containing black powder, probably Indian, 1851 to 1900

A638754 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with cork, empty, base stained outside, probably English, 1851 to 

1900

A638755 Empty cylindrical clear glass bottle without stopper, once used for ether sulfurious, hand blown 

and uneven, probably English, 1841 to 1870

A638757 Two green glass rectangular bottles without stoppers, containing white powder, probably Engish, 

1871 to 1920

A638758 Clear rectangular bottle with glass stopper, used for Napoleon Price's macassar oil, containing 

brown powder, English, 1871 to 1920

A638759 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with screw cap, full of white powder, probably English, 1871 to 1920

A638760 Cylindrical clear glass bottle, with screw cap, wide necked, containing some white powder,  

probably Indian, 1871 to 1920

A638761 Cylindrical wide necked clear glass bottle with screw cap full of beige powder, Indian(?) 1871 to 

1920

A638762 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with cork containing some white powder, Indian, 1891 to 1920

A638764 Clear glass bottle, bulbous, plugged with Indian newspaper, containing white powder, moulded on 

bottle Ed Pinaud, Paris, 1881 to 1920

A638765 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical with cork, containing some white powder, machine moulded, made 

by S. Maw, Son and Thompson, London, 1870 to 1901

A638766 Clear glass cylindrical bottle, machine moulded, with screw cap, containing Hazeline prepared by 

Burroughs Wellcome, first part 20th century

A638767 Cylindrical green glass jar with screw cap, machine moulded, once used for Icilma fluor cream, 

now containing pills, English, 1901 to 1930

A638768 Cylindrical clear glass bottle, machine moulded, with screw top, containing brown powder, 

probably English, 1881 to 1910

A638769 Cyindrical clear glass bottle with wide screw cap, machine moulded, containing brown pills, 

probably English, 1881 to 1920

A638770 Cylindrical clear glass bottle, wide necked with screw top, machine moulded, containing grey 

powder, probably English, 1881 to 1920

A638771 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, with wide neck and metal screw cap, containing yellow resinous 

substance prepared by Juggat Singh, Son and Co. of Rawalpindi, bottle probably by English, 

1881 to 1920

A638772 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with screw top, machine moulded, containing brown pills prepared by 

W. Wilson of Rawalpindi and Murree, bottle probably English, 1881 to 1920



A638775 Glass dispensing bottle, used for Hazeline cream, by Burroughs Wellcome, English, 1860 to 1920

A638776 Clear glass dispensing bottle, used for unidentified drug, probably English, late 19th century

A638777 Glass dispensing bottle, used for unidentified drug, by H. A. Legg, 53 Wilton Road, Victoria (?), 

probably England, 1851-1900.

A638778 Small clear glass dispensing bottle, used for unidentified drug, probably English, late 19th century

A638779 Small glass dispensing bottle, with metal screw top, probably English, late 19th century

A638780 Small glass dispensing bottle, used for unidentified drug, English, 1869 to 1920

A638781 Small glass dispensing bottle, used for unidentified drug, probably English, late 19th century

A638783 Three glass dispensing bottles with wooden screw tops, English, late 19th century

A638785 Clear glass dispensing bottle, used for unidentified drug, by Burroughs Wellcome, English,  1860 

to 1920

A638786 Clear glass dispensing bottle, with wood and cork stopper, used for unidentified drug, probably 

English, late 19th century

A638787 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with cork, containing some vaseline, prepared by Chesebrough 

Manufacturing Co, American, 1876 to 1910

A638790 Clear glass rectangular bottle with perforated lid containing Keating's insect powder, English, 

1891 to 1920

A638791/1 Cylindrical clear glass jar with metal screw cap containing brown powder, probably English, 1891 

to 1920

A638792 Cylindrical green glass bottle with metal screw cap full of grey powder, English, 1901 to 1920

A638793 Empty, cylindrical, green glass bottle with metal screw cap, once used for antexema, English, 

1901 to 1920

A638794 Octagonal clear glass jar with wooden lid, containing grey powder, probably English or Indian, 

1881 to 1920

A638795 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with cork stopper containing brown resinous deposit, probably 

English, 1891 to 1920

A638796 Cylindrical clear glass bottle, wide necked with screw cap, containing brown powdery deposit, 

probably English, 1891 to 1920

A638798 Cylindrical brown glass jar with metal screw cap containing orange powdery deposit, English, 

1881 to 1920

A638799 Cylindrical brown glass bottle with embossed design, stopper missing, half full of brown powder, 

English or Indian, 1891 to 1910

A638800 Green cylindrical jar without stopper half full of brown powder, probably English, 1881 to 1925

A638806 Green glass bottle, elongated cylindrical shape, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1700 to 1900

A638807 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1800 to 1900

A638808 Green glass phial, elongated cylindrical shape, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1800 to 1900

A638809 Green glass bottle, elongated cylindrical shape, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1800 to 1900

A638810 Small amber glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 

18th centuries

A638811 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, found in London, possibly 

English, 17th and 18th centuries

A638812 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A638813 Light green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A638814 Iridescent green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A638815 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A638816 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil markl, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A638817 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries



A638818 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800

A638819 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800

A638820 Dark green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A638821 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, broken, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A638822 Light green glass bottle, bulbous, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A638823 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, broken in 3 pieces, European, 

17th and 18th centuries

A638824 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A638825 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A638826 Iridescent green glass bottle, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A638827 Dark green glass bottle, cylindrical, with pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A638828 Iridescent green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A638829 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, with pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A638830 Iridescent green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th century

A638831 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, G.F. Lawrence, Wandsworth, owner, 

probably English, 18th century

A638832 Iridescent glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638833 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638834 Pale green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, broken into several pieces, European, 17th or 18th 

century

A638835 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638836 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638837 3 clear glass bottles, rectangular with white plastic screw-on stoppers, machine moulded with 

numbers on base, made in England, 1900 to 1950

A638838 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle with lip, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600 to 

1800

A638839 Square iridescent amber glass bottle, hand moulded with pontil, English, 1600 to 1800

A638840 Clear glass bottle, square in section wide circular neck, pontil mark, - hand moulded, European, 

18th to early 19th century

A638841 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A638842 Light green glass bottle containing unidentified white crystals, with pontil mark, European, 18th 

century

A638843 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A638844 Light green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A638845 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A638846 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A638847 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A638848 Green glass bottle containing unidentified brown liquid, cylindrical sealed at top, pontil mark, hand 

blown, European, 18th and early 19th centuries

A638849 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A638850 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A638851 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries

A638852 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th centuries



A638853 Light green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 17th and 18th 

centuries

A638854 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, with cork stopper and paper covering, 

European, 17th and 18th centuries

A638855 Cylindrical green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600 to 1800

A638856 Cylindrical white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600 to 1800

A638857 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil, English, 1600 to 1800

A638858 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark , English, 1600 to 1800

A638859 Iridescent green glass phial, hand blown, English, 1600 to 1800

A638860 Drop shaped green glass phial, English, 1600 to 1800

A638861 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600 to 1800

A638862 Small iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, very irregular body, pontil mark on base, hand 

moulded, patina finish, probably English, 1600 to 1800

A638863 Small green glass bottle, rotund bulbous shape with funnel shaped neck, pontil mark on base, 

hand moulded, probably English, 1600 to 1800

A638864 Small iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, wide rim, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638865 Green glass bottle with unidentified content, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

sealed with wax, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A638866 Light green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800

A638867 Light green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800

A638868 Light green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800

A638869 Light green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800

A638870 Clear glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, hand blown, pontil mark, European, 1601 to 1800

A638871 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638872 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, sloping neck and rim, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638873 Iridescent glass bottle, clear, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, patina finish, 

probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638874 Clear glass bottle with green powder content, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638875 Iridescent glass bottle, clear, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, full of earth, 

probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638876 2 clear glass miniature shop rounds, cylindrical, pontil marks on base, hand moulded, probably 

made in England, 1850 to 1900

A638877 Four clear glass bottles, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil marks on bases, hand blown, European, 

1601-1800

A638877 Pt1 Clear glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand blown, European, 1601 to 

1800

A638877 Pt2 Clear glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand blown, European, 1601 to 

1800

A638877 Pt3 Clear glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand blown, European, 1601 to 

1800

A638877 Pt4 Clear glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand blown, European, 1601 to 

1800

A638878 Light green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800

A638879 Light green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand moulded, European, 1601 to 1800

A638880 Clear glass bottle, iridescent, small cylindrical body, pontil mark, hand blown, European,  1601 to 

1800

A638881 Clear glass bottle, cylindrical body, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800

A638882 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, probably made in England, 

1600 to 1800

A638883 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, hand moulded, neck broken, probably made 

in England, 1600 to 1800

A638884 Clear glass bottle, iridescent, small cylindrical body, hand blown, pontil mark, European,  1601 to 

1800

A638885 Light green glass bottle, small, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800



A638886 Iridescent glass bottle, green, cylindrical, pontil mark on base, patina finish, hand moulded, 

probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638887 Iridescent glass bottle, clear, cylindrical, with elongated body, pontil mark on base, patina finish, 

hand moulded, probably made in England, 1600 to 1800

A638888 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1700-1800

A638889 Cylindrical, iridescent white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil, English, 1600 to 1800

A638890 Cylindrical iridescent amber glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600 to 1800

A638891 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600 to 1800

A638892 Cylindrical white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil, 1600 to 1800

A638893 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, English, 1600 to 1800

A638894 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1600 to 

1800

A638895 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, hand blown with pontil, probably English, 1600 to 1800

A638896 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1600 to 

1800

A638897 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle hand blown with pontil, English, 1600 to 1800

A638898 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil mark, probably English, 1600 to 

1800

A638899 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil, probably English, 1600 to 1800

A638900 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, hand blown with pontil, probably English, 1600 to 1800

A639185 Storage bottle, green glass, for tincture of amaranth, English, 1851-1900

A639601 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, English, 1600 to 1800

A639602 Cylindrical iridescent amber glass bottle, handblown with pontil, probably English, 1600 to 1800

A639603 Five small glass bottles, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, European, 1601 to 1800

A639603 Pt1 Yellow glass bottle with cork

A639603 Pt2 Clear glass bottle, iridescent

A639603 Pt3 Amber glass bottle, iridescent

A639603 Pt4 Opaque glass bottle, iridescent yellow

A639603 Pt5 Clear glass bottle, iridescent

A639604 amber glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800

A639605 13 clear glass bottles of varying dimensions, iridescent, with pontil marks, handblown, European, 

17th or 18th century

A639606 Twenty four clear glass bottles, iridescent, cylindrical, with pontil marks, hand blown, European, 

17th or 18th century

A639607 Two green glass bottles, cylindrical, pontil marks, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800

A639608 Eight amber glass bottles, cylindrical, with pontil marks, hand blown, European, 17th or 18th 

century

A639609 Amber glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800

A639610 Two green glass bottles, iridescent, conical, pontil marks, hand blown, found at London Wall, 

1884, probably English, 1601-1800

A639611 Green glass bottle, gourd shaped, pontil mark, hand blown rim, European, 1701-1830, Europe

A639612 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601-1800

A639613 Dark green glass perfume bottle, bulbous body, long tubular neck, European, 1701-1800

A639614 Green glass perfume bottle, iridescent, bulbous dody, long tubular neck, pontil mark, European, 

1701-1800

A639615 Pale green glass bottle, cylindrical, with cork stopper, European, 1601-1800, Europe

A639616 Clear glass bottle, iridescent, gourd shaped, pontil mark, European, 1701-1830

A639617 Clear glass bottle, gourd shaped, pontil mark, European, 1701-1830

A639618 Small clear glass bottle, cylindrical, with pontil mark, badly stained, European, 1601-1800

A639619 Small clear glass perfume bottle, conical, with tubular neck, pontil mark, Euopean, 1601-1800

A639620 Clear glass bottle, iridiescent, fluted body, pontil mark, European, 1701-1800

A639621 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 1601-1800

A639622 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601-1800



A639623 Small clear glass bottle, conical with waisted neck, pontil mark, European, 1601-1800

A639624 Small pale green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601-1800

A639625 Clear glass bottle, iridescent, gourd shaped, pontil mark, free blown rim, European, 1701-1830

A639626 Small green glass bottle, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601-1800

A639627 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601-1800

A639628 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 1601-1800

A639629 Cylindrical green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639630 Conical iridescent green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639631 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, handblown, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639632 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 

1800

A639633 Cylindrical green glass bottle with bulbous base, iridescent, handblown with pontil mark, probably 

English, 1601 to 1800

A639634 Small squat green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639635 Cylindrical green glass bottle, with patina, handlblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 

1800

A639637 Iridescent green glass bottle with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639638 Cylindrical iridescent green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 

1800

A639639 Small green glass bottle, handblown with pontil mark, European, 1601 to 1800

A639640 Cylindrical iridescent white glass bottle, handblown, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639641 Green glass bottle for unidentified drug with small quantity of brown liquid with small quantity of 

brown liquid, cylindrical, possibly English, 1601 to 1800

A639643 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, European, 1601 to 1800

A639644 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, European, 1601 to 1800

A639645 Green glass bottle, iridescent, cylindrical, pontil mark, hand blown, European, 1601 to 1800

A639646 Small green glass bottle, iridescent, bell shaped body, pontil mark, handblown, European, 1601 to 

1800

A639647 Clear glass bottle, for unidentifeid drug, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, with label, empty, 

from Turkish Drug Shop, possibly Turkish, 1701 to 1820

A639648 Clear glass bottle for unidentified drug, cylindrical, pontil mark, handblown, from Turkish Drug 

Shop, empty possibly Turkish, 1701 to 1820

A639649 Small iridescent green glass bottle with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639650 Iridescent green glass bottle, conical with pontil mark and broken rim, probably English, 1601 to 

1800

A639651 Iridescent green glass bottle, with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639652 Iridescent green glass bottle, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639653 Cylindrical bottle, green glass, with glass stopper and pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639655 Cylindrical clear glass bottle with pontil mark, stopper missing, once used for volatile valerian 

tincture, probably European, 1851-1900

A639656 Iridescent green glass bottle, bell shaped, with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639657 Green glass bottle, cylindrical, with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639658 Green iridescent glass bottle, conical with broad rim, handblown with pontil mark, probably 

English, 1601 to 1800

A639659 18 iridescent green glass bottles, cylindrical, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 

to 1800

A639659 Pt1 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt2 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt3 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt4 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt5 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt6 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt7 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt8 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt9 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt10 Glass bottle



A639659 Pt11 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt12 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt13 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt14 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt15 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt16 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt17 Glass bottle

A639659 Pt18 Glass bottle

A639660 Empty, rectangular square sectioned clear glass bottle, contents by Rimmel, European, 1891 to 

1920

A639661 Iridescent cylindrical green glass bottle with pontil mark, base distorted, probably English, 1601 to 

1800

A639662 Iridescent green glass bottle, cylindrical, with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639663 Iridescent green cylindrical glass bottle, handblown, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639664 Iridescent green glass bottle, cylindrical, handblown with pontil mark, probably English, 1601 to 

1800

A639665 Rectangular green glass bottle, square cross section, handblown, 1801 to 1860

A639667 Green glass bottle, conical with broad rim, handblown, probably English, 1601 to 1800

A639668 Small iridescent green glass bottle, bulbous, with ribbed neck, probably European, 1601 to 1800

A639669 Rectangular clear bottle with yellow iridescent effect, handblown, English, 1751 to 1830

A639670 Clear bulbous rectangular bottle once used for glycothymoline, probably English, 1871 to 1920

A639671 Green rectangular glass bottle, rim broken, handblown, probably English, 1801 to 1860

A639672 Glass bottle, green, square body, concave base, sloping shoulders, no neck, outsplayed rim, post 

medieval

A639673 Glass medicine bottle, 1601-1700

A639679 Green glass bottle, European, 1501 to 1800

A639680 Pale green glass bottle with reddish brown stain inside, European, 1601 to 1800

A639681 Small green glass perfume phial, European, 1601-1800

A639682 Small green glass perfume phial, European, 1601-1800

A639683 Iridescent pale green glass bottle, European, 1501-1800

A639684 Iridescent green glass bottle, European, 1601-1800

A639685 Small green glass perfume phial, European, 1601-1800

A639686 Small green glass perfume phial, badly eroded, European, 1601-1800

A639687 Small green glass perfume phial, European, 1601-1800

A639689 Small glass bottle, European, 1601-1800

A639690 Iridescent clear glass bottle, European, 1601-1800

A639691 Small pale green glass bottle, European, 1801-1900

A639692 Green glass bottle, European, 1701-1900

A639693 Small green glass bottle, European, 1601-1800

A639694 Iridescent clear glass dispensing bottle, English, 1850 to 1900

A639695 Moulded clear glass perfume bottle, European, 1850 to 1900

A639696 Small green glass bottle, European, 1801-1900

A639707 Green glass alembic stem, long hollow tube tapering towards mouth, Western European, 1801 to 

1900

A639993 Graduated pewter cup, shallow, with loop handle, probably English, 18th or 19th century

A639996 Pewter lid, circular, domed with flange, decorated with moulded foliate pattern, inverted forms 

tripod dish, probably European, 1801-1880

A639997 Pewter teapot or herbal infuser, English, 1751-1850

A640169 Glass pharmacy pot, 18th century.

A640172 Pewter container, possibly a drug jar, containing yellow crystals of an unknown substance,  with 

Latin inscription on lid

A640176 Pewter drug jar, inscribed with "I"

A640177 Metal drug jar, painted red and inscribed "CINABAR NAT:", with contents

A640178 Metal drug jar, painted and inscribed "Cinabar: Ant:", with contents

A640179 Metal drug jar, painted red and inscribed "BEZ ORIEN:"

A640180 Metal drug jar, inscribed "Lap: Hyacinth Occid" painted red and yellow

A640181 Metal drug jar, inscribed "Lap Topa". painted red and yellow

A640252 Bottle of ephedrine hydrochloride tablets, by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., London.



A640253 Bottle of "Icipen" tablets by Imperial Chemical Industries Limited, Pharmaceuticals Division, 

English.

A640254 Tube of "Styptol" pills, in original carton, by Knoll Ltd., London.

A640255 6 ampoules of vitamin B1, in original carton, by Roche Products Ltd., English.

A640256 Bottle of entamide tablets, with instructions, in original carton, by Boots Pure Drug Co. Ltd., 

English.

A640256 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640257 Bottle of "Mogadon" tablets, by Roche Products Ltd., English.

A640258 Bottle of "Helmitol" in original carton, by Bayer Products Ltd., London.

A640259 Bottle of 'Ethanesal', by Savory and Moore Ltd., 143 New Bond Street, London, W1, England.

A640260 Bottle of "Veronal" tablets, packed by Bayer Products Ltd., London, made in U.S.A.

A640261 Bottle of "Meloden" pills, by Allied Laboratories Ltd., London.

A640262 Bottle of "Holocaine hydrochloride", by Bayer, German.

A640263 Bottle containing 100 compressed tablets of  aspirin, quinine and cinnamon, in original carton, by 

Savory and Moore Ltd. and John Bell and Croyden Limited, 143, New Bond Street, 50-52 

Wigmore Street, London, W1, England.

A640264 Four tubes of "Tetronox" tablets, with instructions, in original cartoon, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 

London.

A640264 Pt1 Instruction leaflet, 4 copies.

A640265 Carton containing 4 tubes of acetozone, with instructions, by Parke, Davis and Co., London

A640265 Pt1 Instruction leaflet, 4 copies.

A640266 Jar of "Irrigol" by the Alkalol Company, U.S.A.

A640267 Bottle of aconite, in original carton, by Keene and Ashwell, 6 South Molton Street, New Bond 

Street, London, W1, England.

A640268 Bottle of acriflavine, by Levinstein Ltd., English.

A640269 Bottle of dienoestrol tablets, with instructions, by the British Drug Houses Ltd., London.

A640270 Ampoules of Novocain in original carton, by W. Martindale, London.

A640272 Bottle of sulphamezathine suspension, with instructions by Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., 

English.

A640272 Pt1 Instruction leaflet for Bottle of sulphamezathine suspension, by Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., 

English.

A640272 Pt2 Bottle of sulphamezathine suspension, by Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd., English.

A640275 Bottle of pills for treating anaemia, by Parke, Davis and Co., London.

A640276 Bottle of "Ammonol" tablets, by the Ammonol Chemical Co., U.S.A.

A640277 Bottle of 'Picragol' powder, by John Wyeth and Brother, Ltd., 25 Oldhill Place, London, N16, 

England.

A640278 Bottle of "Drazine" tablets, with instructions, in original carton, by Smith and Nephew 

Pharmaceuticals Ltd., English.

A640278 Pt1 Instruction leaflet for Bottle of "Drazine" tablets, by Smith and Nephew Pharmaceuticals Ltd., 

English.

A640278 Pt2 Bottle of "Drazine" tablets in original carton, by Smith and Nephew Pharmaceuticals Ltd., English.

A640281 Bottle of "Deltacortril" pills, with instructions, in original cartoon, by Pfizer Ltd., English.

A640281 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640284 Bottle of stilboestrol pills by Martindale Samoore Ltd., London.

A640285 Bottle of stilboestrol tablets, by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., London.

A640287 Bottle of aphrodisiac tablets, by Parke, Davis and Co., London.

A640289 Tube of Eumydrin, by Bayer and Co., German.

A640290 Bottle containing 25 compressed tablets of Novaspirin, 'of 5 grns each', by the Bayer Co. Ltd., 

London; made in Germany.

A640291 Six ampoules of Oestroform, by the British Drug Houses Ltd., London, in original carton

A640292 Tube of Styptol pills, with instructions, in original carton, by Knoll Ltd., London, W1, England.

A640292 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640294 Bottle of Tranquilex tablets, with instructions, in original carton, by Rexall Drug Co. Ltd., English.

A640294 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640296 Bottle of Viozol tablets, with instructions, in original carton, by Ciba, Swiss.

A640296 Pt1 Instruction leaflet, printed in Switzerland.



A640297 Three ampoules of progesterone, with instructions, in original cartoon, by the British Drug Houses, 

Ltd., London

A640297 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640301 Bottle of Panthesine crystals, by Sandoz, Swiss.

A640302 Bottle of Codeonal, by Knoll and Co., German.

A640303 Bottle of Cerevon pills, by Calmic Ltd., English.

A640304 Tube of Antasma tablets, with instruction, in original carton, by Potter and Clarke, Ltd.,  English.

A640304 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640306 Two tubes of Aleudrin tablets, with instructions, in original carton, by Lewis Laboratories Ltd., 

English

A640306 Pt1 Instruction leaflets.

A640307 Bottle of Passiorine, with instructions, in original carton, by Bengue and Co. Ltd., English

A640307 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640310 Tube of anabolin tablets, in original carton, by Endocrines Ltd., English.

A640315 Bottle of "Silf" pills, with instructions, in original carton, by Silf Co. Ltd., London.

A640315 Pt1 Instructions and advertisement for "Silf Fruit Saline".

A640316 Tube of "Asprilax" tablets, by John Timpson and Co. Ltd., London.

A640317 Tube of 'Abasin' tablets, by Bayer Products Ltd., Africa House, Kingsway, London, WC2, England.

A640318 Tube of "Allevin" tablets, with instructions, in original carton, by Herts Pharmaceuticals Ltd., 

England.

A640318 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640319 Bottle of sodium citrate tablets, by Parke, Davis and Co. Ltd., London

A640320 Tube of "Sedasprin" tablets, by Savory and Moore Ltd., London.

A640321 Bottle of stilboestrol, by the British Drug Houses Ltd., London.

A640322 Bottle of "Kinazyme" tablets, by G.W. Carnrick Co., U.S.A.

A640323 Carton of "Aludrox" tablets, by John Wyeth and Brother Ltd., English.

A640324 Bottle of stilboestrol, by the British Drug Houses Ltd., London.

A640326 Bottle of 'Veinotrope' pills, by Continental Laboratories Ltd., 101 Great Russell Street, London, 

WC1, England.

A640327 Ampoules of vitamin B1, in original carton, by Bayer Products Ltd., Africa House, Kingsway, 

London, WC2. Supplied by Savory & Moore, 29 Chapel Street, London, SW1, England.

A640328 Bottle of 'Veinotrope' pills, in original carton, by Continental Laboratories Ltd., Brunel Road, East 

Acton, London, W3, England.

A640330 Tube of "Alepsal" tablets, in original carton, supplied by Wilcox, Jozeau and Co., London or 

Dublin.

A640332 Tubes of benzylpenicillin tablets in original carton, by the British Drug Houses Ltd., London, c. 

1964.

A640335 Bottle of "Somnifaine", with instructions, in original carton, by Roche Products Ltd., English.

A640335 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640336 Bottle of "Duactin" pills, by Organon Laboratories Ltd., London.

A640337 Tube of "Styptol" pills, by Knoll Ltd., London, in original carton.

A640338 Bottles of "Terramycin" and propylene glycol, with contents and teat-pipette and instructions in 

original carton, by Pfizer Ltd., English, c. 1965.

A640338 Pt1 Instruction leaflet

A640338 Pt2 Teat pipette dropper

A640339 Tube of 'Causyth' tablets, in original carton, by Causyth Ltd., 76 Marylebone High Street, London, 

W1, England.

A640341 Tube of 'Spasticine' tablets, in original carton, by the Swiss Serum and Vaccine Institute, Berne, 

Switzerland. Distributed by H. R. Napp Ltd., 3-4 Clement's Inn, London, WC2, England.

A640342 Bottle of 'Gardenal' tablets, with instructions, in original carton, by May and Baker, Battersea, 

London, SW11, England.

A640342 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640343 Two bottles of "Stovarsol" tablets, with instructions, in original carton, by May and Baker, Ltd., 

English.

A640343 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640347 Tube of "Cardiazol" tablets, in original carton, by Knoll Ltd., London

A640348 Bottle of "Asprilax" tablets, in original carton, by John Timpson and Co. Ltd., London.



A640351 Bottle of 'Calsaloids' with instructions, by Torbet Lactic Oat Co. Ltd., 24 Great King Street, 

Edinburgh, Scotland.

A640351 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640352 Tube of "Dialacetin" tablets, in original carton, by Society of Chemical Industry in Basle, Swiss.

A640353 Bottle of 'Yatren', with instructions, by Bayer Products Ltd., Africa House, Kingsway, London, 

WC2, England.

A640353 Pt1 Instruction leaflet.

A640354 Unusual shaped bottle of "Camoquin" tablets, by Parke, Davis and Co., Ltd., London.

A640355 Bottle of 'Hypotan' tablets, in original carton, by Laboratoires Chevretin-Lematte, 52 rue La 

Bruyere, Paris, France.

A640356 Bottle of "Thiocol" tablets supplied by Hoffman-La Roche Chemical Work Ltd., London.

A640359 Bottle of "Bisedia" by Giles Schacht and Co. Ltd., English.

A640360 Bottle of "Neovit" by Rybar Laboratories Ltd., English or Irish.

A640361 Bottle of 'Aseptolave' by Savory and Moore Ltd., 143, New Bond Street, W1, 29 Chapel Street, 

Belgrave Square, SW1, 1 Lancaster Gate, Hyde Park, London, W2, England.

A640362 Bottle of "Nutrinon" by Savory and Moore Ltd., London.

A640363 Bottle of 'Fructole' by Savory and Moore Ltd., 143 New Bond Street, London, England.

A640364 Bottle of ergot extract, by Parke, Davis and Co., London

A640365 Bottle of "Effico", by Pharmax Ltd., English

A640366 Bottle of chloramine tablets by Boots Pure Drug Co. Ltd., English

A640367 Bottle for "Thigenol" by F. Hoffmann-La Roche and Co. Ltd., Swiss

A640368 Bottle of 'Litmopyrine', by Alfred Bishop Ltd., 48 Spelman Street, London, NE, England.

A640369 Bottle of calisaya and strychnine elixir, by Parke, Davis and Co., London

A640370 Bottle of "Ingluvin" by W.R. Warner and Co., U.S.A.

A640371 Bottle of chinagreen crystals, by F. Bayer and Co., German

A640372 Bottle of amidopyrine salicylate, by Meister Lucius and Bruning, Ltd., English

A640373 Bottle of 'Tonergetic', with instructions, in original carton, by Camden Chemical Co. Ltd., 

Northington House, Northington Street, London, WC1, England.

A640373 Pt1 Instruction leaflet advertising product

A640374 Bottle of "Urazine" with instructions, in original carton, by May and Baker, Ltd., English

A640374 Pt1 Instruction leaflet

A640375 Bottle of 'Novocain' crystals, by the Saccharin Corporation Ltd., 72 Oxford Street, London, W1, 

England.

A640376 Bottle of tincture of myrrh, from a medicine chest

A640377 Bottle of asphaltus

A640378 Bottle of "Kairin", by Meister Lucius and Bruning, German

A640379 Bottle of "Glucotest" tablets, in original carton, by the British Drug Houses, Ltd., London

A640380 Bottle of acid glycero-phosphate syrup, by the Anglo-American Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd., Galen 

Works, 59 Dingwall Road, Croydon, London, England.

A640381 Bottle of "Ner-Vigor", with instructions, in original carton, by the Anglo-American Pharmaceutical 

Co. Ltd., English

A640381 Pt1 Instructions including advertisements for other products

A640382 Bottle of "Papine", by Roberts and Co. for Battle and Co., St. Louis, U.S.A.

A640383 Bottle of powdered belladonna leaf

A640384 Bottle of iron alum

A640385 Empty bottle for Peru balsum, by Savory and Moore, Ltd., London

A640386 Bottle of guaiacol salicylate, by Hopkin and Williams, 16 Cross Street, Hatton Garden, London, 

EC, England.

A640387 Bottle of 'Viosulfal' powder, by Viosulfal Ltd., 231 Strand, London, WC2, England.

A640389 4 tubes of "Lysolat" tablets, with instructions in original carton, by Solidol Chemical Ltd., London

A640389 Pt1 Advertisement for "Creo-Garlic" pellets by Solidol Chemical Ltd., London

A640389 Pt2 3 instruction leaflets

A640391 Tube of yohimbine hydrochloride tablets in original carton, by Society of Chemical Industry in 

Basle, Swiss

A640392 Bottle of "Uricure" pills, in original carton, English

A640394 Bottle of arsenic trioxide tincture, in original carton, by Ashton and Parsons, London, with 

instructions

A640394 Pt1 Advertisement for Sanacine tablets



A640394 Pt2 Advertisement for book "Homoeopathic Guide to Health"

A640396 Ampoule of ergot, in original carton, by Parke, Davis and Co., London

A640403 Large brown glass storage bottle, probably 19th century or early 20th century

A640407 Bottle of unidentified drug, labelled "SEM:CARDAM:", 19th century, English

A640411 Glass storage bottle for "ACQUA DISTILA NOCI VERDI", probably Italian, 19th century

A640428 Bottle of ammonium bromide crystals supplied by Savory and Moore, Ltd., London early 20th 

century

A640470 Glass storage bottle with wide neck

A640651 Medicine bottle

A640662 Medicine bottle

A640666 Medicine bottle

A640680 Bottle of Kola liquid extract, by Bradley and Bourdas, 6 Pont Street, Belgrave Square, London, 

SW1, England.

A640681 Bottle of euphorbia tincture, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 143 New Bond Street, London, England, 

1928.

A640682 Bottle of hyoscyamus extract

A640683 Bottle of salvia oil

A640684 Bottle of lavender oil, 1919

A640685 Bottle of euonymus extract, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, 

London, SW1, England.

A640686 Bottle of camphor monobromide

A640687 Bottle of potassium salicylate by Hopkin and Williams, Ltd., English

A640688 Bottle of copper chloride, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, 

SW1, England.

A640689 Bottle of lithium hydrogen tartrate, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 143 New Bond Street, London, 

England.

A640690 Bottle of methylacetanilide, by Hopkin and Williams, Ltd., English

A640691 Bottle of lithium iodide, by the British Drug Houses, Ltd., English, 1915

A640692 Bottle of orexin tannate, by Hopkin and Williams, 16 Cross Street, Hatton Garden, London, EC, 

England.

A640693 Bottle of unidentified lead chromate, by Savory and Moore, English, probably late 19th century

A640694 Bottle of acacia powder, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, 

SW1, England.

A640695 Bottle of senna, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, SW1, 

England, 1903-1920.

A640696 Bottle of corn solvent, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, 

SW1, England.

A640697 Bottle of Blaud's pills, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, 

SW1, England.

A640698 Bottle of anterior pituitary and thyroid extract tablets, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 29 Chapel Street, 

Belgrave Square, London, SW1, England.

A640699 Bottle of sodium phosphate, by Savory and Moore, probably late 19th century

A640700 Bottle for lavender water, filled with grey powder, used abroad, by F. S. Cleaver, 32-34 Red Lion 

Street, Holborn, London, England.

A640701 Bottle of senna powder, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 143 New Bond Street, London, England.

A640702 Bottle of synthetic oil of violet, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 143 New Bond Street, London, England.

A640703 Bottle of orange flower syrup

A640704 Bottle of potassium ferricyanide, by Hopkin and Williams Ltd., London, EC, England.

A640705 Bottle of bismuth salicylate elixir, by John Bell and Croyden Ltd., 50 Wigmore Street, London, W1, 

England.

A640706 Bottle for rue oil, 1905

A640707 Bottle of coriander oil

A640708 Bottle of "Artane" tablets, by Lederle Laboratories Division, English

A640711 Bottle of ethisterone tablets, by the British Drug Houses Ltd., English

A640712 Bottle of "Emulax" pills by Astrapharm Ltd., English

A640713 Bottle of "Lynoral" tablets, by Organon Laboratories Ltd., English

A640714 Bottle of "Adalin" tablets, by the Bayer Products Co., English



A640716 Bottle of anesthone compound tablets, by Parke, Davis and Co. Ltd., Inc., England or U.S. A.

A640717 Bottle of "Achromycin" pills, by Lederle Laboratories Division, English, 1965-1967

A640718 Bottle of 'BifACton' tablets, by Organon Laboratories Ltd., Brettenham House, London, WC2, 

England.

A640719 Bottle of 'Dyspastol' tablets, by H. R. Napp Ltd., 3-4 Clement's Inn, London, WC2, England.

A640720 Bottle of "Artane" tablets, by Lederle Laboratories Division, English

A640721 Bottle of calciferol pills, by Savory and Moore Ltd., Standard Works, Lawrence Road, Tottenham, 

London, N15, England.

A640722 Bottle of aminophylline tablets by William Martindale Wholesale Ltd., 14-16 Bruton Place, London, 

W1, England.

A640723 Bottle of cyclobarbitone tablets, by Martindale Samoore Ltd., English

A640725 Bottle of aspirin and opium tablets, by Southall Bros. and Barclay (1935) Ltd., English

A640727 Bottle of ephedrine hydrochloride tablets, by John Bell, Hills and Lucas Limited, Oxford Works, 

Worsley Bridge Road, London, SE26, England.

A640728 Bottle of "Cosaldon" tablets, by West-Silten Pharmaceuticals Ltd., English

A640729 Bottle of 'Choleflavin' pills by Bayer Products, Africa House, Kingsway, London, WC2, England.

A640730 Bottle of "Distaquaine" V sulpha" tablets, by Dista Products Ltd., English, c. 1967

A640731 Bottle of "Drinamyl" capsules, by Smith Kline and French Labs. Ltd., English

A640732 Bottle of "Aspriodine" tablets, by Savory and Moore Ltd., English

A640733 Bottle of barbitone sodium tablets, by Wright, Layman and Umney Limited, Southwark, London, 

SE1, England.

A640734 Bottle of "Euthymol" tablets, by Parke, Davis and Co., probably English

A640735 Bottle of ephedrine hydrochloride tablets, by Savory and Moore Ltd., Standard Works, Lawrence 

Road, Tottenham, London, N15, England.

A640736 Bottle of "Eltroxin" tablets, by Glaxo Laboratories Ltd., English

A640737 Bottle of "Enduron" tablets, by Abbott Laboratories Ltd., English

A640738 Bottle of "Diodoquin" tablets, by G.D. Searle and Co., English

A640739 Bottle of "Daricon" tablets, with instructions in original bottle by Pfizer Ltd., English

A640739 Pt1 Instruction leaflet

A640740 Bottle of 'B-Complex' tablets, by the Crookes Laboratories Ltd., Park Royal, London, NW10, 

England.

A640741 2 bottles of lithium citrate, by the British Drug Houses Ltd., English

A640742 Bottle of compound tablets of aspirin, by William Martindale Wholesale Ltd., English

A640744 Bottle of ethisterone tablets by the British Drug Houses, Ltd., English

A640745 Bottle of "Endomin" tablets, by Reed and Carnrick, U.S.A.

A640746 Bottle of "Erythrocin" by Abbott Laboratories Ltd., English

A640747 Bottle of "Delta-Cortelan" tablets, by Glaxo Laboratories Ltd., English, c. 1968

A640748 Bottle of ephedrine hydrochloride tablets, by Savory and Moore Ltd., Standard Works, Lawrence 

Road, Tottenham, London, N15, England.

A640749 Bottle of "Entacyl" tablets, by the British Drug Houses Ltd., English

A640750 Bottle of ethisterone tablets, by Ciba Laboratories Ltd., English

A640751 Bottle of "Endomin" tablets, by Reed and Carnrick, U.S.A.

A640752 Bottle of ergot tablets by William Martindale Wholesale Ltd., 14-16 Bruton Place, London, W1, 

England.

A640753 Bottle of amylobarbitone sodium pills, by Savory and Moore Ltd., Standard Works, Lawrence 

Road, Tottenham, London, N15, England.

A640755 Bottle of "Adcortyl" tablets, with instructions, in original carton, by E.R. Squibb and Sons, English

A640755 Pt1 Instruction leaflet

A640756 Bottle of 'Dimol' pills, by Dimol Laboratories, 34-40 Ludgate Hill, London, EC1, England.

A640757 Bottle of ephedrine hydrochloride tablets, by William Martindale Wholesale Ltd., 14-16 Bruton 

Place, London, W1, England.

A640758 Bottle of ethinyloestradiol tablets, by Ciba Laboratories Ltd., English

A640759 Bottle of dienoestrol tablets, by the British Drug Houses Ltd., English

A640760 Bottle of ehtinyloestradiol tablets, by Organon Laboratories Ltd., English

A640762 Tube of "Bromural" tablets, by Knoll-A.G., German

A640763 Tube of "Spasticine" tablets, by H.R. Napp Ltd., English

A640764 Bottle of "Digestenzymes" tablets, by Damancy and Co., English



A640766 Bottle of 'Anestan' tablets, with instructions, in original carton, by Anestan Ltd., 6 Albemarle 

Street, London, W1, England.

A640766 Pt1 Instruction leaflet

A640767 Bottle of "Dulcolax" pills, with instructions, in original carton, by Pfizer Ltd., English

A640767 Pt1 Instruction leaflet

A640768 Bottle of "Decadron" tablets, with original carton and instructions, by Merck, Sharp and Dohme 

Ltd., English

A640768 Pt1 Instruction leaflet

A640820 Medicine bottle

A640821 Medicine bottle

A640822 Medicine bottle

A641392 Silver plated tea infuser, cylindrical body, flat base, perforated domed lid with a metal rod for 

suspension, English

A641460 Brass flask, oval body, flat on one side and convex on the other, with a neck which is depressed 

to administer small quantities of liquid or powder

A641506 Silver miniature dish, oval with horizontal rim

A641525 Silver plated casket, rectangular body, 4 legs, curved lid, handle, with numerous punched marks 

on base

A641526 Silver plated casket, rectangular body, 4 legs, curved lid, sides and lid decorated in open 

metalwork, possibly 17th century

A641636 Glass perfume bottle, yellow, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat base, 

funnel neck, with 8 indentations on body, and decorated with applied enamel or glass

A641637 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, rectangular body, flat 

base, funnel neck, faceted body originally decorated with gold paint which has mostly worn off

A641638 Glass perfume bottle, probably originally contained attar of rose, cylindrical body, flat base, plain 

funnel neck, body decorated with 8 indented panels originally decorated with gold lines which 

have mostly worn off

A641639 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, rectangular body, flat 

base, funnel neck, decorated with 8 indentations which were originally embellished with gold paint

A641640 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, cylindrical body, 

faceted, flat base, funnel neck

A641641 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

bottom, funnel neck, 6 indentations on body, and cut decoration embellished with gold paint

A641642 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, rectangular body, flat 

base, hexagonal funnel neck, cut glass decoration picked out with gold paint, and gold floral and 

wavy designs

A641643 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, somewhat 

rectangular body, flat base, octangonal neck, decorated with 2 indented panels and cut cross 

patterns picked out embellished with gold paint

A641644 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck, decorated with 8 indentations picked out and embellished with gold paint

A641645 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, rectangular body, flat 

base, cylindrical neck, with cut decoration embellished with gilt paint on body

A641646 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, rectangular body, flat 

base, hexagonal neck, decorated with gold paint and cut lattice patterns picked out in gold

A641647 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, rectangular body, flat 

base, plain funnel neck, decorated with 8 indentations embellished with gold paint

A641648 Glass perfume bottle, amber coloured, probably originally contained attar of rose, cylindrical body, 

flat base, funnel neck, with 8 indentations on body decorated with gold paint, and gold folliage 

patterns

A641649 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck, with 6 indentations on body embellished with gold paint, cut cross patterns and 

gold folliage

A641650 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, somewhat 

rectangular body, flat base, octagonal funnel-shaped neck, decorated with gilt paint



A641651 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck, with 8 indentations on body embellished with gold paint

A641652 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck, decorated with foliate pattern in gold paint

A641653 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, cylindrical body, flat 

base, hexagonal neck, with cut decoration on body, and embellished with gilt paint, in original box

A641654 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, somewhat cylindrical 

body, flat base, hexagonal neck, body bears cut decoration embellished with gold paint

A641655 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck with cork stopper, decorated with applied glass or enamel

A641656 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, rectangular body, flat 

base, cylindrical neck, each corner bears a row of colourless glass blobs, sides decorated with gilt 

paint

A641657 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck, 8 indentations on body and embellished with gold paint

A641658 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, plain funnel neck, with 8 indentations on body and 6 cut crosses decorated with gold paint

A641659 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably contained attar of rose originally, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck, 8 indentations on body with cut cross patterns embellished with gold paint

A641660 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, somewhat cylindrical 

body, flat base, hexagonal neck with stopper, with indented panels embellished with gilt paint, and 

cut lattice patterns picked out in gold

A641661 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck with stopper, 8 indentations on body embellished with gold paint and with 

applied glass or enamel

A641662 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck, complete with stopper, each corner bears a row of colourless glass blobs, 

sides decorated with gilt paint

A641673 Small glass bottle, green, square body, flat base, cylindrical neck, folded rim

A641765 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck, with 8 indentations on body embellished with gold paint and applied glass or 

enamel

A641766 Glass perfume bottle, blue, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat base, 

funnel neck complete with cork stopper, decorated with gilt paint

A641786 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck, decorated with 8 indented panels and gold paint

A641787 Glass perfume bottle, blue, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, plain funnel 

neck, decorated with wheel cuts picked out with gold paint, floral patterns in gold paint and 

applied beads

A641788 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, originally contained attar of rose, cylindrical body, flat base, 

hexagonal neck complete with stopper, cut decoration on body picked out in gilt paint, in original 

box, made by E. Rimmel, 96 Strand, London, England.

A641789 Glass perfume bottle, red, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat base, 

funnel neck, with 8 indentations embellished with gold paint

A641790 Glass perfume bottle, colourless and red, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, 

flat base, funnel neck, 8 indentations on body, colourless and embellished with gold paint, red 

glass surrounds indentations

A641791 Glass perfume bottle, red, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat base, 

funnel neck, 8 colourless indentations on body decorated with gold paint

A641792 Glass perfume bottle, yellow, probably originally contained attar or rose, square body, flat base, 

funnel neck, 8 indentations on body, and embellished with applied white and blue glass or enamel

A641793 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

body, funnel neck, with 8 indentations, embellished with gold paint and applied white and red 

glass or enamel



A641794 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck, with a cut lattice pattern on 2 sides and embellished with gold paint and 

applied blue glass flowers

A641795 Glass perfume bottle, green, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat base, 

funnel neck complete with stopper, decorated with gold paint and applied enamel or glass

A641960 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, cylindrical neck, with painted polychrome decoration

A641961 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, rectangular body, flat 

base, octagonal neck, stopper missing, decorated with polychrome paint

A641962 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, rectangular body, flat 

base, funnel neck, 8 indentations on body embellished with gold paint

A641963 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, rectangular body, flat 

base, octagonal neck, cut decoration on body picked out with gold paint

A641964 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, square body, flat 

base, funnel neck, 2 sides decorated with cut cross pattern picked out with gold

A641965 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, rectangular body, flat 

base, hexagonal neck, cut decoration picked out and embellished with gold paint

A641966 Glass perfume bottle, colourless, probably originally contained attar of rose, rectangular body, flat 

base, funnel neck, cut decoration on body picked out with gold paint

A642000 Small glass bottle, red, square body, concave base, cylindrical neck, thickened rim

A642017 Small glass bottle, square body, concave base, cylindrical neck, outsplayed rim, contains 

remnants of a drug, mouth stopped with cork and wax, possibly Italian

A642041 Glass perfume bottle

A642318 Glass cylinder containing opium, Malwah, Calcutta, 1851 to 1900

A642319 Glass cylinder of opium, with tied paper cover

A642320 Glass cylinder, containing opium, labelled, Calcutta, 1837

A642321 Glass storage cylinder, containing opium, Constantinople, 1845

A642322 Glass jar, containing opium, Patna, 1836

A642323 Glass specimen jar containing opium supplied by J.F.Macfarlan and Co. London and Edinburgh, 

Turkish

A642324 Glass storage cylinder containing poppy seeds, Portobello, New Zealand, 1866

A642325 Glass storage cylinder containing opium with paper cover secured with string

A642326 Glass specimen jar, containing opium poppy seeds, Russian

A642327 Glass bottle, with cork bung, containing white opium poppy seeds, labelled

A642328 Bottle containing opium pills, cylindrical with cork stopper, by S.Casely, London

A642361 Glass bottle containing "Tinct. Cantharidis" or tincture of cantharidin

A642362 Green glass bottle, cylindrical body, ribbed, concave base, cylindrical neck with cork, sealed 

containing nux vomica extract, labelled

A642363 Bottle of nux vomica extract

A642364 Glass bottle containing tablets of a mixture of mercuric chloride and sodium chloride, by Parke, 

Davis and Co., London

A642365 Blue glass bottle, rectangular body, flat base, cylindrical neck and cork, sealed, containing tablets 

of mercuric chloride and sodium chloride, labelled, by Parke, Davis and Co. London

A642366 Glass bottle containing caffeine and sodium benzoate mixture, by Savory and Moore, Lawrence 

Road, Tottenham, London

A642367 Glass bottle containing extract of nux vomica, by Savory and Moore Ltd., London

A642368 Poison bottle containing lead subacetate glycerine, by Savory and Moore, Chapel Street, London

A642369 Bottle of unidentified drug

A642370 Glass bottle containing powder of nux vomica, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 29 Chapel Street, 

Belgrave Square, London, SW1, England.

A642371 Glass poison bottle containing antimonial wine, by Savory and Moore Ltd., Lawrence Road, 

Tottenham, London

A642372 Glass poison bottle containing tincture of ammoniacal ergot, bottle by Kilner Bros., contents by 

The British Drug Houses Ltd., London

A642378 Glass bottle, containing crystals of barbitone sodium, by Savory and Moore Ltd., Standard Works, 

Lawrence Road, Tottenham, London, N15, England.

A642379 Glass bottle containing 'hydrarg oxycyanide' or mercuric cyanide, by Savory and Moore Ltd., 29 

Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, SW1, England.



A642380 Bottle of aconite solution, by Savory and Moore Ltd., Standard Works, Lawrence Road, 

Tottenham, London, N15, England.

A642381 Bottle of bismuth and pepsin, by Savory and Moore Ltd., Standard Works, Lawrence Road, 

Tottenham, London, N15, England.

A642382 Glass bottle containing an unidentified powder

A642383 Glass poison bottle, rectangular, with ribbed back, formerly containing tincture of camphorated 

opium

A642384 Poison bottle containing 'Liquor Picis Carbonis' or a solution of coal tar, by Savory and Moore 

Ltd., 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, SW1, England.

A642386 Glass bottle containing tablets of Mercuric Potassium Iodide, by Burroughs Wellcome, London

A642387 Glass bottle containing "Iron Quinine and Strychnine Citrate", by Savory and Moore, Lawrence 

Road, Tottenham, London

A642388 Glass poison bottle containing a liquid preparation of ergot, part of label missing

A642389 Poison bottle containing tincture of jaborandi

A642390 Bottle of unidentified drug

A642391 Bottle of unidentified drug by Savory and Moore Ltd., 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, 

SW1, England.

A642392 Bottle of unidentified drug, supplied by Savory and Moore Ltd.

A642393 Bottle of unidentified drug

A642394 Green glass bottle, hexagonal body, concave base, angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, glass 

stopper, ribbing on body, contains epispasticus or cantharides in liquid form, labelled, sealed, by 

Savory and Moore, 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, SW1, England.

A642395 Blue glass bottle, cylindrical body, concave base, cylindrical neck, ground stopper, labelled, 

contents missing, by Evans Medical Supplies Ltd., Liverpool

A642396 Green Glass bottle, rectangular body, concave base, angular shoulders, cylindrical neck, with 

stopper and sealant, contains unidentified  drug

A642435 Glass perfume bottle, cylindrical body, cylindrical neck with horizontal rim, cut decoration, with 

ground stopper

A642725 5 glass wine glasses, formerly the property of Joseph Lister, hemispherical bowl, stem, etched 

with vine decoration

A642726 Six glass finger bowls, cylindrical, etched pattern on outside, formerly the property of Joseph 

Lister

A642763 Glass specimen jar containing chlorine gas, probably used by Joseph Lister

A642883 Ovoid bottle with glass stopper and round base, with coat of arms decoration, Spanish, c1801-

1833.

A642923 Glass bottle with glass stopper, having coat of arms as decoration and outline for drug name, 

possibly Spanish, 19th century

A642924 Glass bottle with glass stopper, decorated with coat of arms and outline for drug name

A642928 Large glass flask with glass stopper, coat of arms as decoration, and outline for drug name, 

possibly Spanish, 19th century

A642929 Urn-shaped glass jar with glass top, with painted decoration and coat of arms, possibly Spanish,  

19th century

A642930 Glass jar with glass lid, decorated with coat of arms and gold trim, possibly Spanish, 19th century

A642931 Glass urn-shaped jar with octagonal base, lid decorated with coat of arms, possibly Spanish, 19th 

century

A642954 White glass plaque, with a portrait of a woman in relief

A642995 Block of camphor in glass jar

A643040 Rim of glass drug jar with parchment cover, possibly 18th or 19th century

A643189 Glass display bottle, cylindrical, narrow mouthed concave base with pontil mark, conical 8-faceted 

cut-glass stopper, English 19th century

A643190 Glass display bottle, cylindrical, narrow mouthed, slightly conical base, pontil mark, 8-faceted cut-

glass stopper, English, 19th century

A643191 Glass display bottle, cylindrical with narrow neck and faceted stopper, labelled "W. Winters 

Botanic Extract" English, 19th century

A643192 Glass display bottle, narrow mouthed, slightly conical base, 8-faceted cut-glass stopper, English, 

19th century

A643193 Glass display bottle, cylindrical, narrow mouthed, conical base with polished pontil, 8-faceted 

glass stopper, English, 19th century



A643194 Glass display bottle, cylindrical, narrow mouthed, kicked base, conical 8-faceted cut-glass 

stopper, English, 19th century

A643195 Glass display bottle, cylindrical, narrow mouth, slightly concave base, 8-faceted cut-glass stopper, 

English, 19th century

A643196 Glass display bottle, cylindrical, narrow mouth, kicked base with pontil, conical 8-faceted stopper, 

English, 19th century

A643197 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with wide mouth and japanned metal lid, English, 1801 to 1850

A643198 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with wide mouth, conical base with pontil, probably English,  probably 

19th century

A643199 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with wide mouth, conical base and pontil, probably English, 19th 

century

A643200 Glass specie jar, cylindrical, conical base with pontil, japanned metal lid, English, 19th century

A643201 Glass specie jar, with metal crown lid, labelled "Cetaceum"

A643202 Glass specie jar, with metal crown lid, labelled "Rad.Sarsaparil"

A643203 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with narrow neck, painted with floral design, labelled "VIN: TABACI", 

English, 19th century

A643204 Glass specie jar, cylindrical, wide mouthed, domed metal lid, labelled "CAMPHOR", English,  19th 

century

A643205 Glass specie jar, with metal crown lid, labelled "FOL.ROSARUM"

A643206 Glass specie jar, with metal crown lid, labelled "MANNA.OPT"

A643207 Glass specie jar, with metal lid in form of a crown, labelled "FLOR.SULPHUR"

A643208 Glass specie jar, cylindrical, with metal lid, labelled "FL:ANTHEM", and containing dried flower 

heads, English, 19th century

A643209 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with metal lid, labelled "COLOCYNT:", full of dried seed pods, 

English, 19th century

A643210 Glass specie jar, cylindrical, with flat metal lid, labelled "SAPO.CURD.A" and laterly used for 

"ORRIS POWDER", English, 19th century

A643211 Glass display bottle, cylindrical with hollow conical stopper, filled with amber liquid, English, 

probably 1st half 19th century

A643212 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with wide mouth, decorated on the inside with arms of the Royal 

College of Surgeons, English, 19th century

A643213 Glass specimen jar, cylindrical with narrow neck, painted with floral design, labelled " 

DEC:ALOE:C:", English, 19th century

A643214 Glass carboy, with conical stopper, labelled "TR:CAMPH.C"

A643215 Glass carboy, with conical stopper, labelled,"TR:RHEI.CO:"

A643216 Glass carboy, with hollow conical stopper, labelled "PETROL.LIQ"

A643217 Glass carboy, with hollow conical stopper, labelled "TR. ZINGIB"

A643218 Glass carboy, with conical stopper, labelled "TR:CALUMB"

A643219 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with narrow neck and metal top, labelled "AQ:FL:SAMB:", English, 

19th century

A643220 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with narrow neck, painted with floral design, labelled "VIN: IPECAC", 

English, 19th century

A643221 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with narrow neck, painted with floral design and labelled " 

TR:CALUMBAE", English, 19th century

A643222 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with narrow neck, painted floral design, labelled "MIST: CRET:C", 

Englisbh, 19th century

A643223 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with flat metal lid, filled with gilded wood balls, English,  19th century

A643224 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with domed metal lid, labelled "MAGNESIA" and painted with a 

Phoenix on a pyre, English, 19th century

A643225 Glass specie jar, cylindrical with domed metal lid, inscribed "RHUBARB" on the inside with gold 

and red design, English, 19th century

A643226 Glass bottle with long neck, 19th century

A643365 Glass drug jar, painted with coat-of-arms, Spanish

A643366 Glass drug jar, painted with coat of arms, Spanish

A643374 Glass bottle

A643375 Glass drug jar, Spanish, 17th to 19th century

A643376 Glass storage bottle, Spanish, 17th or 18th century, painted with monastic arms

A643378 Glass flask, labelled, Spanish, 17th or 18th century



A643379 Glass bottle, 1800-1939, displayed in 'Hispard-Mauresque' pharmacy display at Wellcome 

Museum.

A643380 Glass flask, conical, Spanish, probably 17th or 18th century

A643381 Glass flask, conical, labelled "SYRUP FL.TUNIC", painted with monastic arms, Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A643382 Glass flask, conical, painted with coat-of-arms, Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A643383 Glass albarello, with metal lid, labelled "Lap.Bez.Occ.P.", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A643384 Glass albarello, with vellum cover, labelled "Pulv.Anti-Pleuritic" and "Antimonio diaforitico 

marcial", Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A643397 Glass flask, with hole towards base of body, possibly Spanish

A643398 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with cuckoo metal lid, labelled "Foecul", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th 

century

A643399 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with cuckoo, metal lid, labelled "Vitri pp", probably Spanish, 17th or 

18th century

A643400 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with cuckoo metal lid, labelleld "Pulv.Stomac.Qno", probably Spanish, 

17th or 18th century

A643401 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, labelled "Lact.Mechoac.", probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A643402 Glass bottle, Spanish

A643404 Glass drug jar, with tin lid, labelled "LAP JUDAIC" and also "BETUN JUDAICO (ASFATTO)" 

probably Spanish, 17th or 18th century

A643405 Glass flask, possibly Spanish, with parchment cover

A643408 Glass flask, ovoid, thick bubbly fabric, with contents, possibly Spanish

A643548 Bottle of tincture of capsicum, 1921

A643549 Bottle of proflavine hemisulphate, by William Martindale, 10 New Cavendish Street, London, 

England.

A645489 Glass decanter, formerly belonging to Joseph Lister

A650088 Hexagonal clear glass bottle, with broken circular base, brown stained, probably English, 1891 to 

1920

A650132 Glass bottle

A650249 Clear glass bell jar, cylindrical body, wide neck with ground glass stopper, open at base,  hand 

moulded, possibly English, 1801 to 1900

A650334 Cylindrical green glass phial, handblown, English, 1600-1800

A650377 Two storage bottles, green glass, European, second half 19th century

A650377/1 Storage bottle, glreen glass, European, second half 19th century

A650378 Clear glass specie jar for holding a bear's paw, now empty, Chinese materia medica, possibly 

English, 1871-1920

A650379 Storage jar, clear glass, for sterile swabs, English, second half 19th century

A650381 Three brown glass bottles, cylindrical, Ets Leune, Paris, maker, French, 1880-1920

A650419 Clear glass bottle, rounded base, cylindrical body, European, 19th century

A650484 Ground glass stopper with triangular thumbpiece, probably English, 1851-1900

A650492 Five clear glass bottles, tubular, with sealed metal caps, two empty, two with insect, one with 

insect pieces, supplied by Thackray, in "Quo Vadis" cigarette tin, English, 1920-1940

A650492 Pt1 Tin once used for "Quo Vadis?", Turkish leaf cigarettes by Ardath Tobacco Co., London, English, 

1920-1940

A650697 Glass base from an unidentified vessel, 1500 to 1900

A650785 Machine-moulded clear glass pharmacy bottle, owned by Mr Claude Woakes, (1868-circa 1935) 

who was an Ear Nose and Throat consulting surgeon at 78 Harley Street, London W1. Probably 

English made in the second half of the 19th century.

A651565 Small glass bottle with glass stopper, personal relic of Sir Lauder Brunton, English (?), 1870-1900

A651602 Pewter sauce boat, unknown touchmark, English, 18th century

A651603 Pewter bucket without handle, decorated with engraved bands, probably English, 1751-1850

A651846 3 bottles, clear glass, marked with scale, empty, personal relic of Dr. Bailey, English, late 19th 

century

A652232 Wooden inkstand, with hexagonal cut glass inkwell with brass fitment to cover, probably English, 

1870 to 1910

A652611 Glass object, possibly a stopper

A653582 Bottle, amber glass, with stopper, for solvent ether, empty, German, prepared by E. Merck of 

Darmstadt, 1900-1910

A653592 Bottle, clear glass, cylindrical, probably German, 1880 to 1920



A653593 Measuring cylinder, glass, broken, by Bach and Riedel of Berlin, 1880 to 1920

A653641 Container, tin, empty, German, 1900-1910

A653654 Bottle, amber glass, cork stopper, for opium tincture, empty, probably German, 1900-1910

A653655 Bottle, clear glass, for aetherische baldriantinktur, empty, with cork stopper, German, 1900-1910

A653657 10 bottles, amber glass, cork stopper, in cardboard box, for digitalis preparation, emtpy,  by Knoll 

and Co. of Ludwigshafen, German, 1900-1910

A653668 10 bottles, amber glass, cork stopper, in cardboard box, for digitalis preparation, empty,  by Knoll 

and Co. of Ludwigshafen, German, 1900-1910

A653670 Green glass bottle, with cork stopper, almost full of Ersatz Kirsch (?) made in Germany, 1900-

1918

A653671 Brown glass bottle, with cork, half full of liquid, labelled Youngers' India Pale Ale, brewed 

Edinburgh, Scottish, 1900-1918

A653678 Opaque white glass bottle of Tip Top metal polish with German label, probably German, 1900-

1918

A653727 Bottle, light green glass, cork stopper, for karmelitergeist, empty, German, 1900-1910

A653733 Bottle, clear glass, for tincture of essential oil, with cork stopper, empty, German, 1900-1910

A653734 Bottle, amber glass, for chloroform, empty, German, militay issue, 1918

A653740 2 bottles, amber glass, for chloroform, empty, German, military issue, 1918

A653745 Bottle, amber glass, cork stopper, empty, for hydrochloric acid, German, 1900-1910

A653756 2 ampoules, clear glass, with contents, unidentified, probably German, 1900-1910

A653780 Bottle, clear glass, for dilute hydrochloric acid, empty, probably German, 1900-1910

A653781 Bottle, clear glass,for dilute hydrochloric acid, empty, probably German, 1900-1910

A653783 Bottle, clear glass, leather cap, for dilute hydrochloric acid, empty, probably German, 1900-1910

A653786 Bottle, clear glass, leather cap, empty, probably German, 1900-1910

A653787 Bottle, clear glass, for tincture of iodine, probably German, empty, 1900-1910

A653791 Bottle, amber glass, metal cap, empty, for silver nitrate, probably German, 1900 to 1910

A654193 2 yellow painted metal containers, empty, used for sodium bicarbonate tablets, for military use, 

German, 1914-1918

A654194 2 yellow painted metal containers, empty, used for solvent tablets, for military use, German, 1914-

1918

A654197 2 yellow painted metal containers, empty, used for camphor, for military use, German, 1914-1918

A654198 Yellow painted metal container once used for sodium bicarbonate tablets, for military use,  

German, 1914-1918

A654245 2 bottles, clear glass, for spirit, empty, probably German, 1900-1910

A654406 Yellow painted metal container with circular cap, empty, German, 1914-1918

A654412 2 yellow painted metal container used for zinc oxide and compound plaster, for military use, 

German, 1914-1918, empty

A654413 Yellow painted metal container, containing cotton wool, labelled peppermint tablets, for military 

use, German, 1914-1918

A654414 Yellow painted metal container, empty, used for zinc oxide compound plaster, for military use, 

German, 1914-1918

A654415 Yellow painted metal container, empty, used for holding medicine glasses, for military use, 

German, 1914-1918

A654416 3 yellow metal containers, 2 containing empty bottle, for military use, German, 1914-1918

A654421 Yello painted metal container, empty, used for dimethylphenyl pyrazolene tablets, for military use, 

German, 1914-1918

A654424 Yellow painted metal container, empty, used for quinine hydrochloride tablets, for military use, 

German, 1914-1918

A654425 Yellow painted metal container, empty, used for lotwasser, for military use, German, 1914-1918

A654426 Yellow painted metal container, empty, used for soap, for military use, German, 1914-1918

A654427 Yellow painted metal container, once used for ointmentmolle, for military use, German, 1914-1918

A654449 Black painted metal container, empty, probably for German military use, 1900-1918

A655519 Ten glass pharmacy bottles, probably English, 19th century



A655566 2 Small glass bottles, flat base with small pontil mark, straight cylindrical body, waisted neck, 

flared rim English, 1880-1940

A655567 Test tube, glass, flat base, straight cylindrical body, flared uneven out-turned rim, with cork 

stopper, hand moulded, English, 1850-1900

A655568 2 Glass bottles, flat base, cylindrical body, tapered neck, broad flared rounded edged rim, English, 

1880-1940

A655569 Phial, glass, clear but with frosted neck, cylindrical body flat base, shouldered, broad neck, flared 

rim, English, 1880-1940

A655570 Bottle, glass, milk bottle shaped, small kick-up base, tapered neck, English, 1880-1940

A655571 Small glass bottle, cylindrical body, flat base, tapered, neck, flared rim, English, 1880-1940

A655572 Test tube glass, cylindrical, flat base hand moulded with pontil mark on base, English, 1880-1940

A655794 Glass bottle of picric acid, in cylindrical pigskin container, military issue, by S. Maw Son and Sons, 

1901-1925

A656391 Dispensing bottle, glass, empty, for iodine in ethylene dichloride for painting on skin, prepared by 

Wallas and Co. of London, 1880-1920, relic of R.J. Godlee

A656757 Pewter lids, possibly from theriac containers, possibly Venetian and Italian, 1401-1700

A657625 Small white opaque glass bowl on stemmed base, bowl shallow, base broken, English(?), 1801-

1900

A657644 Tall cylindrical bottle with wide neck, European, 1880-1960

A657645 2 clear glass rectangular bottles with stoppers of lead and cork, European, 1880-1940

A657646 Rectangular clear glass bottle with stopper of lead and cork, European, 1880-1940

A657647 Cylindrical clear glass bottle, tall neck, no stopper, European, 1880-1960

A657648 2 cylindrical clear glass bottles with wide necks, European, 1920-1960

A657649 6 rectangular glass bottles with stoppers, English, 1880-1960

A657650 2 rectangular clear glass bottles with stoppers, European, 1880-1960

A657651 Clear glass rectangular bottle with tall neck and glass stopper, European, 1880-1960

A657652 Rectangular glass bottle with tall neck and glass stopper, European, 1880-1960

A657653 Rectangular glass bottle with squared shoulders and tall neck, European, 1880-1960

A657654 2 rectangular glass bottles, stoppers of lead and cork with small screw-on caps, European,  1880-

1940

A657655 3 cylindrical green glass bottles with twisted paper covers over necks, European, 1880-1960

A657656 4 small hexagonal green glass bottles, 3 ribbed faces, no stoppers, European, 1880-1960

A657657 2 cylindrical green glass bottles with tall necks and glass stoppers, European, 1880-1920

A657658 2 hexagonal green glass bottles with stoppers, European, 1880-1960

A657659 Hexagonal green glass bottle with stopper, Europe, 1880-1960

A657660 2 hexagonal green glass bottles with stoppers, European, 1880-1960

A657661 2 green glass hexagonal bottles, ribbed on 3 sides, glass stoppers, European, 1880-1960

A657662 Hexagonal green glass bottle with tall neck and stopper, ribbed on 3 faces, European, 1880-1960

A657663 Narrow rectangular green glass bottle, ribbed on 3 sides, with glass stopper, English, 1880-1960

A657664 Small cylindrical amber glass bottle, slightly asymmetrical, European, 1880-1920

A657665 2 cylindrical brown glass bottles with wide necks and screw-threads, no caps, European, 1920-

1960

A657666 Cylindrical brown glass bottle with wide squat neck and circular screw-on cap, European, 1920-

1960

A657667 Cylindrical brown glass bottle, tall rim with 2 ribs, glass stopper, European, 1880-1960

A657668 Cylindrical brown glass bottle with stopper, European, 1880-1960

A657669 4 hexagonal brown glass dropper-bottles with plastic caps, ribbed on 3 faces, European, 1920-

1960

A657670 2 hexagonal brown glass bottles with stoppers, ribbed on 3 faces, European, 1880-1960

A657671 2 brown glass dropper bottles, squat and cylindrical with rubber stoppers, European, 1880-1960

A657672 2 cylindrical brown glass bottles, plain, slightly asymmetrical, European, 1880-1920

A657673 Rectangular brown glass bottle with square base, ribbed on 3 sides, screw-thread on neck, 

European, 1880-1960

A657674 Hexagonal brown glass bottle with tall neck, 3 faces ribbed, European, 1880-1960

A657675 Small cylindrical brown glass bottle with tightly fitting rubber stopper, European, 1880-1960

A657676 Brown glass rectangular bottle with tall neck, ribbed on 3 sides, European, 1880-1960



A657677 Large brown glass bottle, stopper missing, English, 1880-1920

A657678 Large clear glass shop round with green glass stopper (probably not original), European, 1850-

1920

A657679 2 clear glass shop rounds with glass stoppers, machine moulded, European, 1850-1920

A657680 Large clear glass shop round, with rectangular glass stopper, 6oz size, machine moulded, 

English, 1850-1920

A657681 Oval, clear glass bottle with cork stopper, English, 1900-1950

A657682 Clear glass cylindrical bottle, with rectangular stopper, machine moulded, European, 1880-1950

A657683 Small cylindrical bottle with round stopper, machine moulded, European, 1880-1920

A657684 2 small squat clear glass ointment jar, screw threads for lid, now missing, machine moulded, 

English(?), 1880-1950

A657685 Shallow, clear glass ointment jar, with screw thread for lid, now missing, England, 1880-1950

A657686 7 clear glass shop rounds with rectangular glass stoppers, 3 oz size, English, 1850-1920

A657687 Rectangular clear glass bottle with cork and metal stopper, machine moulded, English(?), 1880-

1920

A657688 Rectangular glass bottle with cylindrical neck and cork and metal stoppe•••machine moulded, 

English, 1880-1920

A657689 Circular clear glass bottle with bulbous stopper, originally contained ether(?), now empty, English, 

1850-1920

A657690 Small clear glass bottle, bubbly fabric, machine moulded, European, 1880-1920

A657691 Small clear glass bottle with screw thread for cap, now missing, machine moulded, European, 

1920-1960

A657692 6 small brown glass bottles, cylindrical with flared rims, machine moulded, European, 1880-1920

A657693 Thin, brown glass bottle with screw-on metal cap, made by Gemey, machine moulded, English,  

1920-1960

A657694 2 small brown glass bottles with rubber stoppers, machine moulded, European, 1880-1960

A657695 Tiny brown glass bottle, machine moulded, European, 1880-1960

A657696 Small green glass jar with ribbed body, screw threads for cap (now missing), machine moulded, 

European, 1880-1960

A657697 Small green glass jar with ribbed body, screw threads for cap (now missing), machine moulded, 

European, 1880-1960

A657698 Small green glass jar with ribbed body, plastic screw top, European, 1880-1960

A657699 Small green glass bottle, machine moulded, European, 1880-1920

A657700 Circular clear glass bottle, with tall glass stopper, originally contained acetic acid, now empty, 

English, 1850-1920

A657701 Small white glass ointment jar, with screw thread for lid, now  missing, European, 1880-1960

A657702 Clear glass storage jar, originally with screw-on cap, now missing, European, 1880-1960

A657703 Clear glass storage jar with metal screw-on cap, stippled base, European, 1880-1960

A657704 Small brown glass bottle, no stopper, machine moulded, English(?), 1880-1920

A657705 15 tiny clear glass bottles, machine moulded, European, 1880-1960

A657706 7 small white glass ointment jars with metal lids, octagonal bodies, machime moulded, European, 

1880-1920

A657707 Small clear glass bottle, machine moulded, European, 1880-1960

A657708 Tiny clear glass bottle, machine moulded, European, 1880-1920

A657709 Small thin clear glass bottle, machine moulded, European, 1880-1920

A657710 3 green glass bottles, machine moulded, European, 1880-1920

A657710/1 green glass bottle, machine moulded, european, 1880-1920

A657711 3 green glass dispensing bottles, machine moulded, European, 1880-1920

A657712 Small green glass, dispensing bottle with rubber stopper, machine moulded, European, 1880-

1920

A657713 26 clear glass bottles, square with cylindrical neck, machine moulded, English, 1920-1960

A657714 3 green glass bottles with paper closures, European, 1880-1920

A657715 53 small clear glass bottles packed in box, not original, machine moulded, English, 1920-1960

A657716 Green glass bottle with paper closure, machine moulded, European, 1880-1920

A659175 6 tincture bottles, rose-coloured glass, for different contents, Bohemian  r



A659176 Set of 6 tincture bottles, rose-coloured glass, different contents, Bohemian

A659176 Pt1 Bell-shaped pink tincture bottle with harp design

A659176 Pt2 Bell-shaped pink tincture bottle with harp design

A659176 Pt3 Bell-shaped pink tincture bottle with harp design

A659176 Pt4 pink bottle

A659176 Pt5 pink bottle

A659176 Pt6 pink bottle

A659990 Spanish glass pharmacy vase, broken, 17th-18th century

A660035 Glass sherd

A660049 Glass drug jar, white opaque, inscribed "PULV: CHAMOMIL", from a pharmacy in Poland

A660050 Blue glass shop round, from Nicholson's chemists, British, 2nd half 19th century

A660051 Blue glass shop round, inscribed "SYR: MARRUB", British, 2nd half of 19th century

A660052 6 blue glass shop rounds, with different labels, second half 19th century

A660052 Pt1 Inscribed "SYR:PRVN:V:"

A660052 Pt2 Inscribed "SYR:RHEI"

A660052 Pt3 Inscribed "SYR:F:AURANT"

A660052 Pt4 Inscribed "OXYMEL"

A660052 Pt5 Inscribed "SYR:RHAMNI"

A660052 Pt6 Inscribed "SYR:LIMON:"

A660053 Glass shop round, inscribed "SYRUPUS", British, 2nd half of 19th century

A660054 Blue glass bottle inscribed "SYR:AURANT:", British, 2nd half of 19th century

A660055 5 blue glass shop rounds, each with a different label, British, second half 19th century

A660055 Pt1 Labelled "SYR:RHOEAD"

A660055 Pt2 Labelled "SYR:SCILLAE"

A660055 Pt3 Labelled "SYR:SENNAE"

A660055 Pt4 Labelled "OXYM:SCILL"

A660055 Pt5 Labelled "SYR:MORI" and "SYR:TOLU"

A660056 Glass bottle, opaque white, inscribed "TR:SALIN:RES:", possibly German, 18th century

A660057 Glass drug jar, opaque white, inscribed "Pulv.Ossium Soepiae"

A660058 Glass bottle, opaque white, inscribed "Elixir:Pector:", possibly German, 18th century

A660059 Glass drug jar, opaque white, inscribed "Rad:Rhei", probably German, 18th century

A660060 Glass drug jar, opaque white, inscribed "0: Mirab:GL", possibly German, 18th century

A660061 Glass drug jar, rectangular, with painted inscription "Rhei Blut", possibly German

A660062 Glass bottle, opaque black, rectangular, inscribed with Greek letters, possibly German, 18th 

century

A660063 Glass drug jar, opaque white, inscribed "EXTR:HYOSC:" possibly German, 18th century

A660064 Glass drug jar, opaque white, inscribed "Extr:Trif:Fibr:", probably German, 18th century

A660065 Glass drug jar, opaque white, inscribed "Extr:Card:Bened:", possibly German, 18th century

A660066 Glass drug jar, opaque white, inscribed "TARTARIS:", possibly German, 18th century

A660067 Glass drug jar, with painted floral cartouch, inscribed "Mel Rosar", German, 18th century

A660068 Glass bottle, opaque white, empty, inscribed "Laud:Liq:Syd:", possibly German, 18th century

A660069 Glass drug jar, opaque white, inscribed "HYDR:SULFUR NIGR:", possibly German, 18th century

A660070 Glass drug jar, opaque white, inscribed "SYR:DE SPIN:CERV:", probably 18th century

A660071 Glass bottle, opaque white with painted floral cartouche inscribed "ELIX UTERIN", German, 18th 

century

A660072 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, opaque white with painted floral decoration, inscribed "Olos de 

Cangrelos", possibly Spanish

A660073 Blue glass shop round, British, 2nd half of 19th century

A660074 Glass bottle, opaque white, inscribed "TR:LAX:", possibly German, 18th century

A660075 9 glass bottles, opaque blue, probably British

a660075/1 glass bottle, opaque blue, probably British

A660075/2 glass bottle, opaque blue, probably British

A660076 2 clear glass shop rounds, with engraved labels, British

A660076 Pt1 Labelled "OL.LAVAND"

A660076 Pt2 Labelled "OL.MENTH.PIP"

A660077 2 clear glass shop rounds, with engraved label

A660077 Pt1 Labelled "OL.CARYOPH"

A660077 Pt2 Labelled "OL CARUI"



A660078 2 clear glass shop rounds, with engraved labels, British

A660078 Pt1 Labelled "ACID:SULPH:DIL:"

A660078 Pt2 Labelled "ACID:HYDROCHLOR:DIL:"

A660079 3 clear glass shop rounds, with engraved labels, British

A660079 Pt1 labelled "ACID:NITRIC:D:"

A660079 Pt2 Labelled "ACID:SULP:D:"

A660079 Pt3 Labelled "ACID:ACET:F:"

A660080 2 clear glass shop rounds, with engraved labels, British

A660080 Pt1 Labelled "ACID.NITRIC.DIL"

A660080 Pt2 Labelled "TR FERRI.MUR"

A660081 2 clear glass shop rounds, with engraved label

A660081 Pt1 Labelled "AC:PHOSP.DIL"

A660081 Pt2 Labelled "OL.EUCALYPTI."

A660082 Clear glass shop round, with engraved label "ACID.SULPHURIC", British

A660083 Clear glass shop round, with engraved label "CHLOROFORM", British

A660084 Clear glass shop round, with engraved label, labelled "LIQ.POTASS", British

A660085 Clear glass shop round, with engraved label, from Nicholson's Chemists, British

A660086 Clear glass shop round, with engraved label "CHLOROFORM" and a paper label "BENZINE", 

British

A660087 5 blue glass bottles, hexagonal, partially ribbed, with rubber bung and brush, of varying heightsd

A660088 Clear glass shop round, labelled "Acetate of Soda"

A660089 Glass bottle, cylindrical, with ribbed sides

A660090 Clear glass shop round, labelled "OL AMYGD.D.", British

A660091 Clear glass bottle, empty, designed to dispense in small quantitites, labelled "TR:CAMPH C OPII", 

British

A660092 Clear glass shop round, labelled "OL:RICINI:", British

A660093 Clear glass shop round, labelled "OL:OLIVAE"

A660094 Clear glass shop round, labelled "OL CARBOL", British

A660095 Clear glass shop round, labelled "GLYCERINE", British

A660096 Clear glass shop round, labelled "GLYC BORAC", British

A660097 Clear glass shop round, labelled "MEL BORAC", British

A660098 2 clear glass shop rounds, with labels, British

A660098 Pt1 Labelled "GLYC:AC:TAN"

A660098 Pt2 Labelled "GLYC:PEPSIN"

A660099 Clear glass shop round, with paper label, British

A660100 Pair of glass albarellos, each with a coat of arms painted on the side

A660101 Glass albarello inscribed "Scilla preparat", containing a grey powdered substance

A660102 Glass albarello, inscribed "POL:P FLVSSO DI" with pink powdered contents

A660103 25 glass albarellos, varying sizes, some labelled and some containing drugs

A660103 Pt1 One of 24 albarellos, no label

A660103 Pt2 See part 1

A660103 Pt3 Inscribed "Sabatiglia" and containing remains of a red substance

A660103 Pt4 Inscribed "Incenzo Fino", and containing remains of brown substance

A660103 Pt5 See part 1

A660103 Pt6 See part 1

A660103 Pt7 See part 1

A660103 Pt8 See part 1

A660103 Pt9 Inscribed "Lagrima d'Incenzo" and containing remains of orange substance

A660103 Pt10 See part 1

A660103 Pt11 Containing remains of a green substance

A660103 Pt12 See part 1

A660103 Pt13 See part 1

A660103 Pt14 Inscribed "Autefebrin"

A660103 Pt15 Inscribed "Cas Toro"

A660103 Pt16 See part 1

A660103 Pt17 With illegible label

A660103 Pt18 See part 1

A660103 Pt19 See part 1

A660103 Pt20 With Illegible drug label



A660103 Pt21 See part 1

A660103 Pt22 See part 1

A660103 Pt23 See part 1

A660103 Pt24 See part 1

A660103 Pt25 Inscribed "Corno di ...cotto"

A660104 Glass albarello, inscribed, label "Vetr.Bian.d'Inghilterra"

A660105 Glass albarello, containing some purple powdered substance

A660106 Pair of glass albarellos, each containing some powdered substance

A660107 Glass albarello, half filled with a white substance

A660108 Pair of glass albarellos, each containing remains of an unidentified drug

A660109 Glass albarello

A660110 Glass albarello

A660111 Glass albarello, containing flakes of glass

A660112 Pair of glass albarellos, with painted gilt cartouches for drug label

A660113 Glass albarello

A660114 Glass albarello

A660115 Glass albarello, with traces of a yellow substance

A660116 Pair of glass albarellos, one with traces of a red substance

A660117 2 glass albarellos

A660118 Pair of glass albarellos, with painted gold cartouches

A660119 Glass albarello inscribed "Extr.Myrrhae" with contents

A660120 Pair of glass albarellos

A660121 Pair of glass albarellos

A660122 Pair of glass albarellos

A660123 Glass albarello

A660124 Glass albarello

A660125 Glass albarello

A660126 Pair of glass albarellos, each containing the remains of a powdered substance

A660127 2 glass albarellos

A660128 Glass albarello

A660129 Glass albarello, with remains of yellow substance

A660130 41 glass drug jars, cylindrical, in seven grades of size

A660130 Pt1 Four vessels

A660130 Pt2 Six vessels

A660130 Pt3 Eight vessels

A660130 Pt4 Two vessels

A660130 Pt5 Eight vessels

A660130 Pt6 Nine vessels

A660130 Pt7 Four vessels

A660131 Glass albarello, inscribed "S. Cuscut."

A660132 Glass albarello

A660133 Glass albarello

A660134 Two glass albarellos

A660135 Glass albarello, with paper label inscribed "Tuzzia prep."

A660136 Glass albarello with paper label, insribed "Polv. d'insetti"

A660137 Glass alabarello with remains of a red substance inside

A660138 Three glass albarellos

A660139 Three glass albarellos

A660141 Two glass albarellos

A660142 Three glass abarellos, one with remains of a brown substance inside

A660143 Six glass albarellos, each with two loop handles, possibly Italian, possibly 18th century

A660144 Glass albarello

A660145 Glass albarello

A660146 Glass albarello

A660147 Glass albarello

A660148 Glass albarello, green

A660149 Glass albarello, with grey powder inside

A660150 Pair of glass alabarellos, one with remains of grey substance

A660151 Glass alabarello, containing travces of an unidentified green sustance

A660152 Three glass bottles of varying sizes, each with a decorative paper and straw sheath



A660152 Pt1 Bottle, glass

A660152 Pt2 Bottle, glass

A660152 Pt3 Bottle, glass

A660153 Glass alabarello

A660154 Six clear glass sample bottles of varying capacity by Beatson Clark and Company, Rotherham, 

English

A660154 Pt1 Clear glass sample bottle, by Beatson Clark and Co., Rotherham, English

A660154 Pt2 Clear glass sample bottle, by Beatson Clark and Co. Rotherham, English

A660154 Pt3 Clear glass sample bottle, by Beatson Clark and Co., Rotherham, English

A660154 Pt4 Clear glass sample bottle, by Beatson Clark and Co., Rotherham, English

A660154 Pt5 Clear glass sample bottle, by Beatson Clark and Co., Rotherham, English

A660154 Pt6 Clear glass sample bottle, by Beatson Clark and Co., Rotherham, English

A660155 Glass dispensing bottle

A660156 Two glass albarellos, each with remains of contents, fluted sides

A660156 Pt1 Glass albarello

A660156 Pt2 Glass albarello

A660157 Glass albarello

A660158 Pair of glass bottles

A660159 Glass bottle

A660160 Glass bottle

A660161 Glass shop round

A660162 Eleven clear glass bottles

A660162 Pt1 Bottle, clear glass, label worn off

A660162 Pt2 Bottle, clear glass, label worn off

A660162 Pt3 Bottle, clear glass, label worn off

A660162 Pt4 Bottle, clear glass, label worn off

A660162 Pt5 Bottle, clear glass, label worn off, contains smaller glass jar

A660162 Pt6 Bottle, clear glass, label worn off

A660162 Pt7 Bottle, clear glass, label worn off

A660162 Pt8 Bottle, clear glass, label worn off

A660162 Pt9 Bottle, clear glass, label worn off

A660162 Pt10 Bottle, clear glass, label worn off

A660162 Pt11 Bottle, clear glass, label worn off

A660163 Glass drug jar, square cross section, inscribed "DENT APRI".

A660164 Nine glass alabarellos, each with the remaining traces of a painted drug inscription

A660165 Glass bottle

A660166 Three glass drug jars, square cross-section

A660166 Pt1 Glass drug jar, containing remains of white substance

A660166 Pt2 Glass drug jar, containing some seeds

A660166 Pt3 Glass drug jar, with torn label and containing white substance

A660167 Two blue glass dispensing bottles

A660168 Eight glass dispensing bottles, from Nicholson's chemist

A660168 Pt1 Five identical glass dispensing bottles, with tablespoon scale on side

A660168 Pt2 Glass dispensing bottle, with moulded scale on side

A660168 Pt3 Dispensing bottle, with moulded scale on side

A660168 Pt4 Dispensing bottle, with moulded scale on side

A660169 Two glass bottles with eight sides, moulded scale on side, late 18th century

A660170 Two dispensing bottles, by Boots the Chemist, English, late 19th to 20th century

A660171 Eight glass jars, 7 of which contain powders

A660172 26 clear glass bottles

A660172 Pt1 Glass bottle

A660172 Pt2 Glass bottle, cork stopper and leather cover, label worn off

A660172 Pt3 Glass bottle

A660172 Pt4 Glass bottle, label worn off

A660172 Pt5 Glass bottle, label worn away

A660172 Pt6 Glass bottle, cork bung, labelled "TR BENZO... COMPOS..."

A660172 Pt7 Glass bottle, cork bung and leather cover, label worn away

A660172 Pt8 Glass bottle, labelled "TR GUAIAC VOLAT"

A660172 Pt9 Glass bottle, label worn away

A660172 Pt10 Glass bottle, label worn away



A660172 Pt11 Glass bottle, cork bung and leather cover, labelled "TR FERRI..."

A660172 Pt12 Glass bottle, cork and leather cover, label worn away

A660172 Pt13 Glass bottle, labelled "TR OPII CROC", empty

A660172 Pt14 Glass bottle, cork bung, leather cover, label worn away

A660172 Pt15 Glass bottle, label worn away

A660172 Pt16 Glass bottle, cork bung, label worn away

A660172 Pt17 Glass bottle, cork bung, covered with leather, label worn off

A660172 Pt18 Glass bottle, cork bung, label worn off

A660172 Pt19 Glass bottle, label worn off

A660172 Pt20 Glass bottle, cork bung and leather cover, label worn off

A660172 Pt21 Glass bottle, cork and leather, labelled "TR CO...."

A660172 Pt22 Glass bottle, cork bung, leather cover, label worn off

A660172 Pt23 Glass bottle, label worn off

A660172 Pt24 Glass bottle, cork bung, label illegible

A660172 Pt25 Glass bottle, cork bung, label worn off

A660172 Pt26 Glass bottle, cork bung, label worn off

A660173 Glass drug jar, inscribed "Carpobasum", with paper cover

A660174 Glass drug jar, with paper cover

A660175 Two glass drug jar, one with parchment cover

A660175 Pt1 Glass drug jar, parchment cover tied on with string

A660175 Pt2 Glass drug jar

A660176 Glass albarello

A660177 Three glass bottles, rectangular cross section

A660177 Pt1 Glass bottle

A660177 Pt2 Glass bottle

A660177 Pt3 Glass bottle

A660178 Three clear glass bottles

A660178 Pt1 Glass bottle, labelled "Tinct. Astorei"

A660178 Pt2 Glass bottle

A660178 Pt3 Glass bottle

A660179 Glass drug jar, with parchment cover

A660180 Glass albarello, dumb-bell shaped

A660181 Two brown glass bottles

A660182 Two bottles of "Laeyson's Odorous Powder"

A660183 Glass bottle with metal top

A660184 Clear glass bottle, labelled "Acet Destill"

A660185 Square glass bottle, labelled

A660186 Three brown glass poison bottles

A660187 Six emarald green poison bottles, British

A660187 Pt1 Two emarald green poison bottles, glass

A660187 Pt2 Poison bottle, glass, labelled "Sol: silver nitrate, 1 in 500, Theatre"

A660187 Pt3 Poison bottle, glass, labelled 'Ethyl Bromide', by Savory and Moore, 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave 

Square, London, SW1, England.

A660187 Pt4 Poison bottle, glass, labelled 'Liquor arseni et hydrargyri iodidi B.P.C.', by Savory and Moore, 

Standard Works, Lawrence Road, Tottenham, London, N15, England.

A660187 Pt5 Poison bottle, glass, labelled '#NHI Collutarium phenol Alkaline', by Savory and Moore, 29 Chapel 

Street, Belgrave Square, London, SW1, England.

A660188 Three emerald green poison bottles of varying sizes, British

A660188 Pt1 Poison bottle, emerald green, glass, labelled

A660188 Pt2 Poison bottle, emerald green, glass, labelled

A660188 Pt3 Poison bottle, emerald green, glass, labelled

A660189 Three clear glass hexagonal poison bottles, labelled

A660189 Pt1 Poison bottle, clear glass, labelled "Liquor Trinitrate"

A660189 Pt2 Poison bottle, clear glass, labelled "Ext. Belladonnae Liq.P.B."

A660189 Pt3 Poison bottle, clear glass, labelled, labe partly legible

A660190 Two triangular poison bottles

A660190 Pt1 Poison bottle, glass, brown

A660190 Pt2 Poison bottle, glass, dark blue, prepared and supplied by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., London

A660191 Five emarald green bottles



A660191 Pt1 Three glass bottles

A660191 Pt2 Bottle, glass, labelled 'Liq Sod Carbol Co B.P.C.', made by Savory and Moore, 29 Chapel Street, 

Belgrave Square, London, SW1, England.

A660191 Pt3 Glass bottle

A660192 Three glass albarellos, dumbbell shaped

A660192 Pt1 Two glass albarellos

A660192 Pt2 Glass albarello

A660193 Six clear glass shop rounds with fluted sides

A660193 Pt1 Shop round, glass with ground glass stopper

A660193 Pt2 Two clear glass shop rounds

A660193 Pt3 Three clear glass shop rounds

A660194 Pt1 Emerald green poison bottle, from Nicholson's Chemist shop, British

A660195 Four clear glass bottles

A660196 Six identical clear glass dispensing bottles

A660197 Five glass bottles of varying capacity, by Savory and Moore, 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, 

London, SW1, England.

A660197 Pt1 Glass bottle, powder content, label torn off

A660197 Pt2 Glass bottle, content powder, labelled

A660197 Pt3 Glass bottle, content brown powder, labelled

A660197 Pt4 Glass bottle, content white powder, labelled "strontium salicylate"

A660197 Pt5 Glass bottle, labelled

A660198 Glass bottle, by Paul Jones and Co.

A660199 Glass bottle

A660200 Two clear glass shop rounds, labelled, from Nicholson's chemist shop, British

A660200 Pt1 Shop round, clear glass, labelled "Glycerin Pur:"

A660200 Pt2 Shop round, clear glass, labelled "Ol Ricini"

A660201 Four clear glass shop rounds, from T.T. Nicholson's Chemist shop, British

A660201 Pt1 Shop round, glass

A660201 Pt2 Shop round, clear glass, with cylindrical glass cover

A660201 Pt3 Shop round, glass

A660201 Pt4 Shop round, glass and metal

A660202 Glass bottle, purple, 19th century

A660203 Three clear glass shop rounds

A660204 Clear glass bottle with diagonal ribbing

A660207 Pair of glass alabarellos

A660208 Glass bottle

A660209 Glass jar

A660210 Pair of shop rounds, cylindrical with glass stoppers

A660210 Pt1 Shop round inscribed "Chloroform Pure"

A660210 Pt2 Shop round inscribed "EXt. Ergotae Liquid"

A660211 Glass tumbler with engraved decoration, probably German

A660212 Clear glass shop round, labelled "Oleum volatile Cornu cerui"

A660213 Glass bottle, originally contained hair restorer, USA, from Nicholson's Chemist Shop

A660214 Clear glass bottle, inscribed by Roberts and Company, English or French

A660215 Clear glass bottle

A660216 Green glass bottle

A660217 Glass bottle originally contained "Dinneford's Magnesia", from Nicholson's Chemist Shop

A660218 Glass bottle, originally contained Lockyer's hair restorer, from Nicholson's chemist shop

A660219 Glass dispensing bottle, from Nicholson's chemist shop, by J.E. Ryder, English

A660220 Glass dispensing bottle, with scale, possibly 19th century

A660221 Glass drug jar, cylindrical, with parchment cover

A660222 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A660223 Glass drug jar, with parchment cover

A660224 Glass bottle with vertical ribbing

A660225 Clear glass storage bottle

A660226 Two blue glass shop rounds

A660226 Pt1 Glass shop round, cork stopper, solid substance in bottom of bottle

A660226 Pt2 Shop round, glass, [contents] walnut(?)

A660227 Blue glass shop round, labelled "Inf. Chirata Conc", by the British Drug Houses Ltd., London



A660228 Blue glass shop round, labelled 'Tinct Persionis', by John Bell and Croyden Ltd., 50 Wigmore 

Street, London, W1, England.

A660229 Blue glass shop round, labelled, by Dimol laboratories, English

A660230 Pale blue glass shop round, labelled 'Glycerine of Tannin', by R. S. Dampney, 87 Abingdon Road, 

Kensington, London, England.

A660235 Blue glass poison bottle, with wavy horizontal ribbing

A660236 Glass poison bottle, blue, rectangular, with three ribbed sides

A660238 Brass cylindrical poison bottle

A660240 Amber coloured shop round

A660241 Glass shop round

A660242 Clear glass bottle, labelled "Pulv: Fumal"

A660245 Clear glass bottle

A660246 Glass bottle

A660247 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A660248 Glass bottle, cylindrical body

A660249 Glass shop round, inscribed "Pharmacie Roux, A Nyon"

A660251 Two blue glass shop rounds, from contents of Tyler's chemist shop, in London

A660251 Pt1 Shop round, labelled

A660251 Pt2 Shop round, labelled "Lin. Terebinth"

A660252 Glass bottle

A660253 Glass bottle, inscribed, "Collodion", French

A660254 Glass bottle, possibly a poison bottle, square cross section with ribbed sides

A660255 Clear glass bottle with engraved decoration, possibly Swiss, possibly 18th century

A660257 Glass bottle labelled "Clesom cumini"

A660258 Glass bottle, with cork stopper, and permanent cover

A660259 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A660261 Glass hexagonal poison bottle, labelled 'Picric Acid', by Savory and Moore Ltd., 29 Chapel Street, 

Belgrave Square, London, SW1, England.

A660262 Brown poison bottle, hexagonal

A660263 Green glass poison bottle, labelled 'Acet. Cantharidi', by Savory and Moore, 143 New Bond 

Street, London, England, 1901-1914.

A660264 Clear glass poison bottle, labelled "Chloroform", by Duncan, Flockhart and Co., British

A660265 Glass bottle

A660266 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A660267 Brown poison bottle, labelled

A660268 Clear glass shop round

A660269 Clear glass bottle, labelled "WAnder Brand Malt Extract Products", from Tyler's Chemist Shop, 

London

A660271 Glass bottle, cylindrical with long neck

A660272 Clear glass shop round, labelled "Chloroform", by Duncan, Flockhart & Company, British

A660274 Glass bottle

A660277 Brown glass poison bottle

A660278 Clear glass shop round, labelled 'distilled water', by N. F. Tyler, (late Dampney), 87 Abingdon 

Road, Kensington, London, W8, England.

A660279 Clear glass "T.K." drop bottle, British

A660281 Glass bottle, cylindrical, corked and covered with paper

A660282 Two clear glass bottles

A660283 Clear glass bottle, labelled "Fu"

A660284 Clear glass bottle, labelled, by Pharmacie B. Reber of Geneva, Swiss

A660285 Clear glass dispensing bottle, labelled "Acqua di Colonia", Italian

A660287 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A660288 Glass specimen tube, cylindrical, used by the Wellcome Bureau of Scientific Research, in Cairo in 

1906

A660289 Clear glass bottle, labelled "Citrate of Iron & Quinine", by Parke's Drug Stores Limited, Princes 

Street, Oxford Circus, London

A660291 Clear glass shop round, labelled, from chemist shop of S. Moss, 149 High Street, Cheltenham, 

Gloucestershire, England.

A660294 Glass bottle, pear shaped

A660295 Three clear glass dispensing bottles

A660295 Pt1 Two dispensing bottles, glass



A660295 Pt2 Dispensing bottle

A660296 Clear glass bottle, with moulded decoration

A660298 Clear glass dispensing bottle, graduated

A660299 Glass dispensing bottle, octagonal, coloured blue

A660300 Pair of glass bottles, probably from the pharmacy Santa Maria Novella, Florence, probably Italian

A660301 Glass bottle, rectangular cross section

A660302 Two clear glass dispensing bottles, one labelled

A660302 Pt1 Clear glass dispensing bottle

A660302 Pt2 Clear glass dispensing bottle, R. H. Parker, pharmacist and dispensing chemist, 35 Clifton Road, 

Maida Vale, London, England.

A660303 Clear glass bottle, labelled 'Tinct. Phosphori. Gale', by W. Gulliver and Son, 6 Lower Belgrave 

Street, London, SW, England.

A660306 Clear glass shop round, label largely obliterated, from Tyler's chemist shop in London

A660307 Clear glass dispensing bottle

A660309 Glass dispensing bottle, octagonal

A660310 Green glass bottle

A660311 Rectangular dispensing bottle, empty labelled 'Laudunum. - Poison', by the Civil Service Co-

operative Society, 28 Haymarket, London, England. Supplied by Henry West, chemist and 

druggist.

A660312 Glass dispensing bottle, empty, labelled "laudunum", supplied by H. King, chemist in Norwich

A660316 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A660321 Ten glass bottles

A660322 Two glass bottles

A660323 Glass bottle, tall cylindrical

A660324 Nine glass bottles, cylindrical

A660324 Pt1 Glass bottle

A660324 Pt2 Glass bottle

A660324 Pt3 Glass bottle

A660324 Pt4 Glass bottle, brown

A660324 Pt5 Glass bottle, brown

A660324 Pt6 Glass bottle, pale green

A660324 Pt7 Glass bottle

A660324 Pt8 Glass bottle

A660324 Pt9 Glass bottle

A660325 Glass drug jar square cross section

A660326 Glass bottle, tall cylindrical, weathered, mould marks on sides

A660327 Four glass bottles, cylindrical, iridescent weathering

A660327 Pt1 Glass bottle

A660327 Pt2 Glass bottle

A660327 Pt3 Glass bottle

A660327 Pt4 Glass bottle

A660328 Glass bottle, cylindrical, moulded

A660329 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A660330 Two glass bottles, cylindrical, weathered

A660330 Pt1 Glass bottle

A660330 Pt2 Glass bottle

A660355 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A660365 Glass bottle, inscribed "Magobus Opt"

A660366 Glass bottle, containing white powder and with inscribed label

A660368 Glass bottle, with sealed paper cover

A660369 Glass bottle, inscribed "Essentia Dulcis", paper cover, sealed

A660372 Glass bottle, cylindrical, with paper cover

A660373 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A660374 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A660375 Glass bottle with yellow fluid in the bottom

A660376 Glass bottle, possibly 18th century

A660377 Glass bottle, cylindrical, possibly 18th century

A660378 Glass bottle, cylindrical



A660379 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A660380 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A660381 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A660382 Glass bottle, cylindrical, heavily weathered

A660383 Glass bottle, possibly 18th century

A660384 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A660385 Glass funnel

A660386 Glass bottle, possibly 19th century

A660387 Glass bottle, tall, cylindrical, possibly 1751-1800, possibly English

A660388 Glass bottle, tall, cylindrical

A660390 Glass bottle, tall and thin

A660391 Four glass bottles, cylindrical body

A660394 Glass bottle

A660395 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A660396 Two glass drug jars, cylindrical, thick green glass

A660397 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A660398 Glass jar, rectangular base, circular top

A660399 Four glass flasks

A660400 Two glass flasks

A660400 Pt1 Glass flask

A660400 Pt2 Glass flasks

A660401 Three glass flasks

A660402 Glass drug jar, cylindrical

A660403 Glass bottle

A660404 Glass bottle, small cylindrical body with long neck

A660405 Glass jar

A660406 Glass jar

A660407 Glass bottle, with faceted sides, and gilt decoration

A660408 Glass bottle, with faceted sides and painted gold decoration

A660409 Glass dispensing bottle, inscribed "Acide Tartrique", written by Pasteur, French

A660410 Glass dispensing bottle, inscribed, "ESpt(?) de Sal Ammonicaco"

A660411 Glass dispensing bottle, with illegible inscription

A660412 Glass bottle, from the hospital Santa Maria Nuova in Florence, possibly Italian

A660413 Glass dispensing bottle, cylindrical, with ground glass stopper

A660414 Glass dispensing bottle, possibly German

A660415 Glass bottle, cylindrical, heavy green glass, slightly weathered

A660416 Glass bottle, heavy green glass

A660417 Three glass flasks

A660418 Glass flask, from the pharmacy of the Santa Maria Nuova hospital in Florence, possibl Italian

A660419 Glass flask

A660421 Glass drug jar

A660422 Two glass albarellos

A660423 Two glass albarellos

A660423/1 shape; bulbous shoulders, cylindrical body tapering to base, emerted foot and rim, concave base 

with pontil decoration; rim of base impressed with lattice design.

A660423 Pt1 Glass albarello

A660423 Pt2 Glass albarello

A660425 Glass shop round, originally from Tyler's the Chemistst, probably late 19th century, English

A660426 Glass shop round originally from Tyler's Pharmacy, probably late 19th century

A660427 4 glass goblets, with accompanying lids

A660428 Glass display bottle, vase-like with foot

A660429 Two glass flasks, unsigned

A660429 Pt1 Glass flask; squat bulbous body, cylindrical neck which has been compressed in the centre to 

form 2 vertical channels, concave top with outsplayed rim, kicked base with pontil; colour, green

A660429 Pt2 Glass flask

A660439 Glass flask, blue, with swan shaped neck

A660440 Four glass bottles, cylindrical, weathered

A660441 Three glass bottles, cylindrical



A660442 Three glass bottles, cylindrical

A660443 Seven glass bottles, cylindrical, weathered

A660444 Two glass bottles, cylindrical

A660445 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A660446 Glass bottle, cylindrical

A660451 Two glass drug jars, brown

A660452 Glass drug jar, dark green

A660453 Glass jar, cylindrical

A660454 Empty bottle

A660457 Glass tumbler decorated with hunting scene

A660458 Glass jar

A660459 Glass jar

A660460 Glass jar

A660461 Glass storage bottle

A660462 Glass bottle, inscribed "Tinct: Croci", rectangular

A660463 Glass bottle inscribed "Ol: Chamomil" rectangular

A660467 Graduated bottle

A660470 Bottle

A660476 Four bottles, three small and one larger, with saints painted on sides

A660477 Glass bottle, rectangular, painted and trailed with coloured glass

A660478 Glass bottle with Saint painted on one side

A660479 Glass bottle with Saint painted on side

A660480 Glass bottle with Saint, possibly St. Nicholas of Myrna, painted on side, possibly Spanish, 19th 

century

A660481 Glass bottle with Saint painted on side, possibly Saint Nicholas of Myrna, possibly Spanish, 18th 

or 19th century

A660482 Glass bottle, rectangular, with painted figure of a saint, thought to be Saint Nicholas of Myrna, 

possibly Spanish

A660483 Glass bottle, rectangular, painted with the figure of a saint

A660484 Glass bottle with Saint painted on side

A660485 Glass bottle with picture of Saint stuck on side

A660486 Glass bottle with Saint painted on side

A660487 Glass bottle with Saint painted on side, 19th century

A660488 Glass bottle with picture of Saint painted on side

A660489 Glass bottle with Saint painted on side

A660490 Glass bottle with picture of Saint painted on side, 19th century

A660491 Glass bottle with Saint painted on side

A660492 Glass bottle with Saint painted on side

A660493 Glass bottle with Saint painted on side

A660494 Glass bottle with Saint painted on one side

A660495 Glass bottle, rectangular, paitned with the figure of a Saint

A660496 Glass bottle with Saint painted on one side

A660506 Glass bottle

A660508 Blue glass cover for bottle

A660509 Blue glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660510 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical, containing sand

A660511 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660512 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660513 Pale blue opaque glass bottle with painted decoration

A660514 Two glass bottles

A660515 Two bottles with painted inscription

A660515 Pt1 Bottle for spirit of lavender

A660515 Pt2 Bottle for tincture of castor

A660516 Glass drug jar

A660517 Glass drug jar

A660518 Bottle

A660519 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660520 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660521 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660522 Two glass bottles, possibly pharmaceutical



A660523 Two glass bottles, possibly pharmaceutical

A660524 Two glass bottles, possibly pharmaceutical

A660526 Glass jar, possibly an ointment jar

A660528 Glass flask, possibly pharmaceutical

A660529 Glass flask, possibly pharmaceutical

A660530 Blue glass decanter, probably for white wine

A660531 Wine flask

A660532 Wine flask

A660533 Wine flask

A660534 Wine flask

A660536 Empty bottle with remains of label and trace of contents

A660538 Glass bottle for "Ess. Bouquet"

A660539 Three glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660540 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660541 Cut glass jar with lid

A660542 Blue glass decanter for port

A660543 Empty bottle for iodine solution

A660544 Bottle with funnel-shaped neck, possibly pharmaceutical

A660545 Three bottles with funnel-shaped necks, possibly pharmaceutical

A660546 Bottle with funnel-shaped neck, possibly pharmaceutical

A660547 Bottle with funnel-shaped neck, possibly pharmaceutical

A660548 Bottle with funnel-shaped neck, possibly pharmaceutical

A660549 Two bottles with funnel-shaped necks, possibly pharmaceutical

A660550 Glass bottle

A660551 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660552 Two glass bottles with painted decoration

A660553 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660554 Wine flask

A660555 Wine flask

A660557 Ten glass bottles

A660557 Pt1 Empty glass bottle

A660557 Pt2 Empty glass bottle for bergamot

A660557 Pt3 Empty glass bottle for lavender

A660557 Pt4 Empty glass bottle for cinnamon

A660557 Pt5 Empty glass bottle for unidentified drug

A660557 Pt6 Empty glass bottle for unidentified drug

A660557 Pt7 Four empty glass bottles

A660558 Three glass bottles

A660559 Green glass drug jar, possibly Italian

A660560 Empty glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660561 Two bottles with glass stoppers and wheel-cut decoration

A660561/1 bottle with glass stopper and wheel-cut decoration

A660563 Bottle for camphorated chalk, by Squire, 413 Oxford Street, London, England.

A660564 Glass bottle with pedestal base, possibly pharmaceutical

A660565 Glass bottle, English

A660566 Two glass bottles, possibly pharmaceutical

A660567 Five glass bottles with painted inscription

A660567 Pt1 Bottle for glycerophosphates syrup, with trace of content

A660567 Pt2 Bottle for hypophosphate compound syrup, with trace of content

A660567 Pt3 Bottle for sodium bromide solution

A660567 Pt4 Bottle for hamamelis solution

A660567 Pt5 Bottle for ammonium acetate

A660568 Glass vessel, possibly pharmacceutical

A660569 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660571 Bottle for unidentified drug, Swiss, Brugg, Switzerland

A660572 Three bottles with painted inscriptions

A660572 Pt1 Glass jar with painted label, for unidentified drug

A660572 Pt2 Bottle with painted label, for peppermint water

A660572 Pt3 Bottle with painted label, for ipecacuanha tincture



A660573 Two glass drug jars with paper labels stuck inside, to be read through side of jar, from Pharmacie 

Strecker, Nyon, Switzerland

A660573 Pt1 Glass jar for powdered madder

A660573 Pt2 Glass jar for starch

A660574 Glass drug jar

A660575 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660576 Glass jar, possibly a drug jar

A660577 Glass jar, possibly a drug jar

A660578 Nine glass bottles with painted inscription

A660578 Pt1 Bottle for peppermint water

A660578 Pt2 Bottle for mastic essence

A660578 Pt3 Bottle for black cherry water

A660578 Pt4 Bottle for ipecacuanha powder

A660578 Pt5 Bottle for compound absynth essence

A660578 Pt6 Bottle for unidentified drug

A660578 Pt7 Bottle for unidentified drug

A660578 Pt8 Bottle for alcohol and antimony

A660578 Pt9 Bottle for mercury compound

A660579 Four glass bottles with painted inscriptions

A660579 Pt1 Bottle with painted inscription for unidentified drug

A660579 Pt2 Bottle with painted inscription for aromatic ammonia solution

A660579 Pt3 Bottle for spirit of harts horn, with painted inscription

A660579 Pt4 Bottle for unidentified drug with painted inscription

A660580 Two glass bottles with painted inscriptions

A660580 Pt1 Bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified drug

A660580 Pt2 Bottle with painted inscription, for camphor spirit

A660581 Two bottles with painted inscriptions

A660581 Pt1 Bottle with painted inscription for rosemary oil

A660581 Pt2 Bottle for unidentified tincture, with painted inscription

A660582 Three glass bottles with painted inscriptions on sides

A660582 Pt1 Bottle with painted inscription for copper compound

A660582 Pt2 Bottle with painted inscription for magnesium oxide

A660582 Pt3 Bottle with painted inscription for lactose

A660583 Three glass bottles with painted inscription

A660583 Pt1 Bottle for unidentified drug, possibly for orange elixir

A660583 Pt2 Bottle for valerian and camphor essence

A660583 Pt3 Bottle for essence containing valerian

A660584 Bottle for shellac tincture, with painted label

A660585 Glass bottle with painted inscription, for nerve tonic

A660586 Ten bottles with painted inscriptions

A660586 Pt1 Bottle with painted inscription, for sulphuric acid

A660586 Pt2 Bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified drug

A660586 Pt3 Bottle with painted inscription, for ammonium acetate?

A660586 Pt4 Bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified drug

A660586 Pt5 Bottle with painted inscription, for linseed oil

A660586 Pt6 Bottle with painted inscription, for spirit of lavender

A660586 Pt7 Bottle with painted inscription, for unrefined wine vinegar

A660586 Pt8 Bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified oil

A660586 Pt9 Bottlw with painted inscription, for unidentified tincture

A660586 Pt10 Bottle with painted inscription, for turpentine oil, relabelled for almond oil

A660587 Thirteen bottles with painted inscriptions

A660587 Pt1 Bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified drug

A660587 Pt2 Bottle with painted inscription, for camphor wine

A660587 Pt3 Bottle with painted inscription, for white pimpinella essence

A660587 Pt4 Bottle with painted inscription, for oil of bricks

A660587 Pt5 Bottle with painted inscription, for camphor

A660587 Pt6 Bottle with painted inscription, for alcohol

A660587 Pt7 Bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified drug

A660587 Pt8 Bottle with painted inscription, for red currant syrup

A660587 Pt9 Bottle with painted inscription for unidentified drug



A660587 Pt10 Bottle with painted inscription for unidentified drug

A660587 Pt11 Bottle with painted inscription, for bezoardicum tincture

A660587 Pt12 Bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified drug

A660587 Pt13 Bottle with painted inscription, for coral or coralline tincture

A660588 Two glass bottles with painted inscriptions, possibly Swiss, possibly early 19th century

A660588 Pt1 Bottle for unidentified elixir

A660588 Pt2 Bottle for unidentified essence

A660589 Eight bottles with painted inscriptions

A660589 Pt1 Bottle, for powdered squill root, with painted inscription

A660589 Pt2 Bottle for Sydenham's laudanum, with painted inscription, empty

A660589 Pt3 Bottle for unidentified drug, with painted inscription

A660589 Pt4 Bottle for drug No. Z98, with painted inscription

A660589 Pt5 Bottle with painted inscription, for opium tincture, empty

A660589 Pt6 Bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified drug

A660589 Pt7 Bottle with painted label, for arsenic compound

A660589 Pt8 Bottle with painted inscription, for drug no. Z88

A660590 Two glass bottles with painted inscriptions

A660590 Pt1 Bottle with painted inscription, for chest elixir

A660590 Pt2 Bottle with painted inscription for galbanum tincture

A660591 Glass bottle with painted inscription on side, for castoreum

A660592 Bottle for essence of valerian compound, with painted inscription

A660593 Four glass bottles with painted inscription

A660593 Pt1 Bottle with painted inscription for unidentified drug

A660593 Pt2 Bottle with painted inscription for unidentified drug

A660593 Pt3 Bottle with painted inscription, for orange essence

A660593 Pt4 Bottle with painted inscription for unidentified drug

A660594 Bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified drug

A660595 Bottle for unidentified drug, with painted inscription

A660596 Bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified drug

A660597 Bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified drug

A660598 Glass drug jar with painted inscription, for zinc oxide

A660599 Bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified drug

A660600 Glass bottle with painted inscription, for unidentified drug

A660601 Bottle with painted inscription, for black cherry

A660602 Bottle with painted inscription, for nitric acid, possibly Swiss

A660603 Bottle with painted inscription on side, for colchicum

A660604 Bottle for compound spirit of lavender, with painted inscription

A660605 Bottle with painted inscription, for Sydenham's laudanum, empty

A660606 Bottle with painted inscription, for mint

A660608 Bottle with paper label for unidentified drug

A660609 Glass bottle for camphor spirit, with trace of contents, possibly Swiss

A660610 Glass jar for barium compound

A660611 Bottle with painted inscription, for powdered liverwort

A660612 Glass drug jar with inscription painted on side, for tragacanth

A660614 Bottle for water from the spring at Bari, Italy, with painted picture of St. Nicholas on side; In 1087, 

Nicholas' relics were furtively movted to Bari, in southeastern Italy

A660615 Glass bottle, for unidentified drug, possibly Swiss

A660617 Glass bottle for nux vomica extract

A660618 Fifty three bottles, with painted inscriptions, part of a set

A660618 Pt1 Glass jar for unidentified drug

A660618 Pt2 Glass jar for prepared stag's horn, with contents

A660618 Pt3 Glass jar for unidentified drug, containing Solomon's seal root

A660618 Pt4 Glass jar for sulphur compound

A660618 Pt5 Glass jar for unidentified drug, containing another drug

A660618 Pt6 Glass jar for potassium tartrate, containing bag of gum sarcocolla

A660618 Pt7 Glass jar for ammonium compound, containing gum tacmahac

A660618 Pt8 Glass jar, possibly for sodium phosphate, containing gum tacamahac

A660618 Pt9 Glass jar, possibly for potasium sulphate, containing another drug

A660618 Pt10 Glass jar for unidentified drug containing white terra sigillata

A660618 Pt11 Glass jar for benzoic acid, containing red terra sigillata



A660618 Pt12 Glass jar for iron filings, containing unidentified drug

A660618 Pt13 Glass jar for unidentified drug containing another unidentified drug

A660618 Pt14 Glass jar for unidentified drug

A660618 Pt15 Glass jar for ammonium compound, containing unidentified drug

A660618 Pt16 Glass jar for iron compound, containing pomegrantate root

A660618 Pt17 Glass bottle for unidentified elixir

A660618 Pt18 Glass jar for tin compound, containing piece of cloth

A660618 Pt19 Glass bottle for distilled vinegar

A660618 Pt20 Glass bottle for unidentified drug

A660618 Pt21 Glass bottle for orange flower water

A660618 Pt22 Glass bottle for scurvy-grass water

A660618 Pt23 Glass bottle for elder water

A660618 Pt24 Glass bottle for tilia water

A660618 Pt25 Glass bottle for unidentified drug

A660618 Pt26 Glass bottle for melilot oil

A660618 Pt27 Glass bottle for aromatic vinegar

A660618 Pt28 Glass bottle for cinnamon water

A660618 Pt29 Glass bottle for squill vinegar

A660618 Pt30 Glass bottle for chamomile water

A660618 Pt31 Glass bottle for hypericum oil

A660618 Pt32 Glass bottle for liniment

A660618 Pt33 Glass bottle for unidentified tincture

A660618 Pt34 Glass jar, possibly for sodium acetate, containing seed pods

A660618 Pt35 Glass jar for potassium compound containing gum tragacanth

A660618 Pt36 Glass jar for unidentified drug

A660618 Pt37 Glass jar for unidentified drug

A660618 Pt38 Glass jar, possibly for potassium carbonate

A660618 Pt39 Glass jar for potassium hydroxide, containing unidentified resin

A660618 Pt40 Glass bottle for unidentified tincture

A660618 Pt41 Glass bottle for unidentified drug which includes sulphur

A660618 Pt42 Glass bottle for spirit of earthworms

A660618 Pt43 Glass bottle fur nutmeg tincture

A660618 Pt44 Glass bottle for cayenne pepper tincture

A660618 Pt45 Glass bottle unidentified elixir

A660618 Pt46 Glass bottle for catechu tincture

A660618 Pt47 Bottle for unidentified tincture

A660618 Pt48 Glass bottle for unidentified drug

A660618 Pt49 Glass bottle for unidentified elixir

A660618 Pt50 Glass bottle for unidentified drug

A660618 Pt51 Glass bottle for tincture of myrrh

A660618 Pt52 Glass bottle for unidentified drug

A660618 Pt53 Glass bottle for unidentified tincture

A660619 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical, possibly 18th century

A660620 Glass bottle with paper label

A660621 Glass flask with engraved decoration

A660622 Glass flask, possibly pharmaceutical

A660623 Glass bottle

A660624 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660625 Glass jar, possibly pharmaceutical

A660626 Glass bottle with funnel-shaped neck, possibly pharmaceutical

A660627 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660628 Glass bottle with funnel-shaped neck

A660629 Glass jar with pedestal foot

A660630 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660631 Two glass jugs with spouts

A660632 Glass jug with spout

A660633 Glass jug with spout

A660634 Glass jug

A660635 Glass jug

A660636 Glass jug with spout



A660637 Glass jug

A660638 Glass flask with spout

A660639 Glass flask with spout

A660640 Glass flask with spout

A660641 Glass flask with spout

A660642 Two glass flasks with spouts

A660643 Glass flask with spout

A660644 Glass flask

A660645 Glass flask with spout, possibly pharmaceutical

A660646 Glass jug

A660647 Two glass bottles with inscriptions painted on sides

A660647 Pt1 Glass bottle for sage water

A660647 Pt2 Glass bottle for preparation containing rose

A660648 Glass bottle with painted inscription for unidentified tincture

A660649 Glass jug with spout

A660650 Glass flask with spout, possibly pharmaceutical

A660651 Glass jug with spout, 1551- 1650

A660652 Glass flask with spout

A660653 Glass flask with spout

A660654 Blue glass bottle

A660655 Two blue glass bowls with lids and painted decoration, dated 1822 scratched a base

A660655 Pt1 Blue glass bowl with lid, with painted decoration

A660655 Pt2 Blue glass bowl with lid, with painted decoration

A660656 Blue glass jar for scented ground rice

A660657 Two blue glass ointment jars

A660658 Glass jar for yarrow powder

A660659 Blue glass drug jar

A660660 Glass bowl

A660661 Glass mug

A660662 Ten glass jars with lids

A660662/1

A660662/4

A660662/9 glass jar with lid

A660662 Pt1 Glass drug jar with lid

A660662 Pt2 Glass drug jar with lid

A660662 Pt3 Glass drug jar with lid

A660662 Pt4 Glass drug jar with lid

A660662 Pt5 Glass drug jar with lid

A660662 Pt6 Glass drug jars with lid

A660662 Pt7 Glass drug jar with lid

A660662 Pt8 Glass drug jar with lid

A660662 Pt9 Glass drug jar - urn shaped purple glass jar with lid and handles.

A660662 Pt10 Glass drug jar with lid

A660663 Two glass drug jars with lids and painted decoration

A660663 Pt1 Blue glass drug jar with lid

A660663 Pt2 Blue glass drug jar with lid

A660664 Four glass drug jars, with lid and painted decoration

A660664 Pt1 Blue glass drug jar

A660664 Pt2 Blue glass drug jar

A660664 Pt3 Blue glass drug jars

A660664 Pt4 Blue glass drug jar

A660665 Three blue glass bottles

A660665/1 one of three blue glass bottles

A660665/2 one of three blue glass bottles

A660665/3 one of three blue glass bottles

A660666 Glass bottle in wooden case, by Gilbertson and Sons, English

A660667 Glass bottle

A660668 Glass bottle

A660669 Four glass bottles

A660669 Pt1 Glass bottle containing black powder



A660669 Pt2 Glass bottle

A660669 Pt3 Glass bottle

A660669 Pt4 Glass bottle

A660671 Clear glass bottle, for unidentified drug with trace of contents

A660672 Glass flask, possibly pharmaceutical

A660673 Conical glass flask with monogram A B M engraved on side

A660674 Glass bottle

A660676 Glass jar for confection of caraway seeds

A660677 Large glass tumbler, bucket-shaped with pontil work on base.

A660678 Glass vessel, possibly pharmaceutical

A660680 Two glass drug jars

A660681 Glass drug jar for paraffin

A660682 Glass drug jar

A660683 Glass drug jar for unidentified drug, Italian

A660684 Bottle, possibly pharmaceutical, decorated with cut out animals, etc., stuck on sides

A660685 Ornate glass vessel with lid, possibly pharmaceutical

A660686 Glass storage jar with stopcock

A660687 Eight glass flasks, possibly pharmaceutical

A660687/1 glass flask, possibly pharmaceutical

A660687/2 glass flask, possibly pharmaceutical

A660687/3 glass flask, possibly pharmaceutical

A660688 Glass conical flask

A660689 Glass jar with lid, possibly pharmaceutical

A660690 Glass vase with two handles

A660691 Ten small green bottles in wooden box

A660692 Glass bottle for chalk and morphine tincture, with trace elements, from N. F. Tyler's Chemist's 

Shop, 87 Abingdon Road, Kensington, London, W8, England.

A660693 Glass albarello with alchemical symbol on side

A660694 Glass bottle

A660695 Glass flask for unidentified drug

A660697 Glass jar, possibly pharmaceutical

A660698 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660699 Glass bottle, possibly pharmaceutical

A660704 Conical glass flask

A660705 Glass vessel with metal rim, function unknown

A660707 Two glass bottles with remains of labels

A660708 Glass bottle with depression on one side to receive label

A660709 Three glass drug jars with lids

A660710 Small glass jug with spout, possibly pharmaceutical, c.1600

A660711 Bottle for unidentified drug, labelled in Chinese characters

A660713 Glass jug

A660714 Two glass flaksks, each with long curved spout

A660714/1 glass flask with long curved spout

A660715 Small glass bottle

A660716 Glass specimen bottle

A660717 Glass specimen bottle

A660718 Glass specimen jar containing four small bottles of drugs

A660718 Pt1 Bottle of emetine bismuth iodide, by W. Martindale, 12 New Cavendish Street, London, England.

A660718 Pt2 Bottle of di-iodo salicylic acid

A660718 Pt3 Bottle of strychnine bromide powder

A660718 Pt4 Bottle of emetine bismuth iodide by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., English

A660718 Pt5 Glass specimen jar, without content (see other parts for details)

A660719 Glass specimen jar containing seven small bottles of drugs

A660719 Pt1 Bottle of daturine

A660719 Pt2 Tube of atroprine hydrobromide

A660719 Pt3 Bottle of hyoxine sulphate, by Savory and Moore, 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, 

SW1, England.

A660719 Pt4 Bottle of colchicine

A660719 Pt5 Bottle, glas, of gold bromide



A660719 Pt6 Tube of hyoscamine sulphate, 1907

A660719 Pt7 Tube of hydrastine hydrochloride

A660719 Pt8 Glass specimen jar, without contents (see other parts for rest)

A660720 Glass specimen jar containing five small bottles of drugs

A660720 Pt1 Bottle of apomorphine hydrochloride, by W. Martindale, 12 New Cavendish Street, London, 

England.

A660720 Pt2 Bottle of physostigmine

A660720 Pt3 Bottle of homatropine

A660720 Pt4 Tube of physostigmine salicylate, by the British Drug Houses Ltd., English

A660720 Pt5 Bottle of hyoscin hydrobromide, by the British Drug Houses Ltd., English

A660720 Pt6 Glass specimen jar, without contents (see other parts for rest)

A660721 Glass bottle, used to store oil

A660723 Glass jar on pedestal foot

A660724 Glass albarello

A660725 Glass flask with spout

A660726 Glass flask with spout

A660727 Glass flask with spout

A660728 Glass flask with spout

A660729 Glass flask with spout, with painted inscription

A660730 Glass flask originally with spout, possibly c.1600

A660731 Glass flask with spout, possibly c.1600

A660732 Glass flask with spout and remains of painted inscription, possibly c. 1600

A660733 Two conical glass flasks with spouts

A660734 Glass conical with handle

A660735 Spouted glass flask, possibly pharmaceutical

A660736 Glass flask with spout

A660737 Green glass dru jar

A660738 Glass jug

A660739 Glass drug jar

A660740 Glass bottle

A660741 Glass flask, possibly pharmaceutical

A660742 Glass jug, possibly pharmaceutical

A660743 Eighteen small glass bottles

A660744 Eighteen glass domes, possibly covers for bottles

A660746 Four glass drug jars

A660748 Glass bowl

A660749 Glass bottle

A660751 Flask for stag's horn preparation

A660753 Two glass bottles with stoppers

A660754 Bottle, by Piesse and Lubin, 2 New Bond Street, London, England.

A660755 Glass bottle with stopper and cover

A660756 Glass jar, possibly pharmaceutical

A660757 Glass vessel possibly pharmaceutical

A660762 Glass drug jar, possibly Spanish

A660763 Bottle, supplied by Pharmacie Lappe, Swiss

A660764 Glass bottle

A660765 Glass bottle, used for arsenic and valerian tincture, with painted inscription

A660767 Bottle of ethyl nitrate solution, by Hopkin and Williams, 16 Cross Street, Hatton Garden, London, 

EC, England.

A660768 Thick walled glass bottle

A660769 Glass bottle

A660770 Glass drug jar with lid

A660771 Glass bottle

A660772 Glass bottle

A660773 Glass bottle

A660775 Glass goblet

A660777 Glass flask

A660778 Glass bottle

A660779 Glass bottle

A660781 Glass jar, possibly pharmaceutical



A661252 Bottle in paper carton

A661259 Bottle for insulin, with instructions, in original carton, by the Wellcome Foundation Ltd. , English

A661260 Bottle for insulin, with instructions, in original carton, by the Wellcome Foundation Ltd. , English

A661261 Bottle for insulin, with instructions, in original carton, by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., English, 

1923

A661262 Bottle for insulin, with instructions, in original carton, by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., English, 

1940

A661263 Bottle for insulin, with instructions in original carton, by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., English, 

1926

A661264 Bottle for insulin, with instructions,in original carton, by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., English, 

1934 or 1939 (carton dated 6/7/34 or 6/7/39)

A662114 Bottle for strychnine sulphate, by Savory and Moore, 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, 

SW, England.

A662115 Graduated medicine bottle, supplied by N.F. Tyler, English

A662117 Bottle for trinitrophenol, by the British Drug Houses Ltd., English

A662132 Bottle with glass stopper, English(?) 1870-1920

A662137 Bottle with glass stopper

A662138 Bottle for camphor compound tincture, by Savory and Moore, 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, 

London, SW1, England.

A662160 Bottle for blackcurrant extract

A662161 Bottle for valerian tincture, by Savory and Moore, Standard Works, Lawrence Road, Tottenham, 

London, N15, England.

A662164 Bottle for calcium hydroxide, by Savory and Moore, 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, 

SW1, England.

A662166 Bottle for unidentified drug, by R. S. Dampney, 70 Warwick Road and 87 Abingdon Road, 

Kensington, London, England.

A662170 Bottle for caraway water, by Wright, Layman and Umney Ltd., English

A662489 Bottle for "Memory Drops", with advertisement, in original carton, by Dr. D.N. Ghose, Indian or 

Pakistan

A662502 Ceramic ink stand with two inkwells and rack for pens

A662503 Leather case for bottle

A662559 Glass bottle in metal case, with trace of contents

A664016 Bottle for sassafras oil

A664037 Bottle for sabal, by Parke, Davis and Co., English

A664038 Bottle for "Synthorose", synthetic attar of rose, by Warrick Brothers Ltd., English

A664067 Bottle, possibly used for drugs

A664069 Bottle for eau de cologne, by Edouard Pinaud, 37 Bd. de Strasbourg, Paris, France.

A664133 Bottle for corn paint by Wright, Layman and Umney Ltd., Southwark Street, English

A664228 Bottle for "Vagadil-Alk" tablets, by Gedeon Richter (Great Britain) Ltd., English

A665355 Glass bottle, green, cylindrical body, kicked base, rounded shoulders, cylindrical neck, rim 

outsplayed horizontally, European, 17th to 18th century

A665558 Glass phial with stopper

A665668 Dark green bottle with cork stopper and an iron lid, empty but labelled for aqueous cinnamon, 

English, 1800-1850

A666362 24 glass specimen bottles, type used in Wellcome materia medica collection, empty, English, 

1901-1930

A666362 Pt1 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt2 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt3 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt4 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt5 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt6 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt7 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt8 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt9 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt10 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt11 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt12 Part. Description pending



A666362 Pt13 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt14 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt15 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt16 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt17 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt18 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt19 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt20 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt21 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt22 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt23 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt24 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt25 Part. Description pending

A666362 Pt26 Part. Description pending

A666366 Empty specimen jar wood, West Indies, dated 1858

A666375 Empty glass specimen jar for elephant's skin, 1901-1930, as used in China, 1801-1930

A666376 glass specimen jar, English, 1850-1930

A666587 Clear glass bottle, originally contained a cacahuilla nut from Peru, now missing, presented by Kew 

Gardens, 1924-1940

A666862 Thirty-five glass specimen jars, empty, probably English, 1880-1935

A666862 Pt1 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt2 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt3 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt4 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt5 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt6 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt7 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt8 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt9 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt10 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt11 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt12 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt13 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt14 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt15 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt16 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt17 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt18 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt19 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt20 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt21 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt22 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt23 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt24 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt25 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt26 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt27 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt28 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt29 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt30 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt31 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt32 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt33 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt34 Part. Description pending

A666862 Pt35 Part. Description pending

A667114 Glass specimen bottle, empty, once used for cassia fistula, bottle English, 1901-1939

A667200 Glass specimen jar once holding star apple an edible fruit from the West Indies, emtpy

A667214 Glass bottle, originally held broke back beans from West Africe, empty, bottle English, 1920-1940

A668068 Empty specimen jar for sample of Pterocaulon, no provenace, 1830-1900



A668285 Glass jar, originally contained a fern used as remedy for diabetes, now missing

A668818 Specimen bottle used for siver leaves from South Africa, now empty

A668943 Empty specimen jar, European, 1900-1930

A668944 Specimen jar, European, 1900-1930

A669046 Glass specimen bottle, now empty, but once containing kokenite palm nut, English bottle, 1870-

1930

A669198 Glass jar, English, 1880-1940

A669558 Glass jar, originally contained roots, now empty, jar English, 1870-1940

A673249 Glass phial, plastic seal, originally holding hydrogen peroxide, now empty, European, 1920-1960

A673272 Glass phial, now empty, originally held chlorine, European, 1920-1960

A673273 Glass phial, now empty, originally holding acetic ether, European, 1920-1960

A673286 Glass phial, formerly contained formaldehyde

A673360 2 pieces of green bottle glass in envelope, presented by the Field Museum of Chicago, no 

provenance details, 1900-1930

A674037 Glass bottle, once for plantago major, empty, Chinese

A674042 Glass bottle, once containing rabbit's faeces, Chinese materia medica, English bottle, 1840-1920

A674118 Small glass phial, uncorked, now empty, provenance unknown, 1831-1920

A674351 Glass bottle with contents and stopper missing, originally contained Euresol, made by Knoll and 

Co. of Ludwigshafen, West German, 1900-1950

A674403 Broken glass bottle with contents missing, English, 1870-1930

A674474 Empty corked bottle with lip on rim, used for aconitum, prepared by G. Wyatt, English, 1871-1920

A674475 Empty corked glass bottle with lip on rim, used for nux vomica, prepared by G. Wyatt, English, 

1871-1920

A674908 Specimen tin, empty, originally contained seeds(?)

A675001 Glass bottle, originally contained crane fruit from Sierra Leone, now empty, exhibited at Colonial 

and Indian Exhibition in London, 1886

A675165 Cylindrical glass for formerly contained pills from China

A675178 Glass bottle originally contained aconite chloride, now empty, made by John Craig of Hawick, 

Scottish, 1900-1950

A675181 Glass bottle, originally contained butyl-chloral hydrate powder, made by Barron, Harveys and Co. 

of Giltspur Street, London, now empty, English, 1950-1970

A675185 Glass bottle with glass stopper, originally contained bromoform, now empty, English(?), 1870-

1950

A675187 Glass bottle with cork stopper, originally contained dehydrated alcohol, now empty, made by 

British Drug Houses Ltd., London, 1920-1960

A675192 Glass bottle with cork stopper, contained avena sativa, now empty, made by homoeopathic 

chemists Epps, Thatcher and Co., 60 Jermyn Street, London, SW1, England, 1900-1950.

A675412 Empty bottle originally contained Crookes colloidal silver prepared by the Crookes Laboratories, 

British Colloids Ltd., London

A675459 Graduated empty bottle used for castor oil, supplied by W. Hayhoe, Norwich, bottle English, 1901-

1940

A675466 Empty bottle for tincture of Strophanthus, by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., USA, 1910-1912

A675497 Empty bottle for compound spirits of orange, supplied by Savory and Moore Ltd., London, 1935-

1951

A675542 Glass bottle with dropper top, contained sulfex nose drops now missing, made by Smth Kline and 

French Labs Ltd. of Welwyn Garden City, English, 1960-1975

A675550 Glass bottle, originally contained hyoscyamine, now empty, made by Hopkin and Williams Ltd., 16 

Cross Street, Hatton Garden, London, England, 1870-1930.

A675551 Glass bottle with cork stopper, originally contained rosettol perfume concentrate made by 

Wright,Layman and Umney of London, now empty, English, 1911-1920

A675552 Glass bottle with paper covered cork stopper, originally contained neboline compound now 

evaporated, made by Oppenheimer Son and Co. Ltd. of London, English, 1910-1940

A675601 Glass bottle originally contained antiseptic solution, now empty, by Christen Pharmacien, 31 rue 

du Caire, Paris, France, 1870-1940.

A675606 Glass bottle, originally contained anthoxanthum odoratum, now empty, made by Leath and Ross 

of London, England, 1920-1950



A675612 Glass bottle, originally contained an extract, now empty, English(?), 1870-1930

A675614 Glass bottle, originally contained sodium citrate tablets, but now empty, made by Savory and 

Moore and John Bell and Croyden Limited, 143 New Bond Street, London, England, 1900-1950.

A675626 Brown glass bottle, originally contained ethyl bromide, now empty, made by Wright,Layman and 

Umney of London, English, 1920-1960

A675631 Brown glass bottle, now empty, originally contained epispacticus liquid, made by Savory and 

Moore Ltd., 29 Chapel Street, Belgrave Square, London, SW1, England, 1900-1952.

A675647 Empty bottle for spirit of camphor, supplied by G.P. Pond, London, 1850-1930

A675690 Glass poison bottle, used for corrosive sublimate, mercuric chloride, prepared by Burroughs 

Wellcome and Co., London, Soloid brand

A675744 Cardboard box contains glass bottle, originally contained forgenina, now empty, made by Giorgio 

Zoja of Milan, supplied in London by Savory and Moore, Italian, 1900-1950

A675750 Glass bottle, now empty, originally contained glyceryl trinitrate tablets, made by Burroughs 

Wellcome and Co. of London, English, 1915-1950

A675775 Glass bottle, originally contained tincture of digitalis, made by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., now 

empty, English, 1916-1940

A675779 Glass bottle, originally contained soluble mercury, made by R. Williams and Co., Homoeopathic 

Chemists of Brighton, English, 1900-1950

A681100 U-shaped glass pharmacy tube, broken with solid glass foot, also broken, European, 1880 to 

1930

A681278 Thirteen glass specimen bottles, originally containing Chinese materia medica, now empty, 

English, 1901-1940

A681279 Seven glass specimen bottles, originally containing materia medica, now empty, English, 1901-

1940

A681280 Two glass specimen bottles originally containing materia medica, English, 1901-1940

A681281 Five glass specimen bottles, empty, English, 1901-1940

A681282 Twenty-four inverted glass specimen bottles, empty, English, 1870-1930

A681283 Two glass specimen bottle, empty, English, 1901-1940

A681284 Two glass specimen bottles, empty, English, 1901-1940

A681285 Three glass specimen bottles, empty, English, 1901-1940

A681286 Glass specimen bottle, empty, English, 1930-1940

A681287 Glass specimen bottle, empty, English, 1930-1960

A681288 Glass specimen bottle, empty, originally for Chinese materia medica, English, 1901-1930

A681289 Glass specimen bottle, empty, with cork and boxwood stopper, inscribed Beall and Son, 

Cambridge, 1901-1940

A681290 Glass specimen jar, originally for materia medica, English, 1851-1900

A681291 Glass specimen bottle, empty, English, 1901-1940

A681292 Glass specimen bottle, empty, English, 1901-1940

A681293 Glass bottle, 12 sided, empty, English, 1860-1930

A681294 Glass specimen bottle, empty, English, 1901-1930

A681295 Glass specimen bottle, empty, English, 1901-1940

A681296 Glass specimen bottle, empty, English, 1920-1940

A681297 Specimen tube, empty, English, 1901-1940

A681298 Glass beaker, Europe, 1901-1940

A681442 44 glass specimen bottles, empty, English, 1901-1940

A681443 11 glass specimen jars, empty, English, 1880-1940

681443/1 glass specimen jar, empty, English, 1880-1940

A681443/1 glass specimen jar, empty, English, 1880-1940

A681443/2 glass spcimen jar, empty, English, 1880-1940

A681443/3 glass spcimen jar, empty, English, 1880-1940

A681443/4 glass specimen jar, empty, English, 1880-1940

A681443/5 glass spcimen jar, empty, English, 1880-1940

A681443/6 glass specimen jar, empty, English, 1880-1940

A681443/7 glass specimen jar, empty, English, 1880-1940

A681444 5 glass specimen jars, 3 with stoppers, English, 1890-1940

A683069 Five clear glass flasks, small, of varying sizes, probably English, 1871-1920

A683088 Small square storage bottle, clear glass, empty, with mounting bracket and tap near base, 

probably English, c.1830-1900

A683091 Late C19 clear glass English cylindrical pharmacy jar with scale of fluid ounces



A683166 Bottle by Burroughs Wellcome and Co., English

A683176 Glass flask with spout

A683189 Glass specimen bottle, empty, English, 1880-1940

A683190 Glass specimen bottle, emtpy, English, 1901-1930

A683203 Glass bottle with inscription painted on side, 18th to 19th century

A683204 Glass bottle with inscription painted on side, 18th to 19th century

A683214 Glass carboy, pear-shaped, with conical faceted hollow stopper, 18th-19th century

A683218 Green glass carboy, 1780 to 1900, England

A683221 Large green glass bottle, unlabelled, 19th century

A683222 Green glass bottle for powdered chamomile, 19th century

A690003 Hexagonal moulded glass bottle, with ground glass stopper, possibly from medicine chest, empty

A690009 Set of four tincture bottles, rose-coloured glass, different contents, Bohemian, with engraving of 

lyre on front of bottle

A693614 Specimen bottle of unknown materia medica, 1821 to 1950


